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This thesis examines the nature of social stigmatization surrounding prostitution in 
New Zealand, and the ways in which the public reacts to perceived problems of 
prostitution. 
It is important to recognise that prostitution is a broad term that encompasses 
situations from forced sexual slavery and trafficking of women, to legal, voluntary sex 
work. In New Zealand sex work is largely voluntary, as in many other 'western' countries. 
The 1995 UN Beijing Women's Conference differentiated between forced and voluntary 
prostitution, reflecting the opinion that different forms of prostitution exist, not all 
necessarily abusive or exploitative. In New Zealand, as in other places, prostitution is 
quietly tolerated; laws exist to criminalise it but no serious attempt is ever made to 
eradicate the problem. Many would argue, though, that it should be eradicated. 
Prostitution is construed as a social problem. For many people the institution of 
prostitution represents the degradation of women. 'Red light' areas, street walkers, and 
brothels are viewed as a symbol of urban decay and a direct assault on proper moral 
standards. By contrast, however, many prostitutes themselves view sex work as a 
legitimate occupation, and argue that it should not be subject to moral condemnation or 
prohibitive legislation. This gap between public perceptions of prostitution, and sex 
workers' own opinions are an important aspect of the 'problem of prostitution'. 
Prostitutes are typically treated as 'other', differentiated from 'respectable' women. 
Many sex workers criticise the simplistic stereotypes that are often used to characterise 
the 'prostitute world', however. The stereotypical portrayals of the prostitute usually 
involve themes such as prostitutes as degraded victims; as spreaders of disease; or as 
junkies. Prostitution is a metaphor for criminality, violence, drugs, and degradation. But 
while these are often taken as common sense 'facts' of prostitution, many sex workers 
contest these characterisations that are assumed to be inherent in prostitution. Many 
workers argue that those stereotypes of prostitution are not how they have personally 
experienced selling sex. 
The wide range of sex workers' experiential voices that have emerged over the past 
few decades has led to a change in the nature of theoretical discussions on prostitution. 
First-hand accounts have problematised universal theories on prostitution by the diversity 
of opinions and experiences from different women and men selling sex. Workers have 
described situations of complete control and sexual empowerment within the contract, to 
situations of abuse, exploitation, and degradation, and everything in between. These 
contradictions exist between workers as well as within the individual worker. The 
diversity and complexity of experiences have therefore disrupted large-scale theories that 
seek to reduce prostitution to universal models. 
This thesis will examine the tension between sex workers' attitudes and the public 
conceptualisations of prostitution, looking at what the prostitution contract means for 
different groups. It also investigates how the popular stereotypes and myths surrounding 
commercial sex are constantly evoked, typically characterising prostitution as a site of 
violence and degradation. The sex workers' own perspectives are explored to show how 
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A woman goes to a sex work conference in London, and on her return she tells her friend, 
'Sex workers are remarkable and fascinating people. 
I met a sex worker who spends all her days dreaming of being discovered by a 
Hollywood film-maker. 
I met a sex worker with a black eye and severe bruising on her arms. 
I met a sex worker who speaks three different languages. 
I met a sex worker who sometimes hates her job, but has to pay the bills. 
I met a sex worker who used to work in a chicken factory. 
I met a sex worker who teaches tap-dancing to her child and sends him to private school. 
I met a sex worker who can make you laugh until your sides split. 
I met a sex worker who said she had learned so much more about herself and other people 
through sex work' 
The friend says: 
'I don't know why you are so surprised, Britain is a diverse country and there are many 
sex workers, all sorts of people.' 
'No', says the first, 'it was the same sex worker' . 
(from Rickard and Storr 2001: 1 ). 
As a marginalised group of social actors, prostitutes are weighed down with 
stereotypes, half-truths and generalisations that conjure up an image of what the typical 
prostitute is supposedly like. Prostitution is also weighed down with intense 
stigmatisation; the act of selling sex provoking much moral judgment and condemnation. 
As Hubbard (1999) writes: 
Although it is difficult to make sweeping generalisations about attitudes towards sexual 
practice, few would disagree with the assertion that paying for sexual services has always 
been regarded as morally problematic. Throughout Western history, those men and 







rest of society, a source of fear and fascination, a nefarious 'other' whose existence seems 
to confirm that sexuality is not a commodity that should be bought and sold (Hubbard 
1999:1). 
Prostitutes commercialise that which should not be sold, the social repercussions being 
that they are subject to moral condemnation and disapproval. This condemnation is 
closely entwined with the ideals of family life and marriage, and social concepts of 
female sexuality. The madonna/whore dichotomy constructs a division between good 
women and chaste wives, on the one hand, and lewd, promiscuous females, on the other. 1 
Etymologically prostitution derives from the Latin for 'to place' (statuere) in public (pro), 
'publicly' available women standing in direct opposition to the societal ideals of female 
chastity (Hubbard 1999:23). As such, the prostitute is looked down upon. As one sex 
worker herself put it, describing her own perceptions of prostitutes before she began 
working in the sex industry, "I thought they were sub-human beings, you know, I really 
did. I thought they were dirty people ... immoral" (Tara). 
Judged as a problem, prostitutes are treated as deviants for doing something that is 
perceived to fundamentally undermine general ideals of morality and sexuality. But as 
Zadjow observes, deviancy is a socially constructed concept: 
Deviance is not an inherent or intrinsic property of a person, but it is the way in which an 
act is viewed by particular groups in society who have the power to make their moral 
world view predominate (Zadjow 1991:9).2 
Prostitution can be viewed as a social problem in two senses. From the perspective of 
popular mainstream social attitudes, it is a problem in that it is seen as an offensive urban 
blight that society would be better off without. But from the perspective of prostitutes 
themselves who feel their 'deviant' status is unwarranted, the social problem can be 
viewed as an issue of why it disturbs public morality to such an extent as to provoke so 
much stigmatization. In analysing the problem of prostitution, the focus can be shifted to 
look not at the prostitute herself as deviant person, but to question the social responses to 
commercial sex that construct the prostitute as 'deviant'. 
The dialogue with which I open this study highlights several aspects of the problem of 
prostitution. Firstly, it shows that sex workers are a diverse collection of individuals, all 
grouped under the same broad category and label 'prostitute', a label heavily laden with 
proscriptive meanings, assumptions and moral judgement. It also makes the point that, 
for those working in the sex industry, making money by selling sex is only one aspect of 
an individual's life, amongst a multiplicity of others. An obvious point maybe, but one 
that needs stating, as analyses of prostitution sometimes reduce the complexity of 
people's lives down to simplified models, ignoring the fact the workers are also mothers, 
sisters, and daughters, leading an otherwise conventional life before and beyond sex 
work. The dialogue also raises the issue of prostitute as 'other', outside of 'normal' 
1 See Douglas (1970:82-84) for a dated sociological study and moralistic view of the social distinction 
between 'good women' and 'whores'. 
2 Esland and Salaman (1980) describe forms of work, such as prostitution, defined as deviant by society, 
And at how the social status and definitions of particular jobs as deviant or dirty are related to the power of 









society. For many people it is a subject that arouses curiosity as to what the 'prostitute 
world' is like. This lack of knowledge, or lack of direct experience, usually leads to 
assumptions, the gaps being filled by representations from sources such as films, TV, 
mw1s reports, magazine articles, etc. But such representations are cyp-i-Ga:-t11l:-Vy------ttlittmttitite;,tdt.,---~~ 
working off, and reinforcing, stereotypes and simplifications. 
The essence of the dialogue then, is that it draws attention to an important issue in the 
problematisation of prostitution. For many people it is little known and often understood 
in terms of bad stereotypes. But it is simultaneously condemned for what it is perceived 
to be about. The story suggests that the misconceptions surrounding prostitution need 
questioning: 
stereotyping 
It is like we are strange nocturnal animals that crawl out of the sewers at night 
(sex worker quoted in Davis 1994:10). 
Sex workers are a marginalised group and are subject to social oppression. Many of 
the public attitudes that label prostitution as inherently wrong rest on bad stereotypes and 
simplified understandings that have existed for many years, showing remarkable 
resilience to change. They remain deeply ingrained in the social consciousness, often 
assuming a common sense character as 'natural'. This includes ideas of the prostitute as 
working class victim; the fallen woman in need of saving; as diseased body, spreader of 
infections; the over-sexed nymphomaniac; the drug addict working for the next fix; 
prostitution as a dark world of crime and violence; etc. These stereotypes are constantly 
evoked in representations and analyses. 
Popular understandings of prostitution are derived from a variety of sources - films, 
literature, laws, newspaper reports, magazine articles, and so on, but rarely from first-
hand experience. The prostitute is therefore what Hubbard describes as mythical figure 
constructed from regurgitated stereotypes and cliches: "Such pervasive images serve to 
construct the identity of prostitutes in the social imagination" (Hubbard 1999:8). As 
Hubbard notes, representations of prostitution usually fall back on negative cliches: 
[Representations] centre on the figure of the prostitute as a symbol of criminality, disease 
and despondency, a figure occupying the seedy netherworld of the city of the 
night ... Ostensibly serious and dispassionate documentaries on prostitution also inevitably 
focus on the more titillating aspect of sex work, often conveying images of sex workers 
as drug dependant, exploited and marginal figures who are prepared to sell their body 
(and their dignity) ... these images of prostitution are only half right. In fact, prostitution, 
like any other form of work, exists in a diversity of forms characterised by different 
working conditions, risks and rewards (Hubbard 1999:80). 
Magazine articles commonly regurgitate the same stereotypes, tending towards cheap 
sensationalism: 
In its treatment of sex and gender, the press, for example, concerned as it is (to varying 
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distinguish the abnormal or 'unnatural' from the rest of us. In doing so it rearticulates and 
refixes social values (Weedon 1987:97). 
The media often write about the extreme and the bizarre for the sake of entertainment and 
sales, resulting in a distorted representation of the sex industry: 
Prostitutes are a favoured topic in the media and even though most female prostitutes' 
lives are much like any other women's lives it is the extreme life stories that receive 
attention (Skilbrei 2001 :65). 
According to the media, prostitution often involves child sex, drugs, violence and 
hopelessness.3 But the media focus on issues such as drugs, health risks, or child 
prostitution, are, it could be argued, misrepresentative portrayals that merely serve to 
reinforce negative constructions of prostitution in the mind of the public. These 
portrayals of the extreme negative are a way of reaffirming that prostitution is wrong. For 
example, McLeod (1996), in a Dominion opinion column, takes issue with modem 
'liberal' tolerance of prostitution, giving a vitriolic critique of 'normalising' such an 
abhorrent practice: 
A moment's reality. Prostitution is not, in fact, an appealing career option. The risk of 
disease - not just venereal - is high, as are the odds of being bashed and killed by the sort 
of people who need to purchase sex. Call that glamorous? Some whores are drug addicts, 
apparently a luxury taste that can only be met by large cash flows. Call that fun? As for 
the subtle implication that whoredom is somehow normal, and we're being warm, cosy 
liberals admitting it, it isn't. Normal people don't sell their bodies to strangers; it's a sign 
of distress and degradation (McLeod 1996:10). 
McLeod goes on to evoke several questionable cliches of prostitutes, such as their 
culpability in spreading the AIDS virus, and depicting prostitution as a world of murder, 
violence and despair. 
The general conception of prostitution as dark and dangerous can be seen in public 
aversion to sex workers. A recent example of this was seen in the proposed Mermaid 
Strip Club in Wellington, which sparked opposition that saw local businesses, residents 
and the city council trying to have it closed down before it even opened. The idea of 
having a sex parlour in the central, 'respectable' part of town provoked condemnation, as 
it was believed it would tum the area into "a seedy dive, littered with used condoms and 
needles, lined with bawdy advertisements, and populated by prostitutes, drug dealers, 
queues of undesirables and loud doormen touting for business" (Otago Daily Times, May 
21, 2001:13). This scenario of what opponents thought might happen was a reaction 
based on stereotypes of a mythical 'prostitute world' rather than an appraisal of what 
impact of another parlour would really have. It was assumed that by their presence alone, 
sex workers would automatically bring crime, drugs and urban decay. These assumptions 
are based more on bad stereotypes of a mythical prostitute world than the reality of sex 
industry operations in New Zealand. One of the central aspects of the story was that of 
'visibility'. The problem was that it was not hidden in a backstreet industrial area, but in a 
3 See, for example, Ansley (2000), Sex in the City, in the Listener April 1-7 (2000:20-23). Also Mulu, I 







respectable part of town. As Hubbard (1999) notes, many people tolerate prostitution so 
long as they are not directly confronted with it, but when provoked by more visible 
forms, such as street workers, or clubs moving into 'respectable' areas, the latent hostility 
.4 
... current forms of social and legal regulation consequently seek to contain ( and 
constrain) performances of this sexual identity in specific sites where it will not affront 
the expressions of sexuality that are marital, monogamous, reproductive and non-
commercial (Hubbard 1999:212). 
definitions of prostitution 
... we all sell ourselves in some way, whether sexually or not 
(anonymous prostitute quoted in Hubbard (1999:199). 
Defining prostitution can be problematic in that many different forms of sexual-
economic exchange exist, and are not all comparable, or easily categorised as 
prostitution. For example, in the USA, Native American hunters in the past would have 
sexual arrangements with women who accompanied men on hunting trips and received a 
share of the profits in return for sexual favours (Bullough 1964: 10). But this would 
hardly be construed as prostitution as such in the typical understanding of prostitution in 
modem 'western' countries as involving street walkers and brothels. But other forms of 
sexual-economic exchange exist beyond 'formal' prostitution. It could include trading 
sexual favours for services or bartering sex for some kind of gain. As Boyle (1997) points 
out, mainstream commercial prostitution is relatively easy to define - the exchange of 
sexual services for money - but the full range is more problematic. It includes giving sex 
for temporary accommodation, or for food, or arrangements with tradespeople to 
exchange services for goods and services. Stretching the definition even further, some 
have argued that most women, at some point in their lives, have prostituted sex for gain: 
Arguably few women have escaped prostituting themselves for a dinner, a present, for 
love or for security. The prostitute is really at the extreme end of a continuum few women 
ever escape (Cheney 1988:244). 
Jan Jordan reiterates the point: 
... all women, whether or not we have explicitly exchanged sex for money, share similar 
experiences when it comes to recipes for survival in a male-dominated world. Whether 
we have 'worked' in the sex industry or not, many of us have at times made bargains 
around access to our sexuality, even if only to the extent of using flirtation to gain what 
we want or need (Jordan 1992:193). 
Others would argue that prostitution isn't particular to women in a male-dominated 
world. In a Marxist sense, all workers are prostitutes, commercial sex is merely the 
4 A clear example of this can be seen in Wilson's (2000) article, 'The Whore Next Door', a shock-value 
story warning people that a current trend over the last few years is seeing the scourge of prostitution 






"specific expression of the universal prostitution of the worker" (Truong 1990:31 ). All 
workers have to exchange their labour power and bodies under capitalist relations of 
production. 
analyses of prostitution 
The definition of prostitution in the analysis of sex work is also problematic in the 
sense that it doesn't distinguish between the range and types of sex work and the 
circumstances of the workers. In New Zealand, the sex industry includes a diverse range, 
including telephone sex operators, pornographic modelling, strip dancers, mistresses, 
sugar daddy relationships, bondage and discipline dominatrices, etc, some selling 
penetrative sex, others not. Other variables exist, such as where the work is performed, 
the type of client attracted, the level of physical risk, or the income earning potential. 
The range of what gets lumped together under the term 'prostitution' is wide, but it is 
important to recognise that prostitution takes many different forms. At its worst it 
involves trafficking of humans and sexual slavery,5 but at the other end of the scale it 
includes voluntary sex work that some have argued can be empowering and financially 
rewarding. The tendency to generalise all prostitution as one and the same thing obscures 
vast differences between systems of prostitution in various countries and also the types of 
sex work in any one place. 
Some analyses fail to differentiate between the variations and the most negative forms 
of prostitution are often conflated with voluntary sex work. For example, many 
discussions start from the perspective of prostitution as an abhorrent problem, and this 
typically results in analyses that highlight negative aspects. Kempadoo (2001 ), for 
example, is critical of the fact that many studies focus on sexually transmitted diseases, 
forced prostitution, child prostitution, and sex tourism: 
[Such a focus] emphasizes the social problems associated with the sex trade, and in doing 
so unwittingly reinforces notions of prostitution as a social evil or disease. It also, for a 
large part, obscures other dimensions of the everyday lives of female and male sex 
workers in the region, such as their own agency and subjectivity, their roles as mothers or 
providers for the family, and their hopes and aspirations, with the consequence that whole 
arenas of social life have been overlooked (Kempadoo 2001:41-2). 
Hubbard is also critical of the negative presumptions underpinning many studies: 
This literature overwhelmingly represents prostitutes as victims, poorly-paid, prone to 
sexual diseases (including HIV) and subject to physical and psychological assault 
(Hubbard 1999:17). 
Zadjow questions whether sex work warrants so much analysis as a problematic issue, 
arguing that the perception of it as a problem rests on the moral stigma that surrounds it, 
disproportionately making it an object of enquiry compared to other forms of work: 








Moral judgments are implicit in all discussions of prostitution, which do not exist for 
other forms of work (even other forms of deviant work) (Zadjow 1991:1). 
Much of the modem analysis of pros1itutio11has come from various forms~Qf fe~minist 
theory. Feminist attitudes to prostitution vary dramatically, while some view it as 
indicative of patriarchal subjugation of women that must be stopped, others argue that 
making men pay for sex is quite subversive. Radical feminism adopts the former position, 
taking an essentialist stance that views all prostitution as a violation of women under 
patriarchal conditions (Dworkin 1987, Pateman 1988, MacKinnon 1989, Jeffreys 1997). 
From this perspective, under patriarchy, the relationship between the sexes is 
conceptualised as a relationship of domination. The male controls the female, and female 
sexuality. Marriage and the family are part of the male system of control and oppression 
of women, as is prostitution. Advocates of this perspective typically refuse to 
differentiate between various forms of prostitution or types of sexual-economic 
exchange. Other theorists, however, often find this denial of difference to be problematic. 
Hubbard, for example, is critical of theories such as those of Barry (1995) who "insists on 
making interconnections between prostitution and other forms of sexual exploitation 
(such as pornography, rape, sexual harassment, arranged marriage, trafficking, sexual 
violence, and child sex abuse) arguing that prostitution cannot possibly be viewed in 
isolation from a whole host of other forms of male power and exploitation" (Hubbard 
1999:16). 
The analysis of prostitution is a complex arena, with widely diverging perspectives on 
what the prostitution contract means. A key issue in the debates centres around the 
diversity of commercial sex operations and the range of individuals that work in the 
industry. 
sex workers' own opinions 
An important aspect of the problematisation of prostitution is the rise of sex workers' 
voices over the past couple of decades. The addition of practitioners' discourse meant 
first-hand accounts of the experience of prostitution were being heard; rather than being 
theorised about and being told what prostitution was supposedly like, sex workers 
themselves gave their own opinions of their individual experiences.6 The inclusion of 
practitioners' discourses disturbed many of the theories imposed from 'outside'. For 
example, the radical feminist contention that all prostitution is exploitative and degrading 
became disrupted by sex workers expressing that they freely chose to work in the sex 
industry and hadn't suffered the violence or oppression that these feminist theorists 
insisted to be inherent in the prostitute 'contract'. The diversity of experiences represented 
by sex workers showed the reduction of all prostitution to one and the same thing to be 
erroneous. Many different forms of sexual-economic exchange exist and the actual 
selling of sex is experienced differently by each individual. While some women suffer 
exploitative or coercive conditions, others speak of control, empowerment and high 
earnings. Practitioners' discourses, then, radically changed the nature of theoretical 
6 For practitioners' discourses in a New Zealand context, see, for example Jordan (1991), Turvey (1999). 
For Dunedin specific studies, see Janssen (1997), Lucas (1985), Cohen (n.d.), An Ethnography of Sex 




discussions of prostitution, and in some ways has led to a redefining of sex work on the 
workers' own terms rather than having it defined for them by others. 
Part of the process of redefinition has included a reclaiming of language. The term sex 
worker is now used to avoid the stigma associated with the more_pejorative terms such as 
'prostitute', 'whore', 'harlot', 'slut', etc. It is now accepted nomenclature and used by 
official bodies, such as prostitutes' rights groups, the World Health Organisation, the 
United Nations, etc. Some radical feminists refuse to use it, however, arguing that it 
normalises that which shouldn't be normalised, and constructs prostitution as valid work, 
which, they argue, it is not. This attitude is also held by sectors of the public. The public 
submissions to parliament on the Prostitute Reform Bill included many submissions that 
opposed the legalisation of sex work on the grounds that prostitution was unacceptable 
and should not be 'normalised' through legislative decriminalisation. But despite 
opposition from sectors of the community that feel prostitution should not be construed 
as normal, the term 'sex-workers' has been coined by the practitioners themselves in order 
to "redefine commercial sex, not as the social or psychological characteristic of a class of 
women, but as an income generating activity or form of employment for women and 
men" (Rickard 2001: 111 ). Rickard notes how the new term better acknowledges "the 
active, willful, moral, reflexive and insightful agency of sex workers" (Rickard 
2001:111). 
The effect of sex worker voices, then, has been to alter the nature of prostitution 
discourse, showing the complexity of experiences of selling sex, which dispute the 
typical stereotypes of the prostitute as fallen woman; drug addict; AIDS carrier; or 
deviants in a dark criminal world. 
aims 
This thesis seeks to examine the conditions of the problematisation of prostitution. It 
approaches the issue by looking at the various ways society reacts to prostitution, and 
how it treats the prostitute. Commercial sex disturbs different groups for a variety of 
reasons; there is no single attitude toward prostitution from the public. But for most it is 
generally perceived to be in some way deviant and wrong. Historically the prostitute has 
evoked public scorn and been conferred low status. Prostitution has disturbed social 
norms to the extent that it has been deemed necessary to control women selling sex 
through laws and regulations. Many writers have analysed the ways in which society 
controls sexual behaviour through normative ideas and demarcation of 'others' that stand 
outside the dominant moral framework (Foucault 1978, Weeks 1985, 1986). Prostitute 
women have been physically demarcated, for example, in 16th century Venice, prostitutes 
and Jews were required to wear yellow clothing or badges (these two groups were blamed 
for the spread of syphilis in Venice in the late 15th century) (Hubbard 1999:41-2). During 
the Second World War, the Nazis marked out prostitutes and lesbians with a black 
triangle in concentration camps to signify they were 'asocial women' (Bell 1994:119). 
Many examples of such demarcation exist. Prostitutes have also undergone physical 
expulsions from towns and cities, pushed into the outskirts, away from the general public, 
and particularly away from schools and churches (Hubbard 1999:66, Davis 1994). These 





But despite the fact that prostitutes are castigated for doing something that disturbs 
social norms, many sex workers themselves don't view their activities as wrong. Many 
would argue that the social attitude of disapproval is an unfair treatment, and one that 
often feeds off bad stereotypes. 
This thesis will examine this tension between sex workers' attitudes and the public 
condemnation of prostitution, looking at what the prostitution contract means for 
different groups. It also looks at the ways in which the popular stereotypes and myths 
surrounding commercial sex are constantly evoked, usually characterising prostitution as 
a site of violence and degradation. The sex workers' own perspectives are also presented 
to show how the stereotypes usually fall short of giving a reasonable understanding of 
commercial sex. 
methods and approach 
The thesis draws on various sources of information. Firstly, that of the literature on 
prostitution - the theoretical frameworks and concepts surrounding prostitution and 
sexuality. These are often broad theories discussing prostitution in generalised terms, 
without reference to any particular time or cultural context. Secondly, the thesis uses 
secondary ethnographic data that provide a degree of specificity. This material includes 
autobiographical accounts of prostitution, academic and non-academic collections of 
experiential voices from sex workers in the USA, the UK, Australia and New Zealand, 
politicised writings from prostitute rights groups, internet sites on sex worker rights 
issues, media representations, and so on. This information provides detailed first-hand 
depictions of sex work from a number of different settings. Thirdly, and most 
importantly, the thesis draws on my own fieldwork which involved discussions and 
interviews with Dunedin sex workers. This is a crucial part of the thesis that is essential 
to give representation to the experiences of contemporary Dunedin prostitutes, however 
limited that portrayal might be in this work. 7 
The participants in this study were sex workers either currently working, or who had 
worked previously, in Dunedin. The fieldwork was conducted through a series of semi-
structured conversations, allowing participants to talk at length about their experiences. 
The discussions did not follow a strict set of pre-set questions, but broached a range of 
topics and themes as they arose in the discussions, giving participants the freedom to talk 
about particular issues which they felt to be important. Subsequent discussions explored 
in more detail issues that arose, introduced topics raised by other participants, and 
allowed the chance to probe unclear or ambiguous comments. As Brewis and Linstead 
(2000) note, this approach is a crucial method of participant research that helps to counter 
the problem of researchers not necessarily being able to predict what others see as 
important. The women in the study were mostly contacted through the NZPC (New 
Zealand Prostitutes' Collective). The method of sampling used was what Woods (1991) 
describes as 'convenience sampling'. Although an attempt was made to include workers 
from a range of work settings, the participants were typically found informally, by word 
7 The inclusion of experiential voices has been highlighted by some as an important contribution to 
sociological analysis: "Plummer suggests that the sociological value of such stories lies not in attempts to 
create 'grand narratives', but in efforts to seek fresher and more inspirational ways of telling and hearing 











of mouth. For example, following a preliminary discussion, a participant might suggest 
that they had one or two friends working in the industry who they thought might want to 
take part in the study. The participants therefore cannot be assumed to be representative 
of the New Zealand sex industry as a whole, but as the thesis will argue, there is no single 
'representative', rather a vast range of people who operate in a variety of ways, and have a 
multiplicity of experiences of sex work. As Jan Jordan points out, the search for 
'representativeness' is a futile one and constitutes "false scientific objective". It also 
overlooks the fact that each individual account is valuable in its own right (Jordan 
1991:12). 
Some studies on sex work have noted the problem of finding respondents who are 
willing to participate in research, due to the illegality and condemnation of the work 
(Perkins 1989, Sharpe 1998). In this respect the research was greatly aided by the NZPC 
who made many of the contacts on my behalf. The workers who agreed to participate 
were willing to discuss their work in a very open and frank manner. Part of the 
willingness to participate stemmed from the workers' frustration of the lack of public 
understanding of what they do. 
The fieldwork was conducted in a variety of settings, at the offices of the New 
Zealand Prostitutes' Collective (NZPC), in the massage parlours; and in the respondents' 
homes. Some of the conversations were tape-recorded and others were not. Some studies 
have expressed problems with recording interviews in that the recorder hampered the 
freedom of discussion. This wasn't particularly an issue for this research however. Since 
having agreed to participate in the study, the women were more than happy to talk openly 
either with or without a recorder. Occasionally they might ask that a particular comment 
be 'off the record', but for the most part there was no secrecy. They did, however, ask that 
for the purposes of anonymity, they be cited under pseudonyms.8 It is not that they felt 
prostitution to be wrong, but is more a reflection of how careful they have to be given the 
social stigma surrounding it and laws that make it a criminal activity. 
This thesis has been divided into four sections. Section one begins with an 
examination of general concepts of sexuality and prostitution. It looks at social regulation 
of sexuality, and how some sex acts are condoned as normal while others are condemned. 
It investigates the stereotypes that surround prostitution, of historical precedents of 
stigmatisation, and at how legislative measures have reflected public abhorrence of 
deviants and, in tum, reinforced concepts of 'otherness'. It then turns to look at legal 
control of the prostitute body, showing how public concepts of normal/abnormal sexual 
behaviour became transposed into state legislation and control of sexual deviants. Section 
two turns from theoretical models, and generalised theories, to the Dunedin sex industry 
itself. It describes the operations of prostitution and discusses various general issues of 
sex work in Dunedin. The sex workers' own voices are used extensively in this section in 
order to allow the participants to 'speak for themselves', and to give them some form of 
representation rather than merely being 'talked about'. This section reveals a highly varied 
range of views, opinions, and experiences from the workers, the complexity of which 
disrupt totalising or large-scale theories that proclaim to explain what prostitution is or 
what it means. Section three turns to contemporary issues in prostitution, looking first at 
8 The Ethics Committee of the University of Otago granted approval for the research, one of the conditions 







the rise of sex workers' voices over the past couple of decades and the emergence of 
prostitutes' rights groups that are fighting for legalisation of prostitution. This is 
contrasted with radical feminist perspectives that condemn all forms of prostitution as 
patriarchal violence, which should be stopped Section fom examines the legislative 
changes currently underway in New Zealand that have been brought about by the 
Prostitutes' Collectives' fight for law reform. It looks at how prostitutes have organised 
for legislative changes in many countries, and the effects of the law reforms implemented 
over the past decade in various places. These are currently serving as a guide for the New 
Zealand government in deciding what form of legislation it might adopt. The workers 
also give their opinions on these processes. 
the problem of representation 
The problem of ethnographic representation has a history in anthropology. Marcus and 
Fischer (1986), and Clifford and Marcus (1986), among others, have written on the issue 
of ethnographic representation.9 There is, of course, no ethnographic truth, no single 
representation, instead only partial, located accounts. Representations are limited by 
many factors, for example by the particular individuals who participate in the research (to 
the exclusion of those who do not), the interpretations of the researcher, and the influence 
of the readership - who is the text being written for? Anthropologists have experimented 
with various methods of representation, in order to give more accurate accounts of their 
participants' lives, though have long given up any claim to objective 'truth'. As Clifford 
and Marcus (1986) note, ultimately all ethnographies are rhetorical performances that are 
determined by the need to tell a story. The relevance of this issue for this particular study 
is that in spite of all good intentions to allow the women to speak with their own voices, 
ultimately their respective narratives have inevitably been filtered, edited, and selected 
for the final presentation. While all possible effort has been made to give an accurate 
representation to these women's experiences, as with any representation, they become 
filtered by the author's own interpretation. In addition, difficulties of representation lie in 
the constrictions of writing a university masters thesis and its own particular criteria. In 
short, it is necessar; to openly acknov1ledge ethnographic process and product. The thesis 
does not necessarily do justice to these women's opinions, or capture the diversity of their 
lives. As the dialogue at the beginning suggested, sex work is only one aspect of these 
peoples' lives. To focus purely on the women's participation in prostitution is to neglect 
the rest of their 'non-prostitute' lives. In focussing on one small aspect of these women's 
lives this thesis is as guilty as most other studies on prostitution. However, the workers' 
own voices are used where ever possible, not in an attempt to claim 'authenticity', but in 
an attempt to reveal the diversity of feeling and complexity of experiences of sex work. 
They will also, it is hoped, challenge many of the prejudices, stereotypes and labels that 
surround prostitution. 
9 Kevin Dwyer's Moroccan Dialogues 1982 explores an interesting method of ethnographical 
representation by using extensive tracts of unedited dialogue between the author and his Moroccan subject, 
Faqir Muhammed, making more visible the usual editing processes of ethnographic representation. 
Crapanzano also gives an interesting exploration of ethnographical representation in Tuhami: Portrait of a 




Stigmatisation of the Whore and Social Controls 
Sexuality today is, perhaps to an unprecedented degree, a contested zone. It is more than 
a source of intense pleasure or acute anxiety; it has become a moral and political 
battlefield. Behind the contending forces-liberals and radicals, libertarians and the 
resurgent forces of social purity, the activists and the apathetic-lie contrary beliefs, and 
languages, about the nature of sex: sex as pleasure, sex as sacrament, sex as source of 
fulfillment, sex as fear and loathing (Jeffrey Weeks 1985:4). 
introduction 
This chapter looks at the status of prostitution in the public eye, examining various 
social reactions to the prostitute and sexuality. The public attitude traditionally involved a 
condemnation of the promiscuous woman who violates the social rules of 'proper' chaste 
female sexuality. The condemnation manifests itself in a variety of rules and regulations 
demarcating the prostitute as sexual 'other', and stigmatisation for those that sell what 
should not be sold. Commercial sex disturbs the sexual norms to such an extent that 
society not only disapproves and condemns, but also enforces a range of laws to exclude 
and control the sexual 'other'. This chapter, then, will look at how society marginalises 
and stigmatises the prostitute, and at how the dominant moral attitudes are reproduced in 
law; it examines the key discourses that have influenced contemporary understandings of 
prostitution and sexuality in the modem 'west'. As Foucault (1978) has noted, from the 








categorised aberrant sexual activities, such as prostitution and homosexuality, 
demarcating them as deviant and legislating against them in an effort to prohibit the 
sexual conduct that disturb the normative rules of propriety. 
the hierarchy of sexual acts 
Sexual acts are laden with meanings, with certain practices presumed to be better or 
more 'natural' than others. Even considering the liberalisation of attitudes towards sexual 
activities over the past fifty years, sexuality and sexual acts are still fraught with tension, 
as Jeffrey Weeks notes: 
Despite sustained attempts over many years to 'demystify' sex, and several decades of 
much proclaimed - or condemned - 'liberalism' and 'permissiveness', the erotic still 
arouses acute moral anxiety and confusion (Weeks 1986:11). 
Many would argue that a dominant ideal of sexual relationships in the 'western' world is 
that they are preferably something shared between two people in a warm, loving, long-
term relationship. Weeks argues that: "The heterosexual couple is still seen as the 
building block of our society, the forum of ambition, achievement and happiness. Its 
ideological hold on the population is immense" (Weeks 1985:28). Gayle Rubin (1984) 
describes a model of the hierarchical system of sexual value in modem western society -
the erotic pyramid - where sexual acts are ranked on a scale of acceptability: 
Modern Wes tern societies appraise sex acts according to a hierarchical system of sexual 
value. Marital, reproductive heterosexuals are alone at the top of the erotic pyramid. 
Clamoring below are unmarried monogamous heterosexuals in couples, followed by most 
other heterosexuals. Solitary sex floats ambiguously. The powerful nineteenth century 
stigma of masturbation lingers in less potent, modified forms, such as the idea that 
masturbation is an inferior substitute for partnered encounters. Stable, long-term lesbian 
and gay male couples are verging on respectability, but bar dykes and promiscuous gay 
men are hovering just above the groups at the very bottom of the pyramid. The most 
despised sexual castes currently include transsexuals, transvestites, fetishists, 
sadomasochists, sex workers such as prostitutes and porn models, and the lowliest of all, 
those whose eroticism transgresses generational boundaries (Rubin1984:14-5). 
Jeffrey Weeks, consistent with Rubin's characterisation, describes the hierarchical system 
of different sex acts as ranging from "apparently nature-endowed correctness of 
heterosexual genital intercourse to the bizarre manifestations of the perverse" (Weeks 
1986:13-4). Sex acts outside of the narrow range of'normal' are seen as lesser, presumed 
to be of lower value and worth. The naturalness that is assigned to some forms of 
sexuality reveals the power of the discourses that ensure their normality. 
While the hierarchy that Rubin and Weeks describe might be dominant, there is not 
one single model of normality, of course, rather different fields have their own particular 
ideals: 
For religion the ideal is procreative marriage. For psychology it is mature heterosexuality. 
For radical feminism it is monogamous lesbianism that occurs within long-term intimate 
relationships (Rubin quoted in Bell 1994:93). 
13 
j These hierarchical values of sex can also change over time. Take, for example, the ideals 
l of fifty years ago compared with those of today. Nowadays unmarried couples living 













relatively more acceptable over the past few decades. 
But forms of sex such as prostitution or homosexuality are generally not viewed as so 
acceptable or normal, and by their abnormality they become subject to problematisation. 
Hubbard argues that social constructs of 'good sex acts' are those that are "imbued with 
emotional complexity and reciprocity", while more deviant forms are "considered utterly 
repulsive and devoid of all emotional nuance" (Hubbard 1999:44), and Rubin points out 
that acts falling in the realm of 'deviant' sex are often seen as a 'dangerous', 'destructive', 
and 'negative': 
According to mainstream media and popular prejudice, the marginal sexual worlds are 
bleak and dangerous. They are portrayed as impoverished, ugly, and inhabited by 
psychopaths and criminals (Rubin 1984:30). 
The world of prostitution is stereotyped as such, a dark underworld of criminality, filled 
with illicit drugs, violent abuse and controlling pimps. These caricatures linger as 'truths' 
about 'the prostitute world' despite much sex worker discourse contesting such simplified 
images. Ideas of prostitution, then, are loaded with myths and half-truths. 
These stereotypes concerning what constitutes proper sex acts are deeply pervasive. 
Rubin argues that individuals are generally unaccepting of sex acts that differ from their 
own, no other area of social life provoking the same reactions of fear and disgust that 
different erotic tastes can; one person's pleasure is abhorrent to another's sexual morality, 
and difficult to accept. For example, the act of cross-dressing or wanting to be urinated 
on is commonly thought of as disgusting or wrong, yet for people engaging in those 
activities it is a perfectly normal, routine part of their sexual life. Shannon Bell ( 1994) 
argues that "no non-coercive sexual act, sexual identity, sexual community, or sexual 
object choice is morally or mentally privileged over others as closer to some sexual ideal" 
(Bell 1994:93). But while an egalitarian acceptance of diversity of pleasures might be 
seen by some as a worthy ideal in theory, in reality some sex acts are given more worth 
than others in the system of value. Homosexuality and prostitution are two types of 
sexual act which clearly disrupt and disturb the common social hierarchy of naturalness. 
Public attitudes form a vast and complex web of rules concerning who can do what 
with whom: 
Each culture makes what Plummer calls 'who restrictions' and 'how restrictions'. 'Who 
restrictions' are concerned with the gender of the partners, the species, age, kin, race, 
caste or class which limit who we may take as partners. 'How restrictions' have to do 
with the organs that we use, the orifices we may enter, the manner of sexual involvement 
and sexual intercourse; what we may touch, when we may touch, with what frequency, 
1 Variations in sexual hierarchy over time can be seen in the Christian codes of the Middle Ages: "the tables 
that declared that heterosexual rape was higher up the scale of value than masturbation or consensual 
sodomy, because the former was procreative and the latter were barren. There, the priority given to 
reproduction dictated the hierarchy of value. In the late 20'h century we are ostensibly more tolerant, but we 






















and so on. These regulations take many forms; formal and informal, legal and extra-legal 
(Weeks 1986:26-7). 
These social iudgments which view particular sex acts as more normal or abnormal than 
others, go beyond public condemnation and disapproval, and become replicated through 
various discourses, and reinforced through legislative control by the State. As Truong 
(1990) observes: 
Firstly religious discourse enforces the norms and codes towards a regime of heterosexual 
monogamy; Secondly, bureaucratic discourse glorifies the conjugal family (the 
legitimate, procreative couple as the model by law); Thirdly, the scrutinization of sexual 
behaviour through science, law, education; and fourthly the creation of a new kind of 
sexual identity (the deviant or perverse) and the persecution of such peripheral identities 
(Truong 1990:70). 
The State legislates against those on the lower end of the scale, as seen with homosexual 
laws in the past and current prostitution controls. Rubin views such legislation is an 
overbearing State intrusion when it involves private sex acts between two consenting 
adults: 
Sex law is harsh. The penalties for violating sex statuses are universally out of proportion 
to any social or individual harm .... Sex law is the most adamantine instrument of sexual 
stratification and erotic persecution. The state routinely intervenes in sexual behaviour at 
a level that would not be tolerated in other areas of social life (Rubin 1984:23). 
Rubin argues that sex laws, especially against homosexuality and prostitution, are 
deeply intrusive, and sometimes a violation of individual rights and freedoms. She argues 
that the sexual hierarchy not only constitutes unjust harassment of sexual minorities, but 
that it involves a highly pervasive set of normative rules that are often 'invisible' by their 
perceived common sense 'naturalness'. 
The ramifications of breaking the social conventions can range anywhere from mild 
social disapproval to more tangible effects in social life: 
Individuals whose behaviour stands high in this hierarchy are rewarded with certified 
mental health, respectability, legality, social and physical mobility, institutional support, 
and material benefits. As sexual behaviours or occupations fall lower on the scale, the 
individuals who practice them are subject to a presumption of mental illness, 
disreputability, criminality, restricted social and physical mobility, loss of institutional 
support, and economic sanctions (Rubin 1984:15). 
Prostitutes' rights groups typically argue that sex work is a freely chosen act between two 
consenting adults, and as such shouldn't be condemned or criminalised. But as Hubbard 
observes, the wide range of legislation surrounding prostitution suggests that sex work is 
not conceptualised as involving a private contract negotiated between consenting 












... prostitution represents an expression of sexuality which exists outside state-sanctioned 
assumptions that sexuality should only be expressed within a 'loving' heterosexual family 
relation (Hubbard 1999:15). 
These understandmgs of prostitution are typically basedon the~belief that sexuality 
should ideally be long-term, marital, and monogamous, and, of course, heterosexual. 
Within this ideal lie notions of care and love, without which the sex act is judged to be 
lesser. But as Vanoy points out, temporary sexual liaisons are preferable for some people 
who want independence and singlehood rather than permanent emotional involvement 
and marriage, but are not necessarily devoid of care, respect or complexity (Vanoy 1980). 
Conversely, for many people, marriage and family life is not necessarily an arena of care, 
love and fulfillment that it is idealised as representing. The common suggestion, 
however, is that marital family life is a rich, complex phenomenon whereas sex without 
involvement is "a mere sensation in the groin" (Vanoy 1980:26). Vanoy finds this a 
'fallacious dualism'. Hubbard notes how the dichotomy between the two leads to negative 
constructions of the sexual 'other': 
... the imagined absence of care and love in sex acts like prostitution, it appears, may thus 
be particularly important for suggesting that they are inevitably abusive, harmful and 
( consequently) immoral. .. when it takes forms not regarded as intimate then it is seen as 
morally wrong (Hubbard 1999:45). 
In light of this characterisation of the ideals of healthy family life, prostitution can be 
seen to disturb public attitudes toward proper relationships and appropriate sex acts: 
... the condemnation of the prostitute appears to emanate from the fear, anxiety and 
fantasy which she arouses in a heterosexually ordered society where moral strictures 
regard the selling of sex as incompatible with the performance of oedipalised gender/sex 
roles (Hubbard 1999:63-4). 
In order to explore the ways in which the concept of prostitution disturbs public 
morality, the following section looks at various social reactions to the prostitute - the 
stigmatisation associated with selling what shouldn't be sold, the way society reacts to 
and treats prostitutes, and the legal measures enforced against the people who transgress 
the social rules of acceptable sex acts. 
social stigmatisation 
As a promiscuous and available woman the prostitute upsets public notions of 'correct' 
sexuality, and as such she is demarcated from 'normal' society. Prostitution, as the cliche 
goes, is the oldest profession, with evidence of its existence dating back thousands of 
years. Early records also show adverse social reactions to 'whores' and 'harlots', 
expressions of contempt revealing the low status conferred. These early texts on 
prostitution give a guide to public conceptions of correct sexuality, and the strictures on 
those who deviated from the norm.2 The rules typically proscribe the 'correct' female 
2 Karras and Boyd warn of the dangers of historical interpretation. While discussing the medieval period, 







sexuality as that of chaste women, promiscuity deemed unacceptable, particularly 
commercial promiscuity. The term 'whore', for example, is of Hebrew derivation and 
was used to describe "any woman who indulged in unfettered sexual activity" (Hubbard 
1999:65). It was not only linked to prostitutes but any woman who was overly 
promiscuous. Hebrews condemned prostitution as profanity and had negative views about 
sex beyond procreation. In ancient Israel "prostitutes were tolerated so long as they did 
not profane temples, or the city of Jerusalem" (Perkins 1989:364). Prostitution is 
mentioned frequently in the bible, prostitutes holding a regulated status in Old Testament 
society. Moses issued injunctions against fathers prostituting daughters (although it was 
perfectly acceptable to sell them into concubinage), priests were prohibited from 
marrying harlots or divorced women, and a death penalty by burning existed for the 
daughter of a priest who became a prostitute. Ancient Greece and Rome similarly enacted 
statutes and regulations to control the aberrant sexual 'other'. 3 
It is clear that the early status of the prostitute was that of 'other', the antithesis of 
respectable womanhood, prostitutes being separated and demarcated from family women. 
The texts give an indication of the denigrated position of the 'public' woman, and the 
prohibitive social constructs of female sexuality. One ideal of woman was as sexualised, 
available being, the other as chaste, dutiful wife and mother.4 Simone De Beauvoir argues 
that the two are not necessarily so different, with both marriage and prostitution being 
oppressive strictures controlling female sexuality: "For both the sexual act is a service; 
the one is hired for life by one man; the other has several clients who pay her by the 
piece ... The great difference between them is that the legal wife, oppressed as a married 
woman, is respected as a human being" (De Beauvoir 1983:569). According to De 
Beauvoir, while both barter sexual favours for their existence, the wife is respected as a 
human being, despite being oppressed, while the prostitute suffers public resentment 
(Zadjow 1991:3). 
Sewers are necessary to guarantee the wholesomeness of palaces, according to the Fathers 
of the Church. And it has often been remarked that the necessity exists of sacrificing one 
part of the female sex in order to save the other and prevent worse troubles .... The 
prostitute is a scapegoat; man vents his turpitude upon her, and he rejects her. Whether 
'sexuality' cannot be elucidated only from the writings of canonists and theologians but must also be sought 
frqm documents recording social practice. First-person accounts on which scholars might base a 
reconstruction of an individual's sexual subjectivity are rare in the Middle Ages. When such accounts do 
appear, they are likely to have arisen in a legal context and to be subject to all sorts of problems of 
interpretation" (in Fradenburg and Freccero 1996: 101). 
3 In ancient Greece senators were banned from marrying prostitutes and descendants of citizens were 
prevented from marrying slave prostitutes, but could marry free women who had been prostitutes. 
Prostitutes were looked down upon as non-respectable and were forbidden to approach the temple of Juno 
for fear of polluting it if they came too close, and any women whose fore-fathers, or husband was a Roman 
knight were forbidden to sell sex (Bullough 1964:47-8). 
4 Both roles were regulated in ancient Greece. Upper-class women were not allowed to have any relations 
outside of marriage, with potential repercussions of severe punishment. Some upper-class women protested 
against the curtailment of their freedom and registered as prostitutes to get around the restrictions. "The 
mother was the cloistered housekeeper, the breeder of legal heirs ... since these were the only two choices 
offered to a woman there seems little wonder that some of them chose to become hetairae [high class 











she is put legally under police supervision or works illegally in secret, she is, in any case, 
treated as a pariah (De Beauvoir 1983:568). 
Christian perspectives on prostitution 
In invoking the 'Fathers of the Church', De Beauvoir refers to the writers of the early 
Christian church, including the likes of St Augustine, St Jerome, St Basil, among many 
others. Thomas Aquinas, the medieval theologian, articulated the widely held Christian 
view of prostitution as a necessary evil: 
Rid society of prostitutes and licentiousness will run riot throughout. Prostitutes in a city 
are like a sewer in a palace. If you get rid of the sewer, the whole palace becomes filthy 
and foul (Aquinas cited in Perkins 1989:364).5 
The Judea-Christian concept of sex was that it was sinful, and the only way to make it 
non-sinful was within marriage, preferably carried out for procreation rather than 
pleasure. But while prostitution was viewed as sinful, it was simultaneously seen as 
functional to male lust. Prostitutes were tolerated as a means of maintaining the 
institution of marriage by preventing men from indulging in other forms of illicit lust, 
such as adultery, sodomy or incest. The church thus promoted a double standard of tacit 
approval combined with condemnation.6 St Augustine, in the fourth century, similarly 
condemned prostitution but argued that if it was suppressed then capricious lusts would 
ruin society: "remove prostitution from human affairs and you will pollute all things with 
lust" (quoted in Truong 1990:14). All coitus was intrinsically evil, with marriage serving 
to moderate lustful desires by channeling it to the task of procreation. Better then, that a 
group of sinners existed to bear the brunt of man's weakness, acting as a 'safety valve', 
and protecting the morality of the 'respectable' women: 
There is nothing that can be more sordid, more void of modesty, more full of shame than 
prostitutes, brothels, and other evils of this kind, yet if they were to be removed from 
human affairs, everything would be polluted with lust (Truong 1990:14). 
These assumptions of 'man's insatiable lust' rest on what has come to be called a 
'hydraulic model' of sexuality (Weeks 1985:8).7 The hydraulic model assumes a naturally 
high libido inherent in males, rarely existing in women, which must have release. As 
Gagnon and Simon point out, many theorists have shared this idea: 
5 This attitude still holds currency today, as a male police officer in Sharpe's study revealed: "they serve a 
useful purpose .. .if we cleared the streets of prostitutes, then where would all the perverts go? If they [the 
perverts] can't vent their anger or feelings on prostitutes then they might choose some nice young girls and 
just drag them off the streets" (police officer quoted in Sharpe 1998:82). 
6 Such ideas were in place well before Aquinas. Cato the Elder in 195 BC held that: "It is right for young 
men driven by lust to go to the bordellos rather than to molest other men's wives" (Murphy 1983:38). 
7 This model has come under question: "The critique by contemporary sociologists of the 'hydraulic' model 
of sexuality, the belief that sex is like a gushing stream whose force can be given full reign or dammed, left 
to roam free or channelled into harmless by ways, has forced us to rethink the certainties of existing social 







... the prevailing image of the sexual drive as a basic biological mandate that presses 
against and must be controlled by the cultural and social matrix ... The sex drive is thought 
to exist at some constant level in any cohort of the population, with rising and falling 
levels in the individual's life cycle. It presses for expression, and in the absence of 
controls, which exist either in laws and- mores oi in appropriate internalized repressions 
learned in early socialization, there will be outbreaks of 'abnormal sexual activity' 
(Gagnon and Simon 1973:11). 
The ideas of St Augustine and other Fathers of the Church continued into the Middle 
Ages. The church reluctantly accepted prostitution as serving a useful function in the 
channeling of lust, but ultimately hoped that prostitutes would be converted: "Jesus 
taught that women who prostituted themselves were sinners, but that such women were 
among the poor and the exploited, and therefore better than the really great sinners" 
(Bullough 1964:58). Prostitutes, in the eyes of the church, were capable of repentance 
and improvement. Many of the bible stories involving prostitutes emphasise their 
conversion, such as the story of Abraham and Saint Mary the harlot. Mary, a devout 
woman, ran away to the city after being 'defiled' and worked as a prostitute. Eventually 
recognising her sin, she went back to God to do penance. Her prayers to God were so 
devout that she was able to perform miracles, and eventually became a saint. Another ex-
prostitute, Saint Mary the Egyptian, had been a harlot for seventeen years: "She then 
isolated herself for another seventeen years in order to purge herself of her sins. During 
this time she miraculously lived on three loaves of bread and wild herbs" (Bullough 
1964:64). St Afra, St Pelagia, St Thais, and St Theodota were also prostitute women, 
before much repentance and atonement brought them back to the righteous way. 
control and demarcation 
While prostitution was tolerated as a necessary evil, a safety valve for man's rampant 
libido, it was nonetheless condemned, and the prostitute subject to public control. The 
prostitute, as a sexual 'other', is seen to be unlike the virtuous housewife and mother and 
separated from 'normal' womanhood for her licentiousness and promiscuity. This 
'othering' has manifested in physical and geographical demarcation of prostitutes and 
social controls over them. Historical instances repeatedly show the 'othering' of prostitute 
women. For example, Bullough notes that 11th and lih century France saw increasing 
urbanisation, bringing more regulation of prostitution, as seen in an increase in the 
number of laws and statutes. Prostitutes were forbidden to live in certain parts of Paris, 
they were not allowed to wear certain jewellery or fine cloth dresses, and they were 
placed under direct supervision of a police magistrate, whose popular title was roi des 
ribauds - King of the bauds, beggars, or vagabonds. In medieval Bristol, England, 
prostitutes' hoods had to be made with a striped fur different from those worn by 
respectable women. In 16th century Venice prostitutes and Jews were required to wear 
yellow clothing or badges (the Jews were blamed for bringing syphilis to Venice in the 
late 15th century). In France, Avignon and Dijon prostitutes were forced to wear a white 
arm badge four fingers wide on the arm. In Toulouse a cap and ribbons demarcated the 
whore. These methods of demarcation continued into the 20th century. During World War 









camps to signify that they were 'asocial women'. (Bell 1994: 119). Hubbard (1999) writes 
that: 
Such markers of difference were designed to a))ow respectable townsfolk to avoid the 
prostitute, and coupled with acts of expulsion, this strategy was designed to confirm the 
'other' status of those women who had sacrificed their sexual morality (Hubbard 
1999:72). 
Demarcation also included physical expulsion from the town or city. For example, Louis 
IX of France in 1254 ordered the expulsion of "'all women who lead an immoral life' 
from towns and villages" (Hubbard 1999:66). This had little effect, and a later ordinance 
of 1256 added that "it was particularly desirable to clear them out of the respectable 
streets in the middle of town, distancing them as far as possible from churches, 
monasteries, and cemeteries" (Hubbard 1999:66).8 This mentality still prevails today with 
decriminalisation and regulation laws in many 'western' countries including zoning 
schemes where massage parlours and prostitution are not allowed within certain distances 
from churches and schools. Hubbard describes the placement of prostitutes in marginal 
spaces as a 'constant leitmotif in the regulation of prostitution. The aim of such social 
hygiene, it seems, was to keep the degraded and polluted whore away from respectable 
residences and people. 
the 'Great Social Evil' 
Following the attitudes articulated by the Christian church, moral condemnation of 
prostitution has been associated with the notion of saving 'victims', i.e. that an innocent, 
good woman has 'fallen', but can be converted back to proper womanhood. Thus groups 
of concerned citizens from time to time have attempted to save these 'fallen women'. 
During the nineteenth century, industrial urbanisation caused radically shifting social 
patterns and led to more social intervention in an attempt to remedy the 'problem of 
prostitution'. This came both in the form of social purity campaigns from concerned 
members of the public, and in stricter legislation controlling prostitution on the part of the 
State: 
In the past, clergy had primary control over personal morality. The declining authority of 
the clergy, and the reluctance of the state to regulate morality, left a vacuum that was 
eventually filled, for the most part by doctors. In the interval, middle class women 
emerged as a powerful interest group committed to the guardianship of the nation's 
morals (D'Emilio 1988:142). 
8 Similarly, in England, the town statutes often identified prostitutes as a disorderly urban influence. Some 
cities in England banned prostitution entirely, or established special zones for them. In London prostitutes 
were prohibited from living within the city walls, but a section just outside was established. A 15th century 
law dictated that "any prostitute found inside the city walls should be imprisoned for 40 days" (Hubbard 
1999:68). In Bristol prostitutes were classed with lepers, and neither were allowed inside the city walls. 
Fourteenth century proclamations in the town of Bristol stated: "it is ordained and agreed that in future no 
leper reside within the precincts of the town, nor any common woman dwell within the walls" (Hubbard 
1999:66). Other European cities also enacted statutes designating specific areas for the prostitute, with 








The 19th century saw prostitution become a focus of moral concern and enshrined as 'the 
Great Social Evil'. This occurred in several Western countries, including England, 
Australia, New Zealand, and America, causing debate and moral reform efforts.9 
Modernisation and industrialisation had brought majm:..-social npheavals. Urbanisation 
and labour migration caused new patterns of urban social arrangement and changing 
patterns of sexual relations. As Truong notes, female migrants, without traditional kinship 
ties, had more economic and sexual autonomy and turned to individual labour power to 
support themselves in a new commoditisation of sexuality (Truong 1990:72-8). In 
England, as urbanisation developed, the number of street walkers increased: 
The respected medical journal, The Lancet, reported in 1857 that there were 6000 brothels 
in London alone, occupied by 60,000 strumpets; one house in every 60 a bordello, one 
woman in every sixteen a whore (Murphy 1983:172-3). 
Part of the reaction to the visible increase in prostitution was a conceptualisation of 
prostitutes as 'fallen women' who were perceived to have slipped, or been lured, from the 
ideal of female sexuality and middle class notions of domesticity for women. Various 
Christian groups formed 'rescue teams'; groups of concerned citizens that set about 
trying to bring the 'fallen women' back to respectable society and a life of normality. 10 
But this was easier said than done. D'Emilio writes that it was "extremely difficult to 
persuade inmates of brothels to forsake their road to ruin" (D'Emilio 1988:144): 
Most prostitutes did not think of themselves as fallen women, nor did they aspire to 
middle-class moral standards. Rather, they often resisted reformer's efforts to make them 
leave the city, take up sewing, or become domestic servants (D'Emilio 1988: 144). 11 
Reformers found it difficult to accept the workers' attitudes towards their own situations, 
as D'Emilio elaborates: 
Crusaders against vice had so internalised 191h century assumptions about female purity 
that they even discounted the testimony of prostitutes themselves about why they engaged 
in sex for sale. For example, when George Kneeland studied prostitution in New York 
City, like William Sanger in the 1850s he found woman after woman who gave him 
plausible reasons for entering the life. A former domestic said that she was "tired of 
drudgery as a servant. I'd rather do this than be kicked around like a dog in a kitchen by 
some woman who calls herself a lady". A one-time factory worker told him, "there is 
more money and pleasure in being a sport". In response. Kneeland wrote that 'few girls 
ever admit that they have been forced into the life as 'white slaves'. Apparently it was 
9 In England, between 1838 and 1859 over a dozen important books were published on the 'social evil', a 
reflection of the more general moral panic about the degradation of society. An example of the general 
feeling of social decay can be seen in an 1863 letter to the Times that describes prostitution as "one of those 
foul streams running through humanity in the mass which proves its tendency to moral decay" (Walkowitz 
1980:77). These ideas are still replicated today, as seen in many of the public submissions made to 
parliament in 2001 opposing the Prostitute Reform Bill discussed in chapter four). 
10 Various religious groups have tried to 'save' the fallen women - Methodists, Baptists, St Vincent De 
Paul, YWCA, Salvation Army, etc (Perkins 1986:90-5). 
11 At the Glasgow Magdalene home in 19'h century Scotland, work with prostitutes involved "incarceration 
of women for sexual misconduct, intensive moral education and industrial training, disruption of kinship 

















easier for him and others to believe in a vast underground traffic in women than to accept 
that working-class women might choose sex either for money or the excitement it brought 
(D'Emilio 1988:214). 
Poverty was of course the prime motivation for prostitution, but as Judith Walkowitz 
argues, most were not in a situation of absolute poverty: "most women were not driven to 
prostitution from 'sheer want', at the point of actual starvation .... one must challenge the 
simple interpretation of the prostitute as passive victim" (Walkowitz 1980: 19-20). For 
some working women prostitution was regarded as 'the best of a series of unattractive 
alternatives' (Walkowitz 1980:31). Yet for the moral reformers prostitutes were seen as 
victims; 'fallen women' trapped in a living hell from which they couldn't escape. 
Walkowitz describes similar problems between prostitute and saviour later in the 19th 
century when feminist repealers of the Contagious Diseases Acts tried to help prostitutes: 
Feminist repealers had an unstable emotional relationship with their fallen sisters; they 
became morally indignant when confronted with a registered woman who did not desire 
to be rescued and reformed (Walkowitz 1980:132). 
Such conceptions of the world of commercial sex codifying the prostitute as a fallen 
victim were closely entwined with public notions of female purity. The slip from purity, 
and failure to achieve the ideal of virtuous mother and wife, was seen as a degeneration to 
a low, disreputable state. 12 Foucault (1978) argued that the Victorian bourgeoisie defined 
the procreative married couple as the legitimate one, and imposed their model on the 
discourse of sexuality. Behaviour outside of this became rendered abnormal. Bell 
concurs: "Prostitutes were analyzed and categorized in relation to the bourgeois female 
ideal" (Bell 1994:40). 13 
The social purity campaigns and programmes of reformation of 'fallen women' in 
New Zealand paralleled those in Britain and the USA (Brookes 1992:41). Women's 
organisations emerged, such as the Auckland Ladies' Benevolent Society (1857) and the 
Onehunga Ladies' Benevolent Society (1863), to help rid the colony of the blight of 
prostitution. Between 1870 and 1900 sixteen rescue homes opened up across New 
Zealand, usually in the main centres where prostitution was thought to be rife. 14 Many 
12 These ideas were not limited to the 19th century but are a viewpoint repeatedly put forward by concerned 
Christian groups. Alice White, for example, in Unconventional Courtships (1974), outlines her struggle 
against prostitution: "The author of this booklet and her helpers daily rise after praying and go out to battle 
with the powers of darkness ... A home where girls could be trained for decent living would save some from 
degradation" (White 1974:foreword). 
13 Such concepts of female purity can be seen in the following example from D'Emilio, where in 1870, the 
city of St Louis implemented the nation's first system of regulated prostitution. Religious groups and 
middle class women were horrified at state acceptance of such immoral acts. The women organised a 
petition of 100,000 signatures and marched to the state-house doors in symbolic protest: "A group of 
virgins of tender years, each clad in a pure white gown, conveyed the petition in a white-ribboned 
wheelbarrow. Clergy, women reformers, and the innocent young girls deposited their political bounty at the 
legislature, culminating a crusade to rid the state of this threat to female purity and the sanctity of the 
family" (D'Emilio 1988:139). 
14 "It was believed that Dunedin in 1864 (then the largest centre, with a population of some 12,000) 
supplied at least 200 full-time prostitutes. In 1889 the Auckland police claimed to know of 400 prostitutes, 
with a further 400 estimated to be operating in that city" (Tennant 1992:51). Tennant adds that the actual 

















rescue homes were associated with the churches, particularly the Anglican Church and 
the Salvation Army (Tennant 1993). As in Britain and the United States, the sex workers 
were not particularly welcoming of the reformers' attempts at salvation: 
The rescue homes soon became sites of conflict between the ladies and their notoriously 
unsubmissive clientele. It was soon discovered that prostitutes did not particularly want to 
be 'saved' from their life of sin; they used the homes as temporary accommodation when 
they were pregnant, or when trade or their health were poor (Tennant 1993:111-2) 
The respectable women, supposedly providing good role models for the life the 
prostitutes should follow, sought to impose a life of domesticity on those who strayed 
from proper female sexuality. Sometimes this was attempted through repressive 
measures; the rescue homes enforced many rules and regulations15 - women were 
expected to stay for long periods of residence; made to rise and retire early; all immoral 
and bad language was banned; they had to attend morning and evening prayer; they lived 
with locked doors and seclusion from the opposite sex. Strict controls on letter writing, 
visiting and external contacts were also enforced in an attempt to break the habits of the 
past and condition the women to more virtuous ways.16 But despite the controls and 
locked doors it seemed impossible to stop 'escapees'. The two groups had differing 
notions of prostitution. The working women were not striving for the life of domesticity 
that the reformers tried to impress upon them. At the same time the reformers often 
looked down on those they considered as inferior: 17 
Knowing what I know of the difficulties some of my sister women have to contend 
with I should not dare to sit in judgment on the most degraded rag of humanity. I 
should not dare to say there was no good in the most depraved, abandoned specimen of 
womankind, for even the dirtiest pool of water gives back some reflection if only the 
sun shines on it, and even the very scum of womanhood will respond in some manner 
if only the sun of love is made to shine on her (Lucy Hudson of St Mary's of Auckland 
quoted in Tennant 1992:64-5). 
In short, the 19th century saw a rise in moral reform and social purity campaigns, the 
followers of which perceived the prostitute as the antithesis of proper womanhood. 18 The 
ideal of female sexual purity and the sanctity of marriage was deeply disturbed by 
commercial sexual gratification. 
15 See Appendix One for a full list of the 19th century Dunedin Refuge Regulations. 
16 Dalley writes: "the young women were encouraged to become normal and non-deviant; they were trained 
in domesticity; and they were taught to become dependant instead of independent, uncontrolled 
individuals" (Dalley 1992: 162). 
17 A very clear moral distinction between 'ladies' and 'females' existed: "When inmates failed to display 
gratitude and submissiveness the ladies' sisterly feelings, such as they were, soon dissipated, and the 
basically hierarchical nature of the relationship between rescuer and rescued became obvious" (Tennant 
1992:59). 
18 The perception of prostitutes as women who had failed to achieve 'proper' womanhood was pervasive and 
enduring, lasting into the 20th century, and still existing today. Thomas, in The Unadjusted Girl, writes: "it 
is not harder to understand the behaviour of the 'unadjusted' or 'delinquent' person, say the vagabond or the 
prostitute, than that of the normally adjusted person, say the businessman or housewife .. .It is only as we 
understand behaviour as a whole that we can appreciate the failure of certain individuals to conform to the 















legal controls over prostitutes 
Alongside the mmal reformers' efforts at saving the impure women, another set of 
discourses on the prostitute was also emerging. In the turbulent changes of 
industrialisation, social dislocations led to a sense of moral decay and general 
degradation of society. Prostitution became a metaphor for the environmental problems 
of the city. With the outbreak of high levels of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) the 
prostitute was associated with public health problems as disease spreaders, leading to the 
imposition of a number of controls, most importantly the Contagious Disease Acts. 
The Contagious Diseases Acts were a series of legislative controls enacted in Britain 
and New Zealand in the late 19th century, the purpose of which was to identify and isolate 
diseased women. They were introduced in the wake of a proliferation of STDs, 
particularly amongst the armed forces, and became one of the harshest methods of state 
control of prostitution; any woman suspected of being infected was subject to compulsory 
examination and confinement. The Acts, as with current legislation surrounding 
prostitution, targeted women, focussing entirely on the female body as the site of disease 
while male clients were ignored. The double standard of focussing on women was part of 
the sexist ideology, and a belief in a 'hydraulic' model of sexuality, that saw males as 
entitled to extramarital and commercial sex as part of their physiological imperative: "the 
prevailing sexual culture regarded men's use of prostitutes as natural and inevitable, as 
well as conducive to the good order of society" (Sullivan 1997 :3 7). The Royal 
Commission of 1871 had the following to say of the gender inequality of the legislation: 
... we may at once dispose of any recommendations founded on the principle of putting 
both parties to the sin of fornication on the same footing by the obvious not the less 
conclusive reply that there is no comparison to be made between prostitutes and the men 
who consort with them. With the one sex the offence is committed as a matter of gain; 
with the other it is an irregular indulgence of a natural impulse (quoted in Walkowitz 
1980:71). 
The implementation of the Acts provoked controversy and opposition; they spawned a 
series of publications and public enquiries, and a campaign that eventually saw the Acts 
repealed in 1886 in Britain and 1910 In New Zealand.19 But as Bell points out, though 
finally repealed after much struggle, their influence went well beyond the several decades 
for which they operated (Bell 1994:55). The Acts reinforced the conflation of the 
prostitute with disease and pollution, and the perceived need for control, ideas that 
permeate through modem discourses on prostitution. As Walkowitz observes, the Acts 
went beyond mere control of physical disease into the realm of control of moral 
pollution: 
Literally and figuratively, the prostitute was the conduit of infection to respectable society 
(Walkowitz 1980:4). 
19 Lucas notes that the Contagious Diseases Acts were not really applied in Dunedin, the city 'Fathers' using 













The Contagious Diseases Acts produced the prostitute body as the site of disease, a 
source of moral and physical infection. This notion reinforced the separation between 
prostitutes and 'respectable women'. The legislative changes led to increasing control, 
and enforced a stricter definition of acceptable behaviour, extending the social isolation 
of prostitutes. The fear of disease was partly based on a real physical threat of contagion 
but also carried underlying notions of the prostitute as representative of dirt and 
pollution; the prostitute was a symbol for the perceived decay of society.20 Zadjow (1991) 
describes it as a 'miasmatic' fear: "The prostitute may have spread venereal disease 
through contagion but her moral evil lay in the way she spread irrespectability by 
'miasma"' (Zadjow 1990:5). Susan Sontag in Illness as Metaphor (1978), describes how 
disease can become a symbol of moral as well as physical decay, with diseases such as 
syphilis, tuberculosis and cancer being used in the last two centuries as metaphors for 
moral corruption. The illness is given a particular stigma when attached to groups or 
activities otherwise disapproved of; it becomes a metaphor for deeper concerns of 
pollution: "Nothing is more punitive than to give a disease a meaning - that meaning 
being invariably a moralistic one" (Sontag 1978: 58). Sontag continues: "The diseases 
around which the modern fantasies have gathered - TB, cancer - are viewed as forms of 
self-judgment, of self-betrayal" (Sontag 1978:40). In other words the disease becomes a 
punishment for the moral digressions of the sinner: 
With the advent of Christianity, which imposed more moralized notions of disease, as of 
everything else, a closer fit between disease and 'victim' gradually evolved. The idea of 
disease as punishment yielded the idea that a disease could be a particularly appropriate 
and just punishment (Sontag, 1978:43). 
The disease was given a meaning, one laden with moral judgement: 
First, the subjects of deepest dread ( corruption, decay, pollution, anomie, weakness) are 
identified with the disease. The disease itself becomes a metaphor. Then, in the name of 
the disease (that is, using it as a metaphor), that horror is imposed on other things. The 
disease becomes adjectival. Something is said to be disease-like, meaning that it is 
disgusting or ugly .... Feelings about evil are projected onto a disease. And the disease (so 
enriched with meanings) is projected onto the world (Sontag 1978:58). 
The conflation of illness with moral corruption was seen repeated in the AIDS crisis of 
the 1980s. The AIDS scare evoked a fierce public reaction against homosexuals and 
prostitutes, those seen as responsible for the spread of the disease. In the height of the 
public reaction, both 'innocent' and 'deserving' victims were identified; 'deserving' victims 
being those such as prostitutes and homosexuals who were blamed for the disease, as 
well as 'innocent' victims, those seen to have suffered infection due to someone else's 
irresponsible promiscuity. This scapegoating of prostitutes and homosexuals reflected an 
20 Plagues of the later middle ages, for example, were associated with Sodomites and Jews. In medieval 
Europe the prostitute was conflated with the leper. As Hubbard writes: "the elision between prostitute and 
contagion even reached the point where statutes in Avignon dictated that prostitutes must only touch 













expression of deeper public resentment of society's pariahs (Boyle 1997: 14).21 As Weeks 
notes: "The example of AIDS illustrates the density of organising beliefs that shape 
sexuality" (Weeks 1985:53). The 1980s AIDS scare and the late 19th century Contagious 
Diseases Acts were not isolated moments in the characterisation of prostitutes posing a 
danger to public health.22 The prostitute has often been associated with notions of 
pollution, times of crisis provoking a harsh public condemnation and attack. 
The Contagious Diseases Acts, then, not only reinforced the identification of the 
prostitute with disease, but also set a new precedent in legal control of the prostitute 
body. As Perkins points out, present prostitution laws are "moulded on this tradition of 
prohibition" (Perkins 1989:365). The legal controls continued into the 20th century, and 
were again shaped largely by the moral outlook of the medical profession. Psychologists 
and sexologists became the new 'experts' analysing the prostitute, producing a powerful 
range of discourses that influenced legislative controls. But though shrouded by a veneer 
of 'scientific' objectivity, the discourses were often laden with moralistic repugnance and 
disapproval. 
psychoanalysis and the new sexologists 
Foucault (1978) argues that the 19th century saw a proliferation of discourses on 
sexuality that led to the emergence of new sexual subjects. Foucault's legacy was to 
reveal how the "massive proliferation of discourses on 'deviant' sexualities served to 
reinforce social controls in the area of 'perversity' and to legitimate a notion of 'normal' 
heterosexuality" (McNay 1994:101-2). While commodified sex had long disturbed the 
public conceptions of propriety and female sexuality, it was now in the 19th and 20th 
century that this abhorrence manifested in a series of legislative controls. As Bell writes: 
"The prostitute body was mapped - marked out and defined - as a distinct body, and the 
'prostitute' was actively produced as a maginalised social-sexual identity, particularly 
during the latter half of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century" (Bell 
1994:40). 
sexology 
A significant contribution to the process of demarcation and problematisation of the 
prostitute came in the late 19th/early 20th century with the advent of the early sexologists. 
These 'experts' became the new authorities on sexual matters, adopting 'scientific' 
analysis to explain prostitution. Their writings were highly influential at the time, being 
deemed legitimate scientific texts, but, in retrospect, their ideas can be seen to be 
somewhat misguided. For example, the early Italian criminologists Lombroso and 
Ferrero, La Donna Deliquente: La Prostitute e la Donna Normale, 1893, used a kind of 
social Darwinism to explain criminal deviance. According to Lombroso and Ferrero, 
humans have undergone evolutionary social and sexual stages from polygamy to 
21 The Sydney Anglican Diocese in June 1987 came out with the following statement: 
"Prostitution is an institutional form of promiscuity, and promiscuity is a major factor in the spread of 
AIDS. Because of this and its connection with drug addiction, the government should approach prostitution 
as it would other harmful activities. The government should be no more tolerant of prostitution as a factor 
in AIDS, than poor housing as a factor in tuberculosis" (quoted in Perkins 1989:363). 









monogamy. Prostitution was defined as a biologically degenerate form of female 
sexuality; they were "primitive throwbacks to an earlier evolutionary sta§e when 
women's libido was assumed to be as strong as that of men" (Jordan 1992:184).2 Perkins 
The prostitute, they argued, because of her assumed promiscuity based on lust, was 
sexually retrogressive. They attempted to demonstrate their theory by imagining that 
prostitute women all had some physical masculine manifestation in line with their vision 
that 'primitive' women were more like men. The amazing thing is not so much that such a 
fanciful theory was taken seriously, but that it was accepted as a scientific explanation for 
criminal deviance among women for so long (Perkins 1986:95) . 
The sexologists' ideas continued into the 20th century. Havelock Ellis (1927), for 
example, wrote: 
... prostitutes tend to be in weight over the average, though not in stature, that in length of 
arm they are inferior though the hands are longer (this has been found alike in Italy and 
Russia); they have smaller ankles, and larger calves, and still larger thighs in proportion to 
their larger calves. The estimated skull capacity and the skull circumference and diameters 
are somewhat below the normal, not only when compared with respectable women but 
also with thieves .... the hair is darker than in respectable women though less so than in 
thieves; it is also unusually abundant, not only on the head but also in the pudenda and 
elsewhere; the eyes have been found to be decidedly darker than those of either 
respectable women or criminals (Ellis 1927:280). 
Havelock Ellis was one of the well-respected scientists producing sexual theory, and 
informing the debates on sexuality.24 Ideas such as this were not unusual. Many 
researchers compared prostitutes with other 'deviants' such as thieves, drug addicts, or 
psychiatric patients, and used arrested prostitutes as samples, measuring their physiques -
the shape of the hands, jaws, brain size, etc - to build up a profile of the 'type' that fall 
into prostitution. Truong writes: "They proposed that the organic constitution of these 
women represented a biological degeneration, causing moral idiocy which in tum caused 
them to avail themselves as sexual objects in exchange for money" (Truong 1990:17). 
Glover (1943), for example, an important contributor to the field, classified prostitutes 
into three 'types': 
23 "Lombroso was convinced that prostitution had its roots not in sensuality but in innate 'moral insanity' 
(ethische ldiotie), and that it was one manifestation of female criminality. According to Lombroso, 
prostitutes possessed to a large extent the same characteristics symptomatic of 'ethical idiocy' - for instance, 
lack of feelings for family, lack of mother instinct, a tendency to petty crime, alcoholism, lack modesty, 
laziness and deceitfulness" (McCombs 1986:42). 
24 It was, arguably, Kinsey who produced the largest early body of data on sexual relations in Sexual 
Behaviour in the Human Male ( 1948), and Sexual Behaviour in the Human Female ( 1953), two weighty 
tomes outlining a wide range of sexual behaviour in white North Americans of the 1940s and 1950s. 
Prostitution was virtually ignored, however, Kinsey feeling commercial sex was an insignificant proportion 
of total male orgasmic outlet: "Ultimately, something between 3.5 and 4% of the total outlet of the total 
male population (single and married) is drawn from relations with female prostitutes. This is not a very 
large portion of the total outlet. Nocturnal emissions are more important, and the homosexual accounts for 
two or three times as many orgasms among males. Only petting to climax and animal intercourse account 















1) The Drab Streetwalker - "apathetic, some are mentally disordered, others mentally 
backward, and they incline towards excessive use of alcohol" (Ryan 1997:27), with 
emotional disturbances in adolescence. 
2) The Gay Streetwalker - with borderline intelligence and irresponsibility, readily 
amenable to social influence, so can therefore be cured. 
3) The Flourishing Professional - is restless, dissatisfied and given to excesses of 
various kinds (from Ryan 1997:27). 
This was a new period of new discourses producing 'scientific' knowledge and 'truths' 
about the prostitute. Where 191h century movements reinforced notions of the prostitute as 
polluted, in both a physical and moral sense, the sexologists produced new discourses 
outlining the deviance and 'otherness' of prostitutes. These scientific theorisings, however 
absurd, were passed off in what Weeks describes as 'sombre seriousness': 
In the hands of an Ellis or Freud this could give rise to an elegant lucidity of expression 
which succeeded in presenting as convincing fact what was often inspired speculation 
(Weeks 1985:70). 
Early 201h century sexology laid much of the groundwork for the classifications of 
different forms of sexuality, segregating those deemed normal and acceptable from the 
aberrant. As Jeffrey Weeks writes: 
Sexology became a weapon in the endemic conflict over the appropriate social roles of 
men and women that accentuated in the last decades of the 191h century and has 
continued, with varying rhythms and intensity, ever since (Weeks 1986:46). 
psychoanalytical approaches 
The central question in psychopathological discourse was why do some women engage 
in prostitution? (male clients were mostly ignored from the analysis). It sought an 
explanation, a reason for such abnormal behaviour. Psycho-pathological reasons were 
invoked to explain why a woman would deviate from normality. The period saw a 
proliferation of psycho-sexual theories categorising sexual variations; that is, any 
deviations that fell outside the idealised construct of marriage and family life. As Jordan 
notes, some theorists argued prostitutes were oversexed nymphomaniacs - Bishop (1931), 
Gibbens (1957), Glueck and Glueck (1934), Thomas (1923); some explained them as 
frigid - Ellis (1927); others thought they were homosexual - Greenwald (1958) and 
Gibbens (1957); others saw the motivation as a desire for revenge against men - Gibbens 
(1957), Hollander (1961), and Rolph (1955) (from Jordan 1992:184). In this latter 
explanation "a revenge motive became manifest in situations where the prostitute had a 
psycho-pathological need to debase men following unresolved childhood trauma" (Jordan 
1992: 184). The psycho-pathological explanations were wide-ranging and varied, as the 
following further examples from Perkins (1986) show: Karl Abraham explained 
prostitution as the result of "the woman's unpleasurable response to sexual activity and 
her hostility towards men, her indifference towards sex being a form of vindictiveness 
towards men" (Perkins 1986:97). According to Lamp De Groot "the prostitute was 






clients, substituting them for the mother she hated and wished to rape" (Perkins 1986:97). 
Alfred Adler "viewed prostitution as a power struggle ... the prostitute degrading the client 
through using him as her method of acquiring an income: the male is reduced to little 
more tban a cash somce" (Perkins 1986-97) Erendian analysts saw prostitute women as 
"highly disturbed people with infantile sexualities, their proper sexual development 
having been suppressed by negative, or a lack of, interaction with the mother (and 
sometimes the father as well) in early girlhood" (Perkins 1986:95).25 
There existed, then, a vast plethora of divergent psychoanalytical theories on why the 
prostitute sold sex. The common theme was to explain away the prostitute as sexually 
abnormal due to mental deficiencies. Economic necessity was not seen as an adequate 
reason to explain 'falling' down such a morally degraded path. These medical 'experts' 
created a powerful set of discourses that fed public perceptions of prostitutes and helped 
define legislative controls. 
While theories describing such "mentally deficient nymphomaniacs" (Perkins 
1986:20) might seem absurd today, in their own time they were taken seriously as 
scientific fact, and as Hubbard observes, psychoanalytical approaches to prostitution are 
still invoked in contemporary theory. For example, some explanatory theorisations of 
prostitution, though not specifically psychoanalytical in approach, draw on ideas of 
negative childhood experiences leading to a predisposition for prostitution: "there is a 
large body of work which has postulated a connection between the sexual 'deviancy' of 
prostitutes and their disruptive family backgrounds, inadequate relationships with peers 
and unstable home lives" (Hubbard 1999:18). In particular, the most prevalent causative 
explanation used today is that of childhood sexual abuse, which will be examined later. 
The need is to explain away commodified sex as caused by childhood psychological 
trauma, mentally debilitating the woman to such an extent that she can't help but be 
dragged into the deplorable world of prostitution. Prostitution is assumed a priori to be so 
wrong that no woman would willingly choose it. Easier then, for those finding it 
offensive, to explain it away as psychological defect. As Rubin writes: 
... psychology is the last resort of those who refuse to acknowledge that sexual dissidents 
are as conscious and free as any other group of sexual actors. If deviants are not 
responding to the manipulations of the social system, then perhaps the source of their 
incomprehensible choices can be found in a bad childhood, unsuccessful socialisation, or 
inadequate identity formation (Rubin 1984:41). 
The psychoanalytical theories on prostitution were not only influential in guiding 
popular public conceptions but they also informed the legislative controls. Deviant 
sexualities such as prostitution or homosexuality became outlawed, forbidden by the 
state. This pathologisation of deviant sexualities continues today. For example, the 
American Psychiatric Association classifies psychosexual disorders in its Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). It is the standard reference book for 
psychiatric evaluation of abnormal behaviour. Rubin describes it as, "a fairly reliable map 
of the current moral hierarchy of sexual activities" (Rubin 1984: 15), and points out that it 
brands many sexual practices other than standard heterosexual as abnormal and perverse: 
25 Freud actually spoke very little of prostitutes but his contemporaries put forward explanations influenced 












The most recent edition, DSM-III, removed homosexuality from the roster of mental 
disorders after a long political struggle. But fetishism, masochism, transsexuality, 
transvestism, exhibitionism, voyeurism, and pedophilia are quite firmly entrenched as 
psychological malfunctions (Rubin 1984: 15).26 
Kutchins and Kurt ( 1997) argue, that the DSM listing is not the scientific psychiatric 
manual it purports to be, rather a collection of current phobias and popular mores. It 
should be pointed out that the DSM is not directly used in the control of sexual 'deviants'. 
Some of the listings of 'irregular' sexualities are historical hang-overs that are left on the 
books until specifically lobbied for removal. For example, politicisation of homosexual 
groups led to pressure on governments to remove unfair and discriminatory homosexual 
law, and its removal from the DSM listings. The DSM, nonetheless, gives a clear 
indication of moral hierarchies of sexuality and shows how those people acting outside of 
the normative monogamous arrangement become pathologised.27 
marginalisation and control 
These early analyses by sexologists and psychologists, then, represented systematic 
efforts to examine the problem of prostitution, find the causes and the remedies. They 
also set the tone for 'scientific' research. Foucault argues that the 19th century public 
discourses on sexuality had three centres - medical, legal, and psychiatric: "Medicine and 
psychiatry multiplied the categories of sexual misconduct" (Rubin 1984: 15). The medical 
bodies, taking over the role from the church, became the new authoritative experts 
producing 'truths' about proper sexual conduct and the meaning of prostitution. These 
processes of production of sexual discourse are questioned by Weeks: 
Weeks (1985) has observed that when 19th and 20th century sexologists constructed 
categories defining appropriate sexual behaviour ('normal'/'abnormal'), they were not 
embarking on a neutral, scientific discovery of what was already there. Certainly, the way 
in which men such as William Acton, Havelock Ellis and Sigmund Freud 'mapped the 
prostitute body' was neither neutral nor particularly scientific, and, certainly, the 
categories used to identify and pathologize prostitute women arose from the social and 
not the natural world. In this sense, then, they did not discover what was already there 
(Walkowitz 1980:111). 
These moral condemnations of prostitution became enshrined in state laws in New 
Zealand, England and elsewhere, that is, legislation based around control of those 
aberrant sexualities that disturbed normative value systems. 
26 Weeks notes that: "The decision of the American Psychiatric Association to delete homosexuality from 
its published list of sexual disorders in 1973 was scarcely a cool, scientific decision. It was a response to a 
political campaign fuelled by the belief that its original inclusion as a disorder was a reflection of an 
oppressive politico-medical definition of homosexuality as a problem" (Weeks 1985:213). 
27 The latest edition, DSM IV, still categorises as paraphilias (abnormalities) - exhibitionism, fetishism, 
masochism, sadism, transvestites, voyeurism, sex acts with urine, klismaphilia (giving yourself enemas), 
and others (Morrison 1995:334). 
For detailed critique of DSM listings see Kirk (1992), Kutchins (1997). 
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the Wolfenden Report 
The Wolfenden Report on Homosexual Offences and Prostitution, from Britain 1957, 
gives an interesting example af bow medical theorising and general morality on 
prostitution became enmeshed with the legislative processes of control, and ultimately 
enshrined in law.28 It is interesting in that it attempted to establish a separation between 
the law and morality, it being deemed inappropriate that the State should regulate private, 
consensual acts of homosexuality and prostitution 
The Wolfenden Report used the scientific understandings of the day on sexuality, that 
is, prostitutes were understood in terms of psycho-pathological discourse (the male 
clients were not addressed of course). Such ideas informed the Wolfenden Committee in 
its discussion on whether homosexuality and prostitution were mental sicknesses: 
... we believe that whatever may have been the case in the past, in these days, in this 
country at any rate, economic factors cannot account for it to any large or decisive 
extent ... Our impression is that the great majority of prostitutes are women whose 
psychological make-up is such that they choose this life because they find it a style of 
living which is to them easier, freer and more profitable than would be provided by any 
other occupation (Wolfenden Report quoted in Cheney 1988:241). 
The Committee decided that more research into prostitution was urgently needed, as 
Weeks notes: 
The Wolfenden report itself discussed whether homosexuality and prostitution could be 
regarded as sickness, best treated by medicine rather than law. It concluded that they were 
not diseases but nevertheless advocated further research into their 'aetiologies' (origins 
and development), and one of the assumptions of the reformers who followed was that 
medicine or welfare agencies were better placed than the legal authorities to properly 
regulate sexuality (Weeks 1986:103). 
The Report led to stricter controls over prostitutes, for the most part removing visible 
prostitution from the streets; prostitution behind closed doors being deemed more 
tolerable: 
... the fact is that prostitutes do parade themselves more habitually and openly than their 
prospective clients, and do by their continual presence affront the sense of decency of the 
ordinary citizen (Wolfenden Report 1957:14 quoted in Hubbard 1999:108). 
While the Wolfenden Report claimed to be making no moral judgment on prostitution, in 
reality it carried the moral biases of the day, and, as Jeffrey Weeks observes, this is 
hardly surprising: 
... politics, morality and sexuality do not inhabit separate spheres of social life. They are 
intimately and inextricably connected in the actual political and social climate in which 
we live (Weeks 1986:105). 




New Zealand laws used to control prostitution have, for the large part, been modelled 
on British legalisation, for example, the Contagious Diseases Acts, and English Vagrancy 
laws, and follow a similar pattern of exclusion, demarcation and control over prostitutes: 
The New Zealand police drew upon English vagrancy laws and local by-laws against the 
keeping of disorderly houses, supplemented in 1866 and 1869 by New Zealand Vagrancy 
Acts. The passing of the Contagious Diseases Act in 1869, based upon the English Acts 
of the same name, provided yet another, potentially, more oppressive weapon against 
soliciting (Tennant 1992:53). 
Apart from the Contagious Diseases Acts, several pieces of New Zealand legislation 
contained clauses that were applied in the control of prostitutes - the 1918 amendment of 
the 1909 Reformatory Institutions Act, the Social Hygiene Bill 1917. Vagrancy Act 1866 
( amended 1869), the Destitute Persons Act 1877 ( amended 1883, 1886). The Police 
Offences Act 1884 (Lucas 1985:14).29 Prostitution today is controlled by various pieces 
of legislation, such as parts of the Summary Offences Act 19 81, the Crimes Act 1961, 
and the Massage Parlours Act 1978. 
These laws are a reflection of the morals of the general public, or at least the law-
makers that implement them, and they simultaneously reinforce the notions of 
correct/incorrect female sexuality: 
If the female prostitute remains a paradigmatic figure in contemporary discussions of 
heterosexual morality, posited as embodying an illicit expression of sexuality, it is the law 
that currently consolidates, reproduces and maintains the distinction between moral and 
immoral forms of female sexuality. Law is one of the most powerful means that any 
society has for controlling behaviour (Hubbard 1999:103). 
conclusion 
As Rubin (1984) notes, the recodification of the relations of sexuality over the 19th and 
early 20th centuries have left "a residue in the form of laws, social practices, and 
ideology" (Rubin 1984: 10), with long-term ramifications for the way sexuality is 
experienced. The medical, legal, and psychiatric discourses reinforced stereotypes and 
misconceptions of the prostitute that still exist today; the 19th century social purity 
campaigns constructed the prostitute as helpless victim; the Contagious Diseases Acts 
conflated prostitution with disease and decay; psychoanalysis reinforced prostitution as 
morally wrong, with a causal explanation of mental deficiency. Elements of these 
discourses still permeate through contemporary conceptions of prostitution, reflecting 
deeply ingrained notions of 'correct' female sexuality. 
Prostitutes, then, as social pariahs, have been scapegoated for disrupting the popular 
public ideals of monogamous family life. They provoke social scorn and stigmatisation, 
and are subject to a raft of laws labelling them as criminal for selling that which is 
supposedly sacred. The moral condemnations that can be seen to have existed for 
centuries are still an integral part of the modem day conceptualisation of the prostitute. 
Jeffrey Weeks postulates that even in the modern age of permissiveness and 













liberalisation, issues concerning sexuality and the erotic still cause "acute moral anxiety 







Working in Dunedin 
I'm not proud of what I've done, but I've supported myself on my own, and many a man. I 
have supported myself without doing what I consider crime; I've never been to jail. I'm 
not proud of what I've done but I'm proud that I've bought my own home, which a lot of 
workers haven't done. It's nothing great; it's a dump as far as I'm concerned (Jan). 
introduction 
This chapter turns to contemporary sex workers in New Zealand, looking at how 
prostitution exists in Dunedin, firstly describing how the sex industry operates, and then 
looking at how sex workers themselves experience it and how they feel about various 
aspects of what they do. The sex workers involved all work in one narrow bracket of 
prostitution, that is, operating as escorts and parlour workers. Yet even within such a 
limited range of sex work, their feelings and experiences of what they do vary 
dramatically, and it is this diversity of prostitution that disturbs and disrupts large-scale 
theories on prostitution, rendering generalisations as distortions of the individual 
expenences. 
The term 'sex work' describes a diverse range of sexual-economic arrangements. It 
could include phone sex workers, exotic dancers, nude modelling, mistresses, sugar 
daddy relationships, dominatrices, and so on. The term 'prostitution' is too broad to 
adequately describe all these. Clearly an array of quite different activities are thrown 






differences of power within, and control over, the transaction, in fact radical differences 
in the entire nature of the sexual-economic exchange. Is the woman who works part-time 
shifts as a phone sex operator experiencing prostitution in the same way as the man who 
books in clients for half hour bondage and discipline sessions, or the woman who poses 
nude for a soft porn magazine? Probably not. Generalisations about what prostitution is, 
or what it means are therefore questionable. To simplify matters, all peripheral sex work 
activities could be excluded in order to focus purely on heterosexual penetrative 
intercourse, that is, what most people typically think of as prostitution. But even then, 
universalising theories are inadequate to describe the range of work practices and 
experiences of those involved. 
In this chapter, then, the focus moves to the 'local', to micro-level analysis. Reference 
is made to other studies that draw on the experiential accounts given by prostitutes 
themselves, but the focus is on the work patterns and experiences of contemporary 
Dunedin prostitutes. In the past, debates about sex work have often ignored the sex 
workers themselves, and for this reason the sex workers' own voices are used where ever 
possible, the aim being to show prostitutes as people, and to reveal some of the 
complexities of the prostitution contract and the differences that exist between individual 
workers. 
Contemporary New Zealand has approximately 8,000 women and men in the sex 
industry (90% of whom are women), operating for the most part in massage parlours, as 
street workers, and as escorts. It has been estimated that 77,000 clients access the 
industry each year (Plumridge and Abel 2001:78). In Dunedin there are about 100-150 
workers. Figures are approximate, due to the fluctuations of people entering and leaving 
the industry, and also given the clandestine nature of the work and secrecy surrounding it. 
Prostitution is legal in a technical sense, though no one really treats it as such, and a host 
of laws surrounding it effectively make it a criminal activity with potential for conviction. 
The vast majority of workers in Dunedin are women, though a few men and transgender 
prostitutes also operate. 
Prostitution has existed in Dunedin from the earliest colonisation of the region in the 
19th century. The early brothels tended to be congregated in an area called the Devil's 
Half Acre, a sprawl of licentiousness around modem day Rattray Street and the Exchange 
( and still the site of a couple of parlours). Brothels numbered 40 according to the 1893 
Brothel Surveillance Report (Lucas 1985:73), though estimates are approximate as few 
records of early prostitution still exist and those that do can be contradictory. For 
example, Lucas (1985) notes that women were often designated as prostitutes not only for 
selling sexual favours for money, but also for flaunting middle class sexual standards, 
such as working class women cohabiting with a man instead of marrying him, or sexually 
. 1 active servant women. 
A few of the participants in this study have been working in Dunedin since the early 
1980s and have noted some of the changes to the local industry, and how, in their eyes, it 
has gone downhill. This basically has involved an increase in parlours and workers. In the 
1980s there were only two parlours. Everyone knew each other and worked together, 
keeping uniform prices. These days, as one participant put it, the girls were 'scattier' and 








more backstabbing was involved. The conditions have also deteriorated in that workers 
used to get a wage from the parlours, a small wage as masseurs, whereas now the women 
are earning purely from 'extras' and the parlour bosses take what money they can in the 
form of shift fees and fines from workers.2 It 'vvas also noted that priees had barely 
changed since the 1980s. With many more workers now operating, and client demand 
remaining fairly constant, the money is spread a lot thinner. Some said that in the old 
days women used to make hundreds of dollars a night, whereas today it is more likely to 
be hundreds per week, though this depends, of course, on regularity and type of work. 
Income is also dependent on the time of year, with seasonal fluctuations bringing more or 
fewer customers. Winter can be quiet, apparently because people are less willing to 
venture out of the house so much. Christmas is a bad time because the extra expenses of 
the festive season mean people have less disposable income to be spending elsewhere. 
School holidays can also be quiet, possibly due to clients spending more money and/or 
time with their children. Fluctuations also depend on special events or activities on in 
town. A big rugby game, for example, brings many people in from out of town and more 
customers to the parlours. Sometimes a cruise ship in at port will mean a busy spell. In 
short, events that bring extra people into town are likely to generate a busier time for the 
workers. 
working environments 
There are several basic work settings that cover the operations of most sex workers -
massage parlours, escort agencies, street workers, and independent escorts. 
massage parlour 
These are licenced premises that operate perfunctorily for massage.3 Dunedin has 
several parlours, though not all fully licenced. The owners are supposed to licence with 
the police, who are, of course, well aware of the real nature of the business but tum a 
blind eye.4 Due to the hypocritical laws surrounding prostitution, the owners technically 
claim they are unaware of what goes on between worker and client in the room. The 
clients come in and pay at the reception, usually for a half hour massage. This does not 
cover any sexual services. Once inside the room the worker and client can then negotiate 
any 'extras'. The house takes the money from the initial door charge, and the worker 
makes their income from the extras negotiated inside the room. If the client wants no 
sexual services then the worker makes no money. The parlours usually charge the 
workers a shift fee, meaning that if no clients during a shift want extras then the worker 
ends up paying the house a shift fee just to be there despite making no money herself, 
though this rarely happens. 
2 Workers can be fined for situations such as turning up late for work, or not turning up at all, not cleaning 
the premises if that is part of the job. Parlours and escort agencies often have a list of rules for workers. 
3 Therapeutic masseurs are annoyed that 'massage' has become a euphemism for sex through the operations 
of massage parlours. Their national association is calling for a change in the advertising of sex parlours to 
avoid the conflation of the two. 
4 A parlour with no license cannot operate or advertise as a massage parlour, instead operating as a 'rap' 
parlour, superficially a meeting place for people to 'talk'. If a premises is licensed the police can enter and 
inspect them at any time, but, ironically, if the police don't give them a licence then they have no right of 








The agencies operate on out-calls, sending workers out to peoples' homes and hotel 
rooms. Dunedin has several agencies Sometimes an establishment will be a 
parlour/escort business that has workers in the parlour who also go out on escort out-
calls. Clients ring up to make a booking, and the agency contacts one of its workers to 
make the out-call. The agency is careful not to discuss the sale of sexual services over the 
phone, the contact only setting up the meeting between client and worker. The agency 
takes the client's phone number and calls back as a limited safety measure. The worker 
arranges the specific transaction on arrival. The agency takes a fee from the workers. 
Sometimes there will be a driver who takes the worker to the location and provides some 
security back up, which can be an extra cost incurred by the worker. 
street workers 
Street work is, obviously, the most visible manifestation of prostitution, and exists in 
the larger New Zealand centres - Christchurch, Wellington, and Auckland. It does not 
exist in Dunedin, however, the workers' joke being that its too cold: "its just too damn 
cold to be out in the streets in your tutu" (Lucrisha). Street work gives more 
independence with no bosses taking a percentage of the money and no set shifts to work. 
It also has the advantage of not needing to register with the police as other workers have 
to.5 However, street work has more potential for trouble in terms of physical or sexual 
assault, the workers operating largely alone. While most women in the industry tend to 
work in parlours and as escorts, some prefer street work. Street workers will generally 
use the client's car, or sometimes use their home, a rented room, or some other public 
place, or occasionally the client's home. 
independent workers 
Independent workers operate as a private business, usually working alone but 
sometimes with another, operating without the constraints of a parlour or escort agency 
boss. They may do out-calls, or in-calls, i.e., working from home, or sometimes operating 
from a separate working space such as a rented room or flat. Most will advertise some 
time during the week in the Otago Daily Times. 6 Workers have to be registered with the 
police in order to be allowed to advertise, and the content of adverts are strictly controlled 
to be kept relatively 'clean'. There are also mobile workers visiting different towns -
Alexandra, Queenstown, Wanaka, Clyde, Balclutha, etc. Mobile workers will advertise in 
the paper with a cell phone number a few days ahead, allowing time to organise clients 
prior to arrival. 
A variety of work settings exist, then, each with their own particular conditions, and 
most workers have their own preference for which one they operate in.7 Some, for 
5 The police, in an attempt to exert some control over the sex industry, require workers to be listed on their 
register in order to be allowed to work in a parlour or to advertise in the paper. 
6 The police have told the Otago Daily Times to refuse advertising space for workers not registered with 
them. 
7 Plumridge and Abel (2000) estimated that in Christchurch around 28% worked on the street, 58% in 
massage parlours, and 14% in escort agencies. In Dunedin rough estimates have put it somewhere around a 









example, like the safety and group dynamics of a parlour.8 Others choose the 
independence of street work. Boyle's (1997) research in Queensland showed that parlours 
and agencies were the most common point of entry into the industry for workers, and are 
usually the most preferred type of work, though some found street V.'Ork better for the fact 
it gave more independence. The preferences, Boyle found, were usually based around 
"concerns with personal safety, income earning potential and the opportunity to have a 
more extended relationship with a client'' (Boyle 1997:34). Plumridge and Abel (2001) 
found from their Christchurch research that work settings were fairly segmented, with 
workers sticking to either parlour, street, or escort work, with little crossover between the 
venues. 9 They also found what they describe as significant differences between street 
workers and parlour/escort women. Street workers were generally younger than indoor 
workers, and usually started at a younger age, and were more likely to use their money 
for drugs. 
Generally speaking parlours are safer than escort and street work. In a parlour 
situation there might be a buzzer/alarm button for the worker to use, and sometimes a 
bouncer. The worker also has others in the next room or close by to hear if there is any 
trouble. In the case of escorting, the worker goes to the client's home or hotel room, on 
unfamiliar territory with an unknown person, though some client details are known 
through the initial phone booking and call-back check. Sometimes escorts will have a 
driver for extra security. With street work, the worker has to make a quick judgment call 
on the prospective client and decide whether or not the transaction is going to take place. 
abuse and violence 
Sex work is not without the problem of abuse, ranging from aggressive behaviour and 
verbal abuse to physical assault and rape. Plumridge and Abel (2000) collected statistical 
data amongst Christchurch workers, finding adverse effects ranging from "verbal abuse 
(59% of women), refusal to pay (47.9%), being robbed (30%); to threats of physical 
assault (36%), physical assault (26%) and rape (12.5%)" (Plumridge and Abel 2000:371). 
It is difficult to assess the extent of abusive clients in the Dunedin context for several 
reasons. Firstly, the number of workers in this study is not large enough to draw general 
conclusions from, and secondly, official statistical records, from sources such as the 
police, typically suffer the problem of under-reporting, or rather non-reporting. Its 
possible that the absence of street work in Dunedin could mean lower levels of abuse, as 
street work is typically the most dangerous. Some of the Dunedin participants had never 
experienced any abusive clients, others had suffered some form of verbal abuse, 
aggressive behaviour or physical assault. The participants' experiences seem to be at the 
low end of the scale of abuse when compared to other studies. This could be influenced 
by the fact that many of the participants were parlour workers, which is generally safer, 
or independent escorts who often operate largely with a group of known regular clients. 
8 One worker described the dynamics of the parlour as providing good group therapy for each other: "We'd 
walk out, we'd have a good laugh, or a cry if need be, and it'd be said, and once it's said it's over, and we 
didn't take it home" (Jan). 
9 Plumridge and Abel (2001) found that of their participants currently working on the street, 72% had 
begun working on the street. Similarly, of those in parlour work, 80% had begun work in a parlour, and for 










The New Zealand Prostitute's Collective (NZPC) produces an 'Ugly Mugs' booklet 
which gives a description of any clients who have caused trouble for workers, the 
purpose of which is to warn all Dunedin workers of potentially annoying or dangerous 
c1ieuts Tbe Ugly Mugs booklet for December 1998 to February 2000 contains 
descriptions of 1 7 callers to look out for - this includes a couple of clients who had 
'crabs'; phone calls for false bookings; clients who were rough, or aggressive, or verbally 
abusive; who stole money from the worker's bag; who hadn't paid; another who bounced 
cheques; one who became obsessional with workers; a client who tried to blackmail 
workers; a drunk who pulled a knife; and two incidents where the clients forced anal sex 
on the worker. Several of the 'Ugly Mugs' would target new workers knowing their 
inexperience might make them more susceptible to abuse. 
Some of the worst clients are the drunks, the workers saying some men need the Dutch 
courage before they come in. The problem with drunks, they say, is not only can they get 
verbally or physically abusive, but they take longer to orgasm, while the workers prefer 
them out as quick as possible. Occasionally they can't orgasm at all, sometimes getting 
belligerent, blaming the worker and wanting their money back. Different parlours have 
different degrees of tolerance in letting drunken clients in. One worker said that if she 
was running a parlour, she wouldn't allow any drunks in the door: 
Yeah and you've got to massage them, yeah they get a bit out of hand. Well see they 
wouldn't even get in the door, and if they started playing up, they're out. That's the way it 
used to be when I worked in the parlour. If they started playing up they were out. We 
used to have a thing like a light switch and very easy to get to, that's when I was at One 
66, and the bouncers would run over, plus there'd be a guy at the reception and ... throw 
him down the stairs and their clothes after them if they upset the girls (Jan). 
relations with the police 
Relations with the police vary regionally, the amount of police control depending on 
the policies and objectives of the local police force. The Dunedin police check up on the 
parlours occasionally, but don't usually bother with 'surprise raids' or undercover 
operations. They are not so interested in 'clean-up' campaigns, rather than quietly 
monitoring the parlours. 10 Lucas writes of 19th century Dunedin prostitution that "the 
police acted more as superiors or managers of prostitution, regulating it as they thought 
fit, [rather] than oppressors, attempting to wipe it out altogether" (Lucas 1985:92). The 
situation is similar a hundred years on. The police know where prostitution exists in 
Dunedin, and from the register of workers, they know most of the people involved. 
Dunedin NZPC described the relations between workers and police as tending to be good, 
pointing out that much of the police involvement concerns keeping the parlours drug free, 
and checking on bosses to make sure they are not abusing the workers. Jordan points out 
that while clients seldom 'directly exercise abusive power over the women', the parlour 
bosses sometimes do, demanding free sexual access to women who work for them. While 
most of the bosses in Dunedin are reported to be good, one owner is known to the police 
10 One worker pointed out that though the police aren't keeping strict prohibitive control it is easy to get 
complacent. The police could carry out an undercover operation, resulting in a soliciting charge, and a 
criminal record of 'known prostitute'. This could bring adverse effects such as access to financial banking 







and NZPC for abusing the women working for him, taking advantage of new girls who 
don't know the rules in order to get free sex.11 The potential for abuse also exists from 
individuals within the police force, given the illicit status of prostitution and the power 
relations inherent in the prostitute/police context. Though it should be stressed that this is 
nm: Lyp1ca1 m uum:um.1'" While some studies of prostitution suggest physical and sexual 
abuse from parlour bosses and police as indicative of much prostitution, this is not 
generally the case in Dunedin. However, the potential for abuse does exist, largely 
because prostitution is an illegal arena where the workers cannot work openly, and have 
few formal rights. This has been pointed out by proponents of legal reform who argue 
that if prostitution was decriminalised the sex industry could be monitored properly and 
workers given full protections and employment rights. 
reasons for starting 
Sex workers' motivations for being in the industry are diverse. The simple explanation 
is, of course, economic, but this gives little understanding of individual motivations and 
personal situations. For some prostitutes in New Zealand, sex work is their only source of 
income, for others it is part time, fitting a couple of shifts in with other activities such as 
childcare, study, etc. Some see themselves as 'career prostitutes', others intend to work for 
only a short period and get out. Many described the better money and greater work 
flexibility that sex work offered compared to 'legitimate' work: 
Its one of those things, when you get short of money you know, it's a quick money-
spinner, so you know you get into it to get the money behind you, then get out (Tania) . 
.. . who wants a factory job? Who wants to be in such a tedious job (Cindi). 
One worker who has been in and out of the business for years said she did it 'to keep 
busy', as it was more of a lifestyle choice for her rather than being purely economic. For 
several it was a top-up income to add to their welfare payments, the money paid under 
the table allowing them to collect welfare benefit without having to declare the extra 
income. Sex workers in Dunedin, as elsewhere, are a heterogeneous group, and they get 
into sex work for a number of reasons. While the basic motivation is, of course, 
economic, no generalisations can be drawn to easily pigeon-hole the diversity of 
motivations. Some might be using sex work to pay their way through university, or to 
top-up income from another job, or working short-term saving for a specific goal, such as 
a car or a holiday. Others said they got into it for 'the thrill', or that they stay in it for 
lifestyle choice rather than it being purely mercenary, for others, sex work finances a 
drug habit. 
11 The police have taken the owner to court and obtained a conviction. He had his licence revoked but can 
continue to operate as an unlicensed 'rap' parlour rather than a massage parlour. Some say the police still 
want him out but it is difficult to get workers to stand up against him in court. Others argue that the police 
let him continue operating so they know where many of the unregistered women work. 
12 Jasmine from Jordan's study described Dunedin in the 1980s when police/worker relationships weren't so 
good. One police officer used to abuse women, taking free sex on threat of giving the workers trouble if 
they didn't comply: "it was a real fear/power relationship" (in Jordan 1991:186). A couple of Dunedin 






Most workers join the industry through being introduced by a friend already working. 
Sharpe notes that for many women making the decision to start working was one of the 
most traumatic aspects of entering the 'prostitute world'. Some were surprised at the first 
trick, at suddenly having a handful of cash for a quick sex act: 
I was really nervous. But it all depends on the guy, he was really nice to me. It was really 
easy, like I've never earned that much money before just for an hour. It's really easy in 
that respect, but I think I couldn't really do it for too long. I think if you did it for too long 
it would .... unless you're really money hungry or something .. .it would definitely get to 
me after a while (Honey). 
Sometimes a new worker will get 'chaperoned' by more experienced workers, teaching 
them how the system works. The NZPC like to contact new workers to make sure they 
know their rights, and to ensure the workers know they are there for advice, help, safe sex 
supplies, etc. The NZPC said that many parlours will tell new workers where the 
Collective is, and leave it up to them to use the services if they want. They noted one 
parlour owner, however, who discouraged contact between the workers and the 
Collective; the NZPC were concerned about exploitative practices there. 
workers' attitudes to clients 
The public opinion of clients is usually something along the lines of them being 
abnormal, sad perverts; this is often reinforced by media representations and some 
research. Hoigard and Finstad (1992), for example, regard clients as men that "have 
problems establishing lasting ties to women. They are characterised by distance, anxiety, 
and helplessness toward women" (Hoigard & Finstad 1992 :31 ). Others, they argue, are 
ugly, either physically repulsive or suffering the psychological burden of feeling ugly, 
and therefore unable to 'approach the opposite sex' (Hoigard & Finstad 1992:38). The 
common perception of clients often rests on stereotypes that simplify them as a 'type', or 
single group. But weak generalisations such as this are not much help in understanding 
sex worker/client relationships. As sex worker Mistress L points out: "Clients ... are often 
stereotyped in feminist debates; they are no less complex and diverse than anyone else 
connected to the sex industry" (Mistress L 2001: 145). She continues with some irony: 
... common stereotypical ideas about sex work pervade - all clients are unattractive, 
perverted individuals who have to pay to play out their strange fantasies; As sex workers 
we demean ourselves in this sordid trade-off of large financial rewards, but of course, at 
the cost of our moral souls (Mistress L. 2001: 14 7). 
I think it is very sad that at the end of the 1990s we still view paying for sexual services 
and material etc, as something sordid and shameful. And our mental image of a 'client' is 
still this media-created stereotype of an unattractive, single, 'dirty old man' that is unable 










The workers themselves reveal a far more interesting complexity to the relationship 
between prostitute and client than a simple perspective of them as perverts. 13 The 
Dunedin workers didn't find it easy to describe what the clients were like as they included 
a complete cross section of society. Some described them as largely 'average Joe Blogg~( 
and had a pragmatic approach to the deal: 
... as far as I'm concerned, I'm there to get them off, the sooner the better, the quicker 
they're out, right (Sarah) . 
.. .it's just a hundred bucks and another fuck and the moment they walk out the door you 
forget them (Lucrisha) . 
Sometimes the workers were quite positive about their clients: 
Some of them are lovely, some of my clients are lovely. I give them extra time, they'll 
bring a bottle of wine, we'll sit down and have a good old natter, and get into doing the 
business, and finish up afterwards and have another natter, and off they'll go. I don't push 
them for time or anything like that. Other ones who I've never met before, come in, they 
pay their money, they do the business, they leave. But I always take a professional 
attitude towards it, it's my job (Lucrisha) . 
... most of the guys are really nice people. Its like life, you know, there are bad people out 
there. If you work at a checkout counter you're bound to come across one bad person in a 
week. And even the bad ones, I've never come across any violence in a sex work 
situation, verbal abuse but.. .. (Tara). 
Others had less time for them: 
I don't remember a lot of the Johns' faces because I don't care, I don't really want to 
remember them, unless they are friendly ones, they're OK, I remember them, but most of 
them I don't remember. I remember the bad ones and the good ones. The ones in between 
are just a blur, which suits me fine (Jan). 
Individual workers have their own preference for different types of client. Occasionally 
the worker gets what Brewis and Linstead (2000) call 'heaven trade', the odd client whom 
they find 'irresistibly attractive', more often than not they are fairly average, if not 
occasionally repulsive. Some workers complained about the young ones wanting to be 
'taught' about sex and found older clients less trouble and more reliable, but others 
disliked doing older clients: 
I do it for the money, that's the only reason why, so when you've got clients who are, this 
is going to sound terrible, but old and wrinkly, you just think 'oh yuck', you just have to 
close your eyes. I've had male clients that are older than my father, and I'm like 'oh my 
god, how can you handle that', but you do, you just do (Cindi) . 
13 Sex Workers Outreach Project (SWOP), Australia has web pages giving information and advice on 
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You get some who are a dream to be with, when the time finishes it's 'oh no, don't go'. 
There's some like that and then you get some average Joe Bloggs who are pretty normal, 
pretty okay, but then you get the arseholes (Sarah). 
Tania complained that some clients would try and haggle the price down: 
My approach is basically, "why are you willing to pay $40 for a room for half an hour, 
but you're not willing to pay me $120 to use my body .. .if you're quite willing to fork out 
$40 for a mattress on the floor, then why the fuck are you trying to lower my prices 
down?" (Tania). 
In Sharpe's (1998) study some women thought there was something wrong with their 
clients, some disliked them, others had sympathy for the lonely men, and others again 
saw the basic practicality for men to go to a prostitute because it was quick and simple 
sex: 
We don't bother them. We don't need chatting up and we don't need attention after. Men 
just do the business and go. We make life very simple for them (Martina in Sharpe 
1998:123). 
Sharpe found that about half the workers thought the clients were 'mostly OK', a few said 
they 'quite liked most of them', and about a third said they 'absolutely hated them'. 
(Sharpe 1998:121). 14 Some of the Dunedin workers made similar comments, but would 
stress that the clients constitute a wide range of people and therefore usually wouldn't 
make blanket statements about them. A few of the Dunedin workers said, however, that 
the job had generally made them 'very anti-men': 
Going on the town and guys try to pick you up and its just like fuck off, leave me fucking 
alone, stay away (Sarah). 
At the time .. .I thought 'bunch of losers' but now, two years down the line, now I can look 
back, I actually hated men. It was from my personal life it had nothing to do with 
working. I just had men in my life that made me hate men. I wasn't there to beat up on all 
the guys that were coming in but... (Tara). 
Workers in other studies have reiterated the anger: 
I no longer feel the hatred I used to - more pity and sympathy. You can't help feeling 
sorry for them, trapped in their little fantasies like flies in a jam pot (Natasha in Taylor 
1991:92). 
Sex workers from many studies have described that a major aspect of the work 
involves counselling, many men want to talk over their problems and need someone to 
give them a listening ear: 
14 Boyle's participants voiced similar opinions - 47% were non-committal, describing clients as average 
guys just like anyone else, 35% talked positively of them, and 18% described them with antipathy and 





I like being a sex worker because I am a member of an elite group of multi-talented 
professional workers. I am at different times a lover, psychiatrist, teacher, counsellor, 
educator, masseuse, therapist and sometimes all of these at once. I like role playing ... I 
like that I am helping to lessen the loneliness of the many clients who see me Some of 
these men are widowers, some find it difficult to sustain relationships, and some have 
never had a relationship. It makes me feel good to share an intimate experience with these 
men that is warm, sensual and caring and hopefully they will carry some of that 
experience away with them (Anonymous contributor to SIN magazine - South Australia 
Sex Industry Network, quoted in Brewis and Linstead 2000: 197). 
The counselling aspect of the work was reiterated by several of the Dunedin workers: 
Some people have deep feelings associated with sex, to me its makirig somebody else 
happy, that I can do it as a sex worker, and that's why I see it as such a victimless crime, 
people being made happy, safely (Tara). 
But while some found counselling a rewarding part of the job, others had little time for 
listening to someone else's problems. Another element sometimes involves providing 
sexual relief for physically handicapped patients. One worker explained how she would 
visit a client a few times a year, the care worker or nurse contacting a sex worker on 
behalf of the client. 
Others commented on how boring most of the sex is. While a few clients might want 
fantasy fulfillment, most usually want a simple hand job, blow job, or straight sex. Kate, 
for example, from Jordan's research, was surprised at how conservative most men's 
requests were: 
I think I'd expected that they would want more exotic or interesting kinds of sex, but in 
fact its pretty boring, mundane sex, and far more ordinary than I would have in my 
private life with anybody (Kate quoted from Jordan 1991:195). 
A Dunedin worker made similar comments: 
... its just come in, lie down, do whatever you do, and then, get the sex bit on with, or the 
actual intercourse bit you know, the penetration, and then its all over, its like 'well that 
was a waste of fucking money'. That's how you feel you know (Cindi). 
regulars 
Many workers have regulars, which are often the bread and butter of sex work, 
providing more regular money compared to the sporadic income from random clientele. 
Some prefer the security of regulars, operating with a small group of known customers, 
avoiding the trouble of making new contacts and giving them the option of picking out 
the preferable clients. The workers, to varying degrees, can choose the clients that they 
want to deal with, and reject those they don't. For some this made for a more relaxing 
way to work: 
... you develop a friendship with them but the point is that I know this is not forever. So 
I'm not going to allow myself to become too emotionally attached to them because, 
realistically, they're only there to provide money for me and then they're gone (Lucrisha). 
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Some workers, however, didn't like to work with regulars: 








Tania: Yeah, it's monotonous. 
Sarah: Its monotonous, the same all the time, over and over. 
Tania: Same questions and talking about their lives and they say, "oh, how's your garden, 
and blah blah blah", and its like, who gives a fuck? I'd rather have different people all the 
time and giving me different information and at least then ... 
Sarah: Its easier conversation. 
Though regulars could provide security of income with selected clients, if a little dull, 
serious drawbacks could make regulars more problematic, as Hilary from Jordan's study 
shows: 
You have your regulars, who are like a life-blood system. You need regulars for when the 
days are rotten, because you can rely on them to tum up. They're also the biggest hassles, 
though, because they are usually emotionally attached and can drive you up the 
wall...you become a mother and a wife and a confessor all rolled into one (Hilary quoted 
in Jordan 1991:109). 
The Dunedin participants noted the same problem of some regulars becoming more 
emotionally attached after a while, the commercial transaction sometimes becoming 
blurred in the minds of the men. Sharpe describes the same phenomenon of regulars 
starting to make certain 'demands', such as insisting the workers wore certain clothes, or 
expecting extra 'privileges'. At worst, the clients could develop obsessional/possessive 
behaviour (Sharpe 1998:126): 15 
I've got one guy that's in love with me, calls me his ... what does he call me? He reckons 
he has sex more often with me than he does with his wife. That's not my problem. I 
provide a service, he comes and gets that service ... I'm organised and lovey dovey to him 
when he's here, "hello darling, how are you?" .... nah fuck off, after he's gone I'm pleased 
he's gone (Laura). 
One of the participants, who usually worked in a parlour situation, also set up some 
sugar daddy relationships for extra money and to gain more independence in her work. 
Sugar Daddies can be lucrative but can also be hard work. Usually the client is older than 
the worker, meaning they might have little in common, and the nature of the 
sexual/economic exchange can become more blurred compared to the more brief, sterile 
transaction of a parlour or escort situation: 
I prefer the 'go-in, go-out', but with sugar daddies you've got to realise its not like 
that ... Having a sugar daddy is harder work than working in a parlour. Working in the 
15 It should be pointed out that while this might occur with a few men, most clients, by all accounts, go to 















parlour is definitely the straight in, straight out, no idle chat, no things like that. But with 
these sugar daddies I'm making more money than I'm making in the parlour (Sarah). 
Sarah found it difficult to negotiate the slightly different emotional expectations of the ---
men. In her own mind it was simply work, but for the clients it could be more like a 
quasi-relationship: 
They try to be very loving and caressing and nice to me but as soon as they walk in the 
door I go into full-on working mode where there's one aim in mind, and in my mind is to 
get them off and out of my house, or I leave their house, as soon as possible, basically. Or 
else they take me out for dinner, so I do, to the best of my ability, get as much as I can out 
of that, i.e. ordering the most expensive meals, getting the best drinks, etc (Sarah). 
Not all the sugar daddies were looking for the same intimacy or 'quasi-relationship' 
however, some wanted the convenience of 'instant' sex: 
This particular one, he's just in for the sex. He walks in this door here, he comes and 
visits me here, and he visits me once or twice a week, he will come in the door, ask me 
how my week's been, basically grabs me, give me cuddles, and we're straight off to the 
bedroom. He'll get here at twelve o'clock and he'll be gone by quarter to one, he's gone, 
he's out the door (Sarah). 
clients' perspectives 
Clients' perspectives are rare in research, both in New Zealand and in other countries, 
researchers having trouble in getting clients willing to be interviewed. Chetwynd and 
Plumridge (1993) carried out limited research in Christchurch, gathering basic statistics 
to test the feasibility for more in-depth studies. Though their data is not extensive enough 
to draw conclusions from, they found their clients' motivations for visiting prostitutes as 
mostly due to the straightforward nature of the sexual exchange. Clients reported that 
'access was easy'; 'no emotion or involvement was required'; and 'no 'chatting up' was 
expected'. They also answered that it involved the 'need for company, fun or enjoyment'; 
'boredom and need for variety'; 'shyness'; 'expertise of workers'; and 'a lack of 
alternatives'. Sharpe's study found clients fell into several 'types' - men on the move, such 
as salesmen, businessmen, servicemen; youths as part of sexual initiation, change from 
partner/things they wouldn't do; no obligation, no emotional commitment; the anonymity 
appeals; and due to physical disabilities (Sharpe 1998: 111-115). These give a very basic 
understanding of the clients' point of view and are, at best, a simplification. Just as the 
plethora of voices from sex workers over the past few decades has given a far more 
complex understanding of worker experiences, more experiential voices from male 
clients would most likely produce a more nuanced picture of clients' experiences. As 
Sharpe notes, the motives for clients hiring sex workers are as complex and diverse as 
those motivating women into the profession. Researchers have had trouble in getting 
clients who are willing to take be interviewed, however. Sharpe puts the lack of data 
down to the secrecy associated with prostitution. Hubbard (1999) also puts the lack of 








... this is largely a function of clients' reluctance to talk about their behaviour in societies 
where buying sex is seen as a mark of failure - the refuge of the 'perverted' and those 
unable to sustain a 'meaningful' relationship (Hubbard 1999:13). 
The clients that have talked of their experiences in research don't report feeling that 
paying for sex is wrong, but the social condemnation means they are unlikely to want to 
be public about it. Some researchers, however, have managed to get some limited clients' 
perspectives. McKeganey and Barnard (1996) through discussions with clients in 
England found that they described several aspects motivating them to visit sex workers -
"the capacity to specify particular sex acts they wished to perform, or have performed on 
them; the capacity to have sex with a range of different women; the ability to seek out 
women with specific physical attributes or displaying particular images; the thrill of 
doing something that was socially frowned upon; and the limited and unemotional nature 
of the contact with the prostitute" (McKeganey and Barnard 1996:50). Many clients felt it 
was easier to ask a prostitute for certain acts than their wife or partner: 
What do I like about sex with a prostitute? The fact of being able to get oral. With or 
without a condom to the point of coming in her mouth ( client in McKeganey and Barnard 
1996:51). 
My wife is not very interested in anything other than straight sex and with a prostitute the 
world is your oyster (client in McKeganey and Barnard 1996:51). 
Anal, I've only done that once with a prostitute, but its perhaps more difficult to ask a 
girlfriend to do. Also I quite enjoy dressing up in ladies' underwear which again I would 
not ask a partner to do ( client in McKeganey and Barnard 1996:51 ). 
Others wanted what they described as 'specialist sexual services' - including whipping, 
bondage, being urinated on: 
One client who said that he had managed to persuade his partner to whip him explained 
that the whipping he had then received had been carried out with such an obvious lack of 
enthusiasm that he resolved thereafter to confine his requests for various forms of 
punishment to his prostitute contacts (McKeganey and Barnard 1996:51). 
Many men were attracted by the uninvolved nature of the interaction: 
I used to have different partners before I met my wife and its just something I missed. To 
me its better to do it this way than to go to a night-club, pick up a girl, go back to her 
place or do it in a car and end up catching something ( client in McKeganey and Barnard 
1996:52). 
The attractions of prostitutes are that it's easy. We both know what we want, there's no 
charade. If I go to a club or something I have to work for it but with a prostitute its pure 
sex, no-one's kidding the other (client in McKeganey and Barnard 1996:52). 






Its difficult to say what the attraction is, I think to a certain amount it's the dare of doing it 
and of being able to do things you couldn't do with your wife ( client in McKeganey and 
Barnard 1996:53). 
It's the thrill of it being illicit, unknown and the fact that you can be a bit more 
adventurous (client in McKeganey and Barnard 1996:53). 
McKeganey and Barnard also noted that many men repeatedly stressed the attraction 
of being able to do anything with the prostitute - they had the money so they thought that 
they had control. Though, as will be explored later, this sense of control in the transaction 
is more illusory than real. 
Feminist theorists tend to be critical of clients' use of prostitutes. Radical feminists, for 
example, view all client use as a debasement and degradation of women. Other theorists 
also tend to find the prostitute contract unsavory and problematic. Davidson (1998), for 
example, draws from her research in Britain, Thailand, Cuba, Central America, and 
several other places, and is generally critical of male use. Davidson uses Robert Stoller's 
(1979) theory on the dynamics of sexual excitement as a framework for her investigation 
of client use. Stoller's approach views sexual desire as being about debasement - a re-
enactment of childhood experiences of humiliation, rejection, cruelty, etc (Davidson 
1998:138). For Davidson, client use is about "fucking dirty whores" - eroticisation for the 
male through a sense of power and domination over the prostitute he sees as degraded: 
Clients are often sexually excited not simply by the idea that the prostitute is debased and 
available to them personally, but also by the idea that she has been sexually used by 
numerous other men (Davidson 1998:141). 
Davidson describes this as one 'subgroup' of prostitute users, others being men sexually 
aroused by being debased and controlled by a dominatrix, behind which, according to 
Davidson, lies a deeper disgust of women. Davidson identifies another subgroup as 
lonely men looking for a mother figure and seeking company, which conceals sexual 
scripts of vengeance and control, and a further subgroup who are eroticised by 
committing a transgressive act, which, in Davidson's view, represents an act of vengeance 
of 'good' women's demands for monogamy and sexual restraint. (Davidson 1998:140-
158). Davidson's psychoanalytical approach depicts all 'types' of male use as concealing 
deeper motivations of hatred and debasement of women. Cambell and Storr (2001 ), 
however, argue that constructing clients simply as filthy and degenerate is not helpful: 
A discourse that constructs clients as dehumanized, dirty and animalistic gets us no nearer 
to an informed debate about clients, and perpetuates stereotypes that obscure the complex 
social, economic and cultural relationships in which commercial sex takes place (Cambell 
and Storr 2001 :98) . 
Davidson also notes that some men complain of the coldness or unresponsiveness of the 
prostitute, and puts this down to power dimensions - the male anger at "a refusal to be 













has been noted by other researchers but interpreted in different ways. 16 Plumridge (1997), 
for example, in Discourses of Emotionality gives an account of clients' perceptions from 
a group of Christchurch men. Plumridge identified the typical client motivations - paid 
sex experienced as more exciting for the clients than with their partner, that it was a 
'contrast with the monotony or routine of non-paid sex', and that some clients would go to 
ask for 'kinkier' sex - but concluded that client's pleasure rested on two basic postulates. 
Firstly, that clients found parlour visits a source of 'relaxation', both in a physical sense 
and also in terms of relaxation from normal relationship constraints and obligations; and 
secondly, that clients convinced themselves of a 'myth of mutuality' in the exchange. The 
myth of mutuality concerned clients' delusions of the worker enjoying the exchange as 
much as they had. Clients would assert that the workers shared the pleasure of human 
contact and warmth as they had, and that they believed that the workers derived sexual 
pleasure from the encounter. Plumridge views this as a 'very strong justificatory 
interpretative schema': 
It is undoubtedly a self-serving interpretative schema leaving men who pay for sex free to 
enjoy it on their own terms and insulating them from evidence which contradicts the 
premise of that pleasure (Plumridge 1997: 178). 
Sharpe also notes the 'myth of mutuality' from a worker in her research: 
... men come to us seeking an oasis in their loneliness, fooling themselves out of 
desperation that the friendliness they have bought is genuine (anonymous prostitute in 
Sharpe 1998:120). 
While some men fool themselves as to the mutual pleasure derived from the transaction, 
to assume this to be true for all clients would be an overgeneralisation. The Dunedin 
participants described some regular clients that became more emotionally attached than 
non-regular clients, but at the same time described most clients as specifically going to a 
sex worker for a clinical, commercial transaction rather than involvement. 
emotional distancing 
While some men might get confused as to the emotional content of the exchange, for 
the workers it is usually a very clear-cut, impersonal transaction. 
... she reserves for her lover the kiss on the mouth, as the expression of voluntary 
affection, and that she considers the embrace of love and the professional embrace two 
quite different things ... .In general, however, the woman is 'cold' when professionally at 
work. Some of them feel towards the whole group of their customers nothing but 
indifference tinged with contempt (De Beauvoir 1983:575-6). 
16 Kinsey's 1948 research also noted that clients said that sex with a prostitute was less satisfactory than 
unpaid because it lacked affection: "the upper level males who have contributed to the present study have 
almost unanimously agreed that intercourse with a prostitute is not nearly so satisfactory as the intercourse 
which may be had with other girls. This is undoubtedly the prime reason why most upper level males do 
not return to prostitutes more often than they do. The complaints turn largely around the fact that a sexual 



















Many studies have noted the emotional distancing that prostitutes employ at work, using 
various methods to separate work from their private lives (Boyle 1997, Brewis and 
Linstead 2000, Iloigard and Finstad 1992, Hcrbbard 1999, Jordan 1991, McKeganey and 
Barnard 1996). Many workers, for example, won't operate from home, finding it an 
invasion of privacy. One worker had a separate workroom in her house, used only for 
work, with different sheets for the bed, etc, and generally conceptualised the space as a 
specific work room differentiated from the rest of her home. Ideally she would have liked 
to use separate premises but couldn't afford the extra rent. Another participant had tried 
working from home occasionally but would avoid it if at all possible. All the workers 
talked about the need for a strict differentiation between their working and private lives. 
Another manifestation of the emotional distancing can be seen in the rules employed 
in the room. All workers enforce rules about what they will or will not do, such as no 
kissing, no anal sex, no fingers inside. Almost all workers maintain that kissing is far too 
personal, as Alexandra from Jordan's study observes: 
I would never kiss anybody. Somebody else said once that kissing was reserved for 
special people. I never look at it like that - I just didn't want anyone spitting in my mouth. 
I'm not averse to kissing, but I'm not going to kiss strangers. One might ask what's the 
difference between that and fucking strangers, but it is different (Alexandra in Jordan 
1991:135). 
The distancing between having sex and giving of the self has been described by 
prostitutes from many countries. 17 Kempadoo argues that it is not specific to sex work: 
It has been argued elsewhere that such boundary maintenance is a typical strategy that 
people develop in a variety of jobs that rest upon emotional and sexual labour, and that 
rather than being a destructive element, it allows the professional to control the extent to 
which public life touches upon the private and intimate (Kempadoo 2001 ). 
Removal of intimacy allows for the emotional detachment that differentiates commercial 
sex from personal relationships. Though it's not only the fact that the sex is commercial, 
for some workers it's the similar sense of detachment from being with a complete 
stranger: 
I've never had to consciously do it, its just automatic. You're just there for the money. 
It's the same as if I pick up a casual fuck someplace in a club or whatever, and take them 
home and root them, boot them out and go to sleep and you wake up in the morning and 
you don't even remember their name. It's just the same as that. It means nothing 
(Lucrisha). 
Distancing can be seen in the way working women assume a different name and won't 
talk about their private lives with customers. This serves not only as a safety measure but 
also allows privacy for emotional distancing and identity change for work purposes. For 
some this adoption of a different persona begins with the application of make up for a 
17 Kempadoo points out that it has been noted in a wide range of countries, for example in Guyana, 



















shift, and getting into work clothes (Hoigard and Finstad 1992:64-70). Others have said 
they like a glass of wine or a joint to help them switch into work mode: 
The purpose of some of these strategies adopted hla1rl~ing-ettt,pretending-they--were-· 
somewhere else, pretending they were someone else, forbidding certain parts of the body 
to be touched (retaining them as 'private'), wearing wigs and special prostitute clothes 
('we have to dress like tarts'), all appeared to have been deployed with the aim of 
depersonalizing their prostitute role and disassociating themselves from it, particularly the 
sexual act itself (Sharpe 1998:88). 
Despite working girls' pragmatic approach toward the prostitute contract, sex within a 
relationship is generally conceptualised as being an extremely intimate act. Thus having 
intercourse with strangers can make personal relationships outside of work quite 
problematic. Many workers talk of the difficulty in distancing themselves at work and 
then trying to negotiate a personal relationship outside of the prostitution contract: 
I think that if you're having sex with someone for money you become emotionally 
detached and if you're having sex your partner that's love-making and you're emotionally 
attached, and its very hard to switch off and then switch on again. So you either end up 
betraying your partner by being overly intimate with a client or not being sufficiently 
intimate with your partner because you're used to being switched off emotionally when 
you're having sex with people (Lucrisha). 
For some sex workers it's easier to avoid partners in their personal life while working, 
occasionally they would stop working when they entered a relationship. Some describe 
enthusiasm for sex diminishing with their partners, for others the nature of the work 
means relationships tend to become strained, as most spouses have difficulty accepting 
what their partner is doing: 
.. .in his eyes he found it quite hard to handle. But I told him straight up, "I'm a prostitute, 
blah blah blah, could you handle dating a prostitute?", and he said "give it a go". So we 
lasted two and a half years, but he would go out and when I'd go to work he would go to 
his mate's house and get really stoned and drunk and you know, he said he'd often drive 
home crying thinking about it. I used to get angry with him for not ringing me at work, 
like I want that connection, but he explained he didn't like ringing me at work because 
sometimes I was unavailable, 'busy at the moment' .... so it was hard like that for him. And 
there was also another reason why I didn't want regulars because to me that was cheating 
on him you know. Having sex wasn't cheating on him but having sex with the same guy 
over and over again .... (Tania). 
Many report that for lesbian workers the prostitution contract is usually not so hard for 
partners to accept, as 'going to work' is a more clearly defined activity separated from 
personal home life, and less likely to spark jealousy. 
A proportion of the workers also complained about clients who want them to 'get off 
sexually. For many this crosses the boundary between work and their private life: 
A lot, probably 99 .9% of the time, I do fake. I do get the odd 0.1 % where I might 
actually, against my will, achieve an orgasm, but its pretty much against my will. I try my 



















Most working girls will separate work sex from relationship sex. One woman from 
McKeganey and Barnard's study described it as refusing to be aroused during prostitute 
sex-as the enjoyment 'Nould "in some sense degrade her as a person" (MeKeganey and 
Barnard 1996:86). While the participants reported that there were one or two who 
enjoyed the sex, workers, for the most part, keep the transaction as clinical as possible 
and don't allow blurring of work sex and personal intimacy. Most will maintain a sense of 
professionalism in selling the sexual service, but letting themselves enjoy the sex disturbs 
the sense of privacy and need for emotional distance. Plumridge (1997) found that many 
clients were convinced that during sex the prostitutes were more often than not sexually 
aroused and enjoying the sex as much as they were. But despite what some clients might 
like to tell themselves, for workers pleasure is typically an act, with orgasms faked to get 
the men out as quick as possible. 
leaving sex work 
Many workers move in and out of sex work as and when they need the extra money. 
Some describe it as needing a break from selling sex as it can mentally and emotionally 
wear you down. Others described it as becoming hardened: 
It starts to show in your face too, you come to look like a worn out old woman. A lot of 
girls do come out of that looking hard and its because they've had to be, you do have to 
be. But I mean there's hard and there's hard. It depends how hard you want to be. Some 
women who think they can handle it really come out hard as, because they weren't 
handling it at all (Jan). 
Jan found it easier to operate with a sugar daddy rather than a constant turnover of 
strangers: 
It was great. He is the only one who has ever said 'no more'. I had him for three years then 
finally he said "I am paying you enough a week for you not to work", and he was. And 
for three years he was five nights a week and I treated it like a cheap cleaning job. I used 
to go to work at 7:30 and I would be home ... ifI left at 8:00 I'd be home at 9:30. It was a 
one and a half hour job (Jan). 
Another worker found she could only be in the industry for short periods of time before 
needing a change. But given the mundane nature of most job options, a fine balance 
existed between staying in, or leaving, sex work: 
I was about to go to work and I looked at my partner who was the guy who got me into it 
and I just looked at him and I said "I can't go back", and he says "don't". It got to me, it 
got to me. And I went and worked at the Leviathan as a housemaid, which was horrible, it 
was worse than doing sex work to me (Tara). 
money addiction 
Many workers described the money as quite an addictive part of the job, and difficult 




















You inherit the ability to spend money with the job. Its like going into town and seeing a 
pair of shoes you like and you don't know which colour to get - so you buy both" (Hilary 
quoted from Tard an 1991 · 102) 
Sharpe noted that although some would get sick of the work, the money was sometimes 
too enticing: 
Despite the obvious pitfalls of the work, most of the women did admit that, for a variety 
of reasons, they would find it difficult to stop working .... Several women claimed that 
although they were eager to escape from the life of prostitution, they would have no 
qualms whatsoever about returning should the need arise. Not only was it 'easy money', 
but it was an 'easy option' - one that was always available (Sharpe 1998:92). 
While not everyone would describe it as easy, it is a relatively high hourly rate, which 
makes it difficult to leave the industry. Faced with no other alternative work that can 
bring in so much money, many stay in the job rather than leave and take a drop in 
income. As one participant put it: 
I've resented coming in here for at least a year now. But going home with $300 - $400 in 
your pocket and sitting on your arse every day ... (Sarah). 
Part of the reason it becomes difficult to go back to lower income levels is, as several 
participants expressed, because it becomes a lifestyle that you get accustomed to. Rather 
than putting extra money from busy weeks aside, for many workers, more disposable 
income meant more spending: 
... you're in that lifestyle. You're used to stopping there for lunch, you know, you go past 
the Ra Bar and its not 'oh I'd like to be there for lunch', its, you stop there and lunch, you 
have a nice car, if you want anything you buy it. But for some reason, and most working 
girls will tell you this, you never keep it for long (Jan). 
Some sex workers get into prostitution with the intention of only working for a short 
time before getting out. But many end up staying in the industry for longer than they 
thought they would . 
drugs and work 
One of the pervasive stereotypes of prostitution is that of the junkie-whore; according 
to some media articles most prostitutes are supposedly strung out drug addicts working to 
get the next fix. As Sharpe notes, this has become cited with "alarming regularity in 
contemporary studies" and is often thought to be a "central element in prostitution" 
(Sharpe 1998:93). This is, again, one of the over-simplistic generalisations made that 
reinforces the stereotype of the prostitute as junkie-whore in a degraded state, unable to 



























... not all prostitutes are junkies. We're not all forced into it. This is something else that 
really gets up my nose. The image of poor women being coerced into becoming workers 
really annoys me. Most prostitutes do it by choice (Hilary in Jordan 1991: 115). 
Some working girls use drugs, as do many people who are not in the sex industry (When 
discussing drug use it is useful to differentiate what types of drugs are included in the 
term 'drug user'. For example, many workers will use soft drugs, such as nicotine, 
alcohol, amphetamines, and marijuana, which are clearly quite different from, say for 
example, a highly addictive heroin habit. For this section, the terms 'drugs' and 'drug use' 
will mean the latter, rather than soft drugs, unless otherwise specified). Some theorists 
will say drug addiction drives women into the sex industry, others that the criminal world 
of prostitution causes women to become drug addicts, neither of which are strictly true. 
As Catherine Healy, national coordinator ofNZPC, points out, the number of women in 
the sex industry injecting drugs is only fractionally higher than for the general New 
Zealand population as a whole. 18 It is curious then that prostitutes become depicted as 
druggies in a way that other groups do not. 19 This might be partially explained by drug 
use being more prevalent among street workers than in parlour or escort settings. As 
street work is the most visible form of prostitution, this could reinforce public notions 
that most prostitutes are junkies. Also some research on sex work is carried out largely, or 
exclusively with street workers, leading the researchers to conclude that drugs are a 
central element in prostitution (Hoigard and Finstad 1992, McKeganey and Barnard 
1996). This is not to say that drug use is not an issue, but that it has often been portrayed 
as endemic among prostitutes. Of the participants in this study in Dunedin, where street 
work does not exist, only a minority were or ever had been intravenous drug users. 
The reason why drug use is more prevalent among street workers has much to do with 
the fact that parlour and escort workers need a drug free record to register with the police 
in order to work, and many parlous and escorts don't like users, hence it is easier for 
anyone with a habit to operate on the street. Also, as McKeganey and Barnard point out, 
for those with an addiction, sex work usually offers the quickest way to make the money 
necessary for the habit. No legal occupation readily provides enough money, or can fit in 
with the lifestyle that goes with a serious drug habit. 20 
It has also been noted in some research that drug use is more prevalent among younger 
workers and that it was something workers would usually 'mature out' of. (Sharpe 1998, 
McKeganey and Barnard 1996). One Dunedin worker also voiced the same opinion, and 
noted that personally she worked straight now, the novelty of drugs having worn off, 
finding it a waste of money. But she also described how when on drugs it felt like she 
was getting into a rut, or vicious cycle of drug use and sex work. McKeganey and 
Barnard found a similar problem amongst IV street workers, and that their habits would 
escalate depending on how much money they had made that night. 
18 Catherine Healy, national coordinator of NZPC, on Spit the Dummy, 2000. 
19 Studies in Canada and the USA have shown that, contrary to popular belief, most prostitutes do not use 
drugs (Davis 1994:5). 
20 McKeganey and Barnard's (1996) study of street workers found varying patterns of use and dependence 
on sex work. Some workers said that if they could overcome their drug dependence they would leave 
prostitution, others who had once been injectors but had since stopped would still work the streets due to 
























Drug use exists, then, among some sex workers but represents only one aspect of 
prostitution. As McKeganey and Barnard's study shows, those that do have a habit 
approach sex work in a variety of ways. Some feel they have to work in order to feed 
their addiction, but would prefer to be off the streets, others will be in control of their 
habit and how it interrelates with having to work. There is no single experience. Most sex 
workers in Dunedin, however, do not have a habit, the stereotype of the junkie-whore 
being a bad generalisation. 
safe sex 
Another common generalisation is the concept of prostitute as disease-carrier, 
historically linked with a conflation of prostitute with physical and moral impurity. But as 
NZPC point out, these ideas have little grounding. Safe sex is carried out by virtually all 
workers, and is considered de rigueur: 21 
I think actually that prostitutes are the cleanest, and what's promoting diseases is picking 
up scrubbers from pubs and taking them home and honking them without any 
precautions, or girls doing the same, picking up some sleazy guy and they've got 
something, that's the bigger spreader of diseases. Coming to a parlour, I mean shit, if any 
of us girls have got anything we don't work, we go and get it treated, get it cleared up 
before we come back. Not that we actually catch anything, its not like .... condoms are 
essential. No condoms, no jiggy jiggy basically (Sarah). 
NZPC advocates condoms every time, promoting safe sex through education and supply 
of condoms, dams, etc. Many sex workers carry out regular health check-ups, and often 
play an active role in educating clients as to the necessity for safe sex (Brewis and 
Linstead 2000:232).22 Other studies have also noted that prostitutes are usually lower risk 
carriers than their customers (Davis 1994:7). Workers, unlike some of the clients, are 
very conscientious regarding condom use and safe sex practices. Boyle (1997) notes that 
most workers always use a condom with a client, but less so with their private partners. 
Apart from this being a method of stopping STDs and pregnancy, Boyle suggests it is 
also a psychological barrier, allowing the workers to differentiate between their 'public' 
and 'private' lives (Boyle 1997:94) . 
secrecy 
All the workers have to deal with the stigma of prostitution imposed by society. For 
most this means working in secrecy, maybe only telling a few close friends. Family 
usually aren't told, the repercussions outweighing the urge to be honest and open. Most 
dislike having to keep secrets and tell lies to family. It is not that the workers necessarily 
feel what they're doing is wrong, but that the judgment from others will most likely bring 
condemnation, as a worker from Delacoste and Alexander explained: 
21 Woods' study of condom use amongst New Zealand sex workers showed the very high rate of use in the 
New Zealand sex industry, similar to other studies in western countries. (Woods (n.d.), You Have Sex With 
a Condom, You're Making Love Without). See also Plumridge (2001). 
22 In Canberra it is now an offence to provide or receive penetrative commercial sex without a prophylactic, 


















I'm not going to say it was great .. .it wasn't; it wasn't bad either. I was dealing with a 
stigma, something that had been pounded into my head as bad and dirty. So no matter 
what I called it, no matter how I did it, or what I did .. .I was bad. I don't know how to 
explain it. It's not the act that makes it bad; the people were clean and respectful, but the 
stigma made it bad (in Delacoste and Alexander 1988:104). 
One worker described how she was disowned for a year by her family based on the 
suspicion of her involvement in the sex industry. Another said her family thought she 
made her money from dealing drugs, and she let them go on thinking that, finding it 
easier for them to think she was a drug dealer than a prostitute. Some also described how 
the stigma also makes it difficult to move back into 'legitimate' occupations, prostitution 
hardly seen as respectable enough for a CV, pointing out how difficult it would be to tell 
a prospective employer what they've been doing for the last few years. Rickard (2001) 
found that workers would develop alias identities, such as describing themselves as being 
employed as photographer, florist, or nail technician, anything, so long as the invented 
identity served to maintain respectability rather than face the social condemnation of 
being labelled 'prostitute': 
I don't think it is possible to lead a normal life while working as a prostitute. When you're 
on the game, you alienate yourself from everyone else. You can never get close to people 
because there's a large part of yourself you have to keep quiet about. Your clients never 
know the real you, your friends and family never know the whore. By your silence you 
actually buy into the stereotype of what a prostitute is - a split personality, a shameful 
person who dares not speak her name. I think prostitution is fundamentally damaging for 
that reason - not because it's a mortal sin (Angel in Taylor 1991:86). 
conclusion 
Clearly the term 'sex work' describes a vast range of experiences and interactions that 
cannot be simplified easily into large-scale generalisations. There are as many reasons for 
working in the sex industry as there are individuals involved. Different levels of 
economic need exist, and each person has their own personal issues concerning what they 
feel the prostitute experience to be. Even within the relatively small-scale setting of 
Dunedin, prostitutes are clearly not a homogenous group, and neither are the clients. Any 
theory that attempts to describe prostitution in a broad sense runs the risk of generalising 
to the point of over-simplification, which can lead to distortion. What might be true for 
one locale, or some particular workers, cannot be said to be true for all prostitution. 
But despite small-scale local studies revealing a heterogeneity that disrupt generalised 
theories, there are some common themes that emerge from sex workers' descriptions of 
their work. For example, one of the most pervasive is the experience of emotional 
distancing - the need to separate the self from the prostitute exchange. Though again, this 
is subject to variation, different levels of emotional involvement occur. For some with 
long-term regular clients it might mean a business friendship that lasts many years, but 
more often than not it involves a detached economic exchange with strangers. 
Some describe sex work as easy money, though others would argue that they do not 
find it easy as such. It might be a high hourly rate, higher than many people's in New 



















needing time away from the emotional demands, and going back to it when the need for 
more money arises or when alternative employment seems less attractive. In short, there 
are no hard and fast rules about what the prostitute contract entails, as it involves many 
variations of sexual-economic tr ans action, and no common experience of what it means 
for the workers. For some it is sometimes repulsive, occasionally enjoyable, often a dull 
necessity. At times it can be degrading, and at others a site of sexual and economic 
empowerment. As Rickard and Storr (2001) observe: 
... diversity is to be found not just between sex workers, but within sex workers. The 
classic ways by which sex work is often understood either posit that commercialized 
sexuality indicates victimhood and vulnerability or that it is valid work and meaningful 
sexual expression for seller and buyer alike (Rickard and Storr 2001: 1 ). 
In reality it is not so clear cut - different aspects of both positions are present in the same 
person's life. In terms of a wider picture of contemporary prostitution in the 'western' 
industrialised nations it is clear that the proliferation of sex workers narratives is essential 
in forming an understanding of the complexities of prostitution, by listening to the 





























The essential missing voice in the women's movement is the prostitute's voice 
(Gail Pheterson quoted in Jordan 1992:180). 
introduction 
This chapter looks at the nature of various discourses that offer differing 
conceptualisations of prostitution; how the prostitution contract is interpreted by different 
groups and how it is viewed by the people involved in the industry. The discourses 
discussed include those of prostitutes' rights organisations, other sex workers, and 
discourses from feminist critiques of prostitution. These groups often disagree over what 
the prostitution contract means, and how to implement practical strategies to deal with the 
perceived problems. While some argue it should be decriminalised and viewed as 
legitimate work, others view it as violence against women which should be abolished. 
This chapter highlights the differences between these various discourses. 
The discourses from sex workers themselves are relatively new in the debates on 
prostitution, and an important addition in terms of adding personal insights and 
knowledge into what the prostitution contract involves for different individuals. The sex 
workers' experiences are often at odds with large-scale theorisations of prostitution, and 
also run counter to many of the stereotypes and myths that go into forming the 





















The rise of prostitute voices will be examined in the first section of the chapter, along 
with a look at the politicisation of prostitutes seen through the growth of prostitutes' 
rights organisations. This is followed by analysis of radical feminist opposition and the 
criticisms their theories have drawn from sex workers and the prostitutes' rights 
organisations. 
workers' discourses 
From the 1970s a major shift in prostitute discourse occurred when sex workers for the 
first time joined the debates on prostitution. Until the 1970s much of the theorisation, and 
the subsequent 'knowledge' produced, had been expounded by academics and various 
'experts' from outside the sex industry, theorising on why prostitution was wrong. But 
generally missing from the constructions of 'the prostitute world' were the experiences 
and opinions of the women themselves. They were talked about, defined, categorized, 
pathologised, and criminalised in silence; there were no experiential voices to question 
the opinions and theories imposed from outside. From the 1970s first-hand experiential 
accounts began to emerge resulting in sex workers' inclusion in the debates, firstly from 
the rise of prostitutes' rights groups organising to push for legislative changes, and 
secondly from a new inclusion of experiential voice in theorisations, which emerged 
across the humanities (Bell 1994). Ryan notes that the practitioners' discomses added 
prostitutes' own understandings of sex work, and gave "an expanding contribution to the 
overall corpus" (Ryan 1997:47). The first-hand accounts from sex workers not only 
added to 'the overall corpus' but radically altered the discussions on prostitution, giving 
better insight into individual realities of selling sex. 1 It revealed a range of fragmented 
experiences that contested generalised theories and challenged many of the assumptions 
made about sex work. 
One of the first accounts to let the sex workers' voices be heard came from Kate 
Millett in The Prostitution Papers (1971), that presented accounts from four different 
women, two from inside and two from outside the industry (Jordan 1992:180). It was 
Millet's contention that women were oppressed in capitalist societies due to patriarchal 
institutional arrangements of marriage and prostitution. Under such conditions, 
prostitution was an extension of the condition of all women - forced into some kind of 
exchange of sexuality for financial support (Ryan 1997). Millet, viewing prostitution as a 
form of slavery, condemned what she identified as its negative effects and argued that 
prostitution was detrimental to women. 
But while Millet found negative aspects to prostitution, other sex workers have 
portrayed prostitution in a more positive light. Jan Jordan points out that Millet's 
approach was 'victim-oriented', and that, "not all subsequent commentators have agreed 
with her interpretation" (Jordan 1992: 181 ). Jordan herself has produced a collection of 
practitioners' discourses from New Zealand sex workers, collecting experiences and life 
histories that reveal a complexity to the lives and experiences of sex workers that contests 
an interpretation of prostitutes purely as oppressed victims: 
1 As Jeffreys notes, prostitutes' rights groups have "transformed the way in which prostitution was thought 































Sarah: I see very little difference between housewives and prostitutes. A lot of 
housewives are doing the same sort of job that we are, and they're exploited in the same 
kinds of ways ... They're doing it for their livelihoods as much as we are, and the only 
difference is that they've made a commitment to one person, presumably for love. But 
that fades away often. Then they lie there like we do and think about their shopping lists 
(from Jordan 1991:31). 
Desna: People like me get forced into prostitution because there is no other option. All 
girls who get into it will have thought of every other possible option first. And some 
nights you'll want to go home and cry because you're disgusted with yourself, you're 
disgusted with the guys you've had to do for the evening, and you're disgusted with the 
whole world because nobody in it ever tried to help you (from Jordan 1991: 163). 
Kate: Before I started I used to be disturbed by the idea that through prostitution men 
could order women around and have a woman totally under their control. I had this idea 
that if they gave you $100 you were theirs for the next hour. But that's not how it is at all. 
I feel I have quite a lot of control over what goes on. I'm quite definite about what I will 
and won't do, and what I will charge for, and I refuse to give up those limits. In some 
ways this job gives me a sense of being quite sexually powerful - I find it extraordinary 
that they're willing to shell out such large sums of money for nothing so fantastic really 
(from Jordan 1991:200-1) . 
Shannon Bell (1994) discusses the rise of sex worker discourse, viewing it as a 
positive contribution to debates on prostitution and sexuality. Bell argues that it wasn't 
until the arrival of postmodemism in the 1980s, that space was opened up for first-hand 
accounts to contribute to the discourses. Previously the dominant ideological discourses 
oppressed prostitutes "through the appropriation or occlusion of their spaces and the 
silencing of their voices" (Bell 1994:73). 
By contrast, however, some feminists have found the proliferation of voices more 
problematic. Sheila Jeffreys, for example, takes issue with sex workers speaking of 
empowerment and control in the sexual contract. Such a position disturbs Jeffreys' radical 
feminist perspective that, like Millet, views all prostitution as patriarchal violence against 
women. She consequently questions the authenticity of voices that express positive 
experiences. Similarly, Australian feminist Belinda Carpenter is critical of what she 
identifies as a feminist reluctance to question the 'voices-of-experience'. Carpenter 
criticises the writings of sex workers "for failing to move beyond the descriptive, and for 
contenting themselves with chronicling the industry in ways often contradictory" (Jordan 
1992:187). 
Here Carpenter hits on a crucial aspect of the debate - that they are contradictory; 
there is no single prostitute experience. While some experience abusive situations and 
exploitation, others speak of control, agency, high earnings and economic freedom. Such 
positive aspects are problematic for radical feminist critiques of prostitution, however. As 
Jordan points out, radical feminists "frequently dismiss any positive statements sex 
workers may make about their profession as indicative of false, or male-colonized, 
consciousness" (Jordan 1992:187-8). Jordan finds from her experience of the New 
Zealand sex industry that women aren't simply suffering false consciousness that radical 
feminists ascribe to women working in the sex industry; that many women do find forms 
























domination and degraded violence that radical feminism insists to be inherent in the 
prostitute contract. Jordan is therefore critical of arguments that depict sex workers 
simply as victims: 
... do these women sound as if they need saving? The women's own views challenge the 
earlier feminist orthodoxy, presenting a social world more complex and full of paradox 
than that previously described (Jordan 1992: 187). 
prostitution seen as work 
One aspect of the modem discourse on prostitution is the analysis of prostitution as 
work, a job like any other. Many sex workers regard sex work as 'a job', or 'a business', 
sometimes 'a career', others class it as 'a service' (Sharpe 1998:108). Dolores French, ex-
sex worker: 
A woman has the right to sell sexual services just as much as she has the right to sell her 
brains to a law firm ... or to sell her creative work to a museum ... or to sell her image to a 
photographer ... or to sell her body when she works as a ballerina. Since most people can 
have sex without going to jail, there is no reason except old fashioned prudery to make 
sex for money illegal (French 1988:136) . 
Many theorists argue that sex work should be viewed as a legitimate job, highlighting 
points of similarity to legal, non-stigmatised occupations: 
Firstly and crucially, it is evident that most people who are working as prostitutes regard 
it as their livelihood, having the same aspirations and attitudes towards it as people have 
to other jobs; secondly, it is clear that prostitution requires the same sort of labour 
discipline as other activities, with financial rewards related to the ability to be a 'good' 
prostitute (for example, by satisfying client demands, spotting a niche in the market and 
extracting maximum financial reward for a minimum of effort (Hubbard 1999: 10). 
Wendy Chapkis in 'Live Sex Acts' argues that "it is important to move beyond a 
moraiising position to recognise women's diverse experiences of sex work" (in Hubbard 
1999:19). Pointing to the fact that prostitution is not the only form oflabour that involves 
commodification of the person, Chapkis contends that "prostitution is not unlike jobs in 
airline stewarding, acting or child care where emotion and feeling are being commodified 
and commercialised" (Hubbard 1999:19). Similarly, McKeganey and Barnard (1996) cite 
Hochschild's research along these lines: 
Hoc;hschild (1983), in a study of US airline flight attendants, demonstrates how they were 
trained not just in the mechanics of providing a service, but also to display an emotional 
commitment to the welfare and comfort of airline passengers. Flight attendants are trained 
to show a caring, courteous, friendly and efficient front, even in the face of rude, arrogant 
or sexist passengers. Hochschild describes this as the commercialization of feeling 
(McKeganey and Barnard 1996:88). 
Brewis and Linstead add that Gherardi (1995) gives an interesting insight into the issue 
by suggesting that "service jobs are much more like prostitution in its true sense (the 



































involves no conventionally defined sex acts at all)" (Brewis and Linstead 2000:228). 
Gherardi is suggesting that many service industry jobs are sexualised, in that "women in 
particular may well be forced to prostitute themselves in a very real sense in order to 
o II /"T""'II. • 1 "T • 
that sex work is similar to other industries, in that it is "tied into the same types of social, 
economic and gendered power relations and informal codes of conduct that govern all 
industries" (in Hubbard 1999:10). Shrage cites Luise White (1990) who describes several 
ways in which sex work resembles other forms of work: 
... the people who mobilize the social resources for such exchanges are generally 
attempting to make a livelihood ... the people who exchange sex for material rewards 
often have the same attitudes and aspirations regarding these activities as people have 
toward other 'jobs' ... making a livelihood from commercialized sexual exchanges often 
requires the same forms of labour discipline as other activities that afford us 
livelihoods ... commercial exchanges of sex are supported by social structures containing 
both hierarchies of social power and codes of conduct that govern all exchanges of goods. 
In short, commerce in sex is maintained through social structures similar to ones in more 
socially legitimate industries and businesses (Shrage 1994: 122). 
Shrage, however, points out that this is certainly not a perspective shared by all: 
... some see prostitution as a profound symbol for the degradation and domination of 
women, whereas others see prostitution as merely unconventional and sometimes 
demeaning work that nonetheless women should be allowed to choose. On the former 
view, the prostitute is the quintessential victim of patriarchy and, on the other, she is 
merely a working woman who, like numerous other women, is engaged in marginal, 
sexist, and low status work (Shrage 1994:82). 
While some find it unacceptable to conceptualise prostitution as work, thus normalising 
that which shouldn't be normalised, sex workers themselves usually view it as work. This 
latter opinion has been voiced by the prostitutes' rights groups, i.e. that prostitution is 
seen by workers as a valid way of generating income for women and men that choose to 
do so, and as such shouldn't be subject to prohibitive laws or stigmatisation. 
prostitutes' rights organisations 
Since the 1970s many prostitutes' collectives have emerged, made up of sex workers 
organising to fight for recognition of civil rights and a lifting of criminalising laws. The 
rise of the collectives has been traced back to France in the mid-1970s when prostitutes 
went on a nationwide strike and occupied several churches in order to get media attention 
(Hoigard and Finstad 1992:181).2 In the early 1980s the English Prostitutes' Collective 
(EPC) used the same tactic, occupying the Holy Cross Church in King's Cross for twelve 
days, using it as a platform to gain attention to demand the end of illegal arrest of 
2 Prostitutes' rights organisations emerged in the 1970s in Europe, beginning in Lyons 1975 after the 
murder of a 25 year old prostitute, the fourth murder in a year. Local sex workers, fed up with inadequate 
protection and rising police harassment, decided to take action for themselves and occupied a church in 



























prostitutes and for greater police efforts to prosecute exploitative pimps and violent 
clients. 
Many other prostitutes' rights groups have now emerged in countries across Europe, in 
North Ameriea, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, and othe1s. These grnups have 
organised in an attempt to improve workers' conditions and end the laws that criminalise 
their operations, and to provide workers with advice, information, and support. For 
example, in Queensland, Australia, SQWISI (Self-health for Queensland Workers in the 
Sex Industry) formed in the 1980s, originally to educate workers about AIDS and other 
health problems, and later to fight repressive laws seen as hampering workers.3 Similar 
groups include, among others, COYOTE (Call Off Your Old Tired Ethics) (USA), North 
American Task Force on Prostitution (USA), PONY (Prostitutes of New York (USA), 
English Prostitutes' Collective (EPC) (UK), Prostitution Pride (UK), Network of Sex 
Work Projects (UK), SWEAT (Sex Worker Education Agency and Taskforce (South 
Africa), SWEETLY (Sex Workers! Encourage, Empower, Trust and Love Yourselves 
(Japan) (Brewis and Linstead 2000:264-5).4 New Zealand sex workers are represented by 
NZPC, the New Zealand Prostitutes' Collective. The NZPC, formed in the late 1980s, and 
has offices in all the main centres in New Zealand, offering support and advice to sex 
workers. It also carries out workshops and outreach programs; provides information on 
health issues; supplies condoms, lubricants, etc; and informs workers of their legal rights. 
The NZPC have also been actively fighting to remove prostitution laws seen as 
prohibitive and outdated. They argue that current laws impede the freedom of women 
choosing to work in the industry. As Catherine Healy, national coordinator of the NZPC 
has pointed out: 
"Here we are coming up to the centenary of New Zealand women getting the vote, and 
we're still fettered by legislation reflecting the attitudes of Victorian times" (in Vincent 
1992:25). 
Since the initial emergence of these groups, prostitutes' rights organisations have 
grown in number and strength, and in some countries have brought about legislative 
changes. The groups are starting to share information and resources and organise on an 
international level.5 For example, there have been 'World Whore's Congresses', a 'World 
Whore's Summit', and various prostitute conventions. As sex worker Dolores French puts 
it: "Welders have conventions, flight attendants have conventions, even chicken pluckers 
have conventions, so why not hookers?" (French 1988: 168). In 1985, the International 
Committee for Prostitute Rights (ICPR) was formed. ICPR sees the sale of sex as an act 
of sexual self-determination and part of basic human rights. At the Second World 
Whores' Congress in Brussels 1986, workers demanded that prostitution should be 
3 See Anderson (1991), for a historical study of 20th century prostitution in Queensland, Australia, and the 
development of SQWISI in the 1980s. 
4 Many of these organisations have WebPages offering education, advice, support and information, as well 
as writings on prostitution and writings by sex workers attempting to challenge the myths surrounding 
prostitution. 
5 Until now the various groups have been largely national collectives rather than organising on an 
international level: "the coherence of an international prostitutes' movement is more illusory than real, but 
this is an important illusion and one that has been important for sustaining the enthusiasm and political 
motivation of the many national organisations that campaign for prostitutes' rights in the urban West" 
(Hubbard 1999:204). 
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redefined as legitimate work, and prostitutes as legitimate citizens. IPCR do not claim 
that prostitution is a completely free choice, but argue that "it is a free a choice as other 
choices made in a capitalist, patriarchal, and racist system" (Bell 1994: 111 ). The rights 
groups typically don't celebrate prostitution but appeal against the unjust lavv'S and stigma. 
ICPR considers itself a feminist organisation committed to giving voice. The National 
Task Force on Prostitution (NTFP) articulates a similar position: 
Voluntary prostitution is the mutually voluntary exchange of sexual services for money or 
other consideration; it is a form of work, and like most work in our capitalist society it is 
often alienated, that is, the worker/prostitute has too little control over his/her working 
conditions and the way the work is organised. Forced prostitution is a form of aggravated 
sexual assault (Bell 1994: 114). 
The distinction between various forms of prostitution is an important one, but 
contentious for some radical feminists who disagree that there are any degrees of 
prostitution. The World Charter for Prostitutes' Rights makes such a distinction between 
prostitution as work and prostitution as violence, arguing that differences clearly exist: 
The Charter simultaneously calls for the decriminalisation of commercial sex and the 
enforcement of existing laws against 'fraud, coercion, violence, sexual abuse, child 
labour, rape and racism' inside and outside the context of prostitution. The Charter 
disassociates these occurrences of exploitation and abuse from a necessary connection 
with prostitution. When exploitation and abuse do occur in the context of prostitution, 
they can be dealt with the same way as in the context of non-commercial sexual 
relationships or a non-sexual business (Bell 1994: 115). 
The distinction between forced and voluntary prostitution is beginning to receive 
recognition at a policy-making level, for example, the UN Beijing Women's Conference 
of 1995, differentiated between the two, condemning only forced prostitution.6 As 
Hubbard points out, this implies that the exploitation of women in the sex industry is 
contingent rather than necessary (Hubbard 1999:21 ). 
The distinction between forced and voluntary prostitution is an important one for 
rights organisations, who argue that there is clearly a vast difference between voluntary 
and forced prostitution, and adult versus child prostitution. As Vance points out, it is 
"vital to distinguish between different forms of prostitution when theorising the relations 
between sex, power and prostitution" (in Hubbard 1999:20). Prostitutes' rights groups are 
critical of anti-prostitution arguments that latch on to the most negative manifestations to 
deny any form of agency. 
feminist discourses 
Shannon Bell writes that prostitution is important to feminism because "the prostitute 
body is a terrain on which feminists contest sexuality, desire and the writing of the female 
body" (Bell 1994:73). It is important to feminism because of its concern with questioning 
how femininity and sexuality are defined by society, and how they can be redefined. As 
Sullivan puts it: "prostitution occupies a significant position at the intersection of feminist 
6 "In 1949, the United Nations adopted a resolution in favour of the decriminalisation of prostitution which 





























debates about the relationship between power, sex, sexuality and work" (Sullivan 
1995: 1 ). It is also a highly contentious area. As Hubbard observes, few other issues have 
split feminists as much as prostitution, 
Feminist positions on prostitution span a wide range of perspectives, while some view 
sex work in a positive light and argue it can involve forms of empowerment and sexual 
emancipation, others view it as sexual exploitation, and the concept of sex work as 
legitimate occupation an unacceptable one. For radical feminism, prostitution is 
symptomatic of patriarchal oppression, where "prostitution cannot be accepted as a 
vocation but only as a form of violence against women's dignity" (Truong 1990:3). 
Commoditised sex is highly problematic for the radical feminist perspective that views 
all sex work as the ultimate symbol and enforcement of male supremacy and patriarchal 
control over women's bodies and female sexuality. There is no single radical feminist 
position, of course, but the common ground involves an analysis framed within the 
context of a patriarchal structure of society. Patriarchal conditions refers to "power 
relations in which women's interests are subordinated to the interests of men ... the nature 
and social role of women are defined in relation to a norm which is male" (Weedon 
1987 :2). From this perspective, prostitution is inherently wrong because it is seen as a 
product of, and reinforcing, patriarchal society. Various conceptualisations of patriarchy 
result in divergent feminist politics. For example, as Weedon points out: 
Liberal feminism aims to achieve full equality of opportunity in all spheres of life without 
radically transforming the present social and political system ... for radical feminists, the 
only way in which women can assert their autonomy from men and recover their true 
natural femininity is in separation from men and the patriarchal structures of society 
(Weedon 1987:4). 
The radical feminist position on prostitution that constructs all prostitution as male 
subordination of women is challenged by many other feminists, who find their analyses 
to be over-simplistic and unable to explain complexities involved in the prostitution 
contract. It is also problematised by sex workers that describe control over their bodies 
and within the sexual contract. 
radical feminist discourse 
The next section will look at radical feminist theorisations on prostitution and at how 
sex workers and other feminists have critiqued these positions and offered differing 
analyses . 
In Carole Pateman's conceptualisation of patriarchal society, prostitution is part of a 
'male sex right' that guarantees "orderly access by men to women's bodies" (Pateman 
1988:2). The marriage contract between husband and wife involves a trade-off whereby 
the husband gives the woman protection and in return the wife gives the man housework 
and sex. This, Pateman asserts, is essentially a relationship of master to servant, one of 
domination and submission. Marriage is the private manifestation of the sexual contract, 




























Within the structure of the institution of prostitution, 'prostitutes' are subject to 'clients', 
just as 'wives' are subordinate to 'husbands' within the structure of marriage (Pateman 
1988:194). 
The sexual contract, according to Pateman, is a contract of both freedom and domination 
- freedom for males and subjugation of women. For Pateman, all women are subjugated, 
both as wives and prostitutes, neither are in control of their bodies: 
The story of the sexual contract is about (hetero) sexual relations and women as 
embodied sexual beings. The story helps us understand the mechanisms through which 
men claim right of sexual access to women's bodies and claim right of command over the 
use of women's bodies. Moreover, heterosexual relations are not confined to private life. 
The most dramatic example of the public aspect of patriarchal right is that men demand 
that women's bodies are for sale as commodities in the capitalist market (Pateman 
1988:17). 
According to Pateman, men demand access to women's bodies, hence the male 
construction of a marriage system and prostitution for private and public use and control 
of women. The 'male sex right' is exerted, Pateman argues, in the demand for public 
women to be available for men's sexual gratification. Pateman contends that when a man 
pays for commercial sex he does so to exert his sexual mastery over the woman, to assert 
male domination over a subjective woman as a means to affirm manhood. 
Barbara Sullivan takes issue with Pateman's analysis. Sullivan finds some evidence in 
support of Pateman's arguments but mostly finds her approach 'unconvincing' and 
'unhelpful'. Sullivan contends that the argument that prostitution is part of a sexual 
contract whereby males maintain political power over females a weak one: "The link 
between prostitution and men's political power is probably a lot more tenuous and 
contingent than Pateman's approach allows" (Sullivan 1997 :239). Sullivan argues that 
Pateman's approach has significant disadvantages: 
... it is not descriptively accurate; clearly a range of different transactions can occur under 
the rubric of 'prostitution' or 'pornography'. Some of these transactions are more lucrative 
for workers than others, some are more dangerous than others, and most (like nearly all 
employment relations) involve a mix of individual agency and exploitation. 'Big' 
arguments, systematic accounts of women's oppression via prostitution and pornography, 
cannot address this diversity of sex work ...... [ such arguments] are not helpful in the 
identification of specific problems or in working out a good feminist strategy to deal with 
these problems (Sullivan 1997 :240-1 ). 
Laurie Shrage also questions the simplification, pointing out that often the sexual contract 
between sex worker and client is not one of submission and domination, the sex worker 
typically determines what services the customer will get, under what conditions and at 
what price.7 Shrage also points out that prostitution isn't simply the disadvantaged selling 
sexual services to the more privileged. Firstly, the buyer is not always of a higher 
economic class, the clientele will sometimes have lower income levels than the sex 
7 See Doezema for analysis of radical feminist use of 'Third World' prostitution to construct a depiction of 
prostitutes as damaged, helpless victims (Doezema 2001: 16-38). 
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\ worker, and secondly, the buyer could be a female buying male or female services, or a 
/
', male buying male services (Shrage 1994:91). 
1 
Pateman is critical of the kind of Contractarian approach which presents prostitution 
~m of work, and the prostitute as a free worker the same as other v1orkers. Such 
1 
Contractarians argue that the prostitute contracts out labour power - sexual services - for 
"' a specific period of time in exchange for money; a free exchange exists between the 
i prostitute and the client. As Bell argues: "Like the worker, the prostitute contracts out the 
:'- use of her body for a limited time; the prostitute does not sell herself or her body. She 
sells a sexual service" (Bell 1994:77). Lars Ericsson argues that the sex worker is selling 
a service and not selling herself, as if she was truly selling herself then she would not be a 
























distinction between selling a physical service and selling of the 'self; the prostitute is a 
sexual slave. Many workers themselves describe their work as 'selling a service' though. 
Catherine MacKinnon, like Pateman, argues that sexuality is a "social construct of 
male power; defined by men, forced on women" (MacKinnon 1989:128). Sexuality is a 
social construct in which women are made to be what men want them to be: "there is no 
such thing as a woman as such, there are only walking embodiments of men's projected 
needs" (MacKinnon quoted in Jordan 1992:188). According to MacKinnon, male 
sexuality is concerned with power and violating the powerless. All sex is about force and 
violence because that, in MacKinnon's view, is what turns men on. MacKinnon is not 
without her detractors. Jordan, for example, finds her denial of agency to be problematic: 
The extension of the radical feminist argument, as represented by MacKinnon, is that no 
heterosexual relationship involves choice for the woman. Choice is an essentially 
meaningless construct for women living in a male-defined world (Jordan 1992:89). 
Bell also questions such theories denying female agency, pointing out that "MacKinnon's 
female sexuality is so thoroughly shaped by male sexuality that we have no idea of what 
female sexuality is" (Bell 1994:83). Bell is critical of the way MacKinnon constructs 
women exclusively as a hegemonic category, and denies sex workers any agency or 
control within the transaction: 
Prostitution, for MacKinnon, signals that female sexuality is entirely constructed as an 
object of male desire. MacKinnon, needless to say, has no concept of the possibility that a 
prostitute could have sexual agency and exercise sexual control in her commercial sexual 
encounters (Bell 1994:80). 
According to MacKinnon, anyone who claims the position of sexual agency is suffering 
false consciousness: 
Women who are compromised, cajoled, pressured, tricked, blackmailed, or outright 
forced into sex .... often respond to the unspeakable humiliation, ... by claiming that 
sexuality as their own. Faced with no alternative, the strategy to acquire self-respect and 
pride is: I chose it (MacKinnon 1989: 149). 
Many sex workers and prostitutes' rights organisations are highly critical of having their 
opinions and views written off as false consciousness. A spokesperson for Canadian 


























"find it necessary to interpret prostitutes' experience of their lives and then feed it back to 
the prostitutes to tell them what is really happening, whereas they wouldn't dare to be so 
condescending or patronising to any other groups of women" (quoted in Ryan 1997:48).8 
Andrea Dworkin also attributes false consciousness to-those who don't realise their 
oppression. According to Dworkin, men try to socialise women to want heterosexual sex 
through the media, magazines and TV soaps, etc; the patriarchy tries to normalise women 
through rewards and punishments to want heterosexual intercourse. Dworkin contends 
that all penetrative sex is violation of women: 
A woman has a body that is penetrated in intercourse: permeable, its corporeal solidness a 
lie ... Violation is a synonym for intercourse. At the same time, the penetration is taken to 
be a use, not an abuse; a normal use: it is appropriate to enter her, to push into ('violate') 
the boundaries of her body (Dworkin 1987: 143 ). 
The penetration of the woman is an occupation, a forced male colonisation: 
The vagina itself is a muscle and the muscles have to be pushed apart. The thrusting is 
persistent invasion. She is opened up, split down the center. She is occupied - physically, 
internally, in her privacy .... Violation is a synonym for intercourse (Dworkin 1987:122). 
For Dworkin the penis entering the vagina is neither 'normal' nor 'appropriate', 
intercourse expresses male power over women, and it expresses hostility and anger, as 
well as dominance: 
... that slit which means entry into her - intercourse - appears to be the key to women's 
lower status. By definition, as the God who does not exist made her, she is intended to 
have a lesser privacy, a lesser integrity of the body, a lesser sense of self, since her body 
can be physically occupied and in the occupation taken over (Dworkin 1987:145). 
Bell takes issue with Dworkin's insistence of false consciousness to those women who 
don't share her perception of penetration as violation: "Women who not only engage in, 
but enjoy heterosexual intercourse, are assigned only one position - that of the 
collaborator" (Bell 1994:81). 
Many radical feminists conflate prostitution with violence and rape. Farley, for 
example writes of the "physical and sexual violence which precedes and which is 
intrinsic to prostitution" (Farley and Kelly 2000: 1 ). This viewpoint, however, ignores the 
fact that for many sex workers, selling sex is not experienced as violence. Farley tends to 
generalise, asserting that all prostitution is violence: "women in prostitution are battered 
women. Prostitution, like battery is a form of domestic violence" (Farley and Kelly 
2000:16). Farley asserts that sex workers who deny this are suffering post-traumatic 
stress disorder, that they banish the traumatic abuse from their minds in the same way as 
prisoners of war being tortured or children being sexually abused: 
In prostitution, a necessary part of the role is to look happy; to ask for the rape, to say she 
enjoyed the rape (Farley and Kelly 2000:27). 


























Similarly, for Dworkin, all prostitution is a gross violation of women; rape is a synonym 
for prostitution, as 'violation is a synonym for intercourse':9 
... raJ:}€--and prostitution will have to be-seen as the institutions that most impede any 
experience of intercourse as freedom - chosen by full human beings with full human 
freedom. Rape and prostitution negate self-determination and choice for women 
(Dworkin 1987: 170). 
Du Bois and Gordon find this to be an "oversimplified and condescending explanation of 
prostitution" (in Vance 1984:33): 
... feminists consistently exaggerated the coerciveness of prostitution. In their eagerness 
to identify the social structural forces encouraging prostitution, they denied the prostitute 
any other role than that of passive victim. They insisted that the women involved were 
sexual innocents, helpless young women who 'fell' into illicit sex. They assumed that 
prostitution was so degraqed that no woman could freely choose it, not even with the 
relative degree of freedom with which she could choose to be a wife or a wage earner (in 
Vance 1984:32). 
Davidson also finds analyses such as Dworkin's problematic: 
I am troubled by analyses in which clients and other heterosexual men are melded 
together as one homogenous class of penis-wielding colonizers and in which distinctions 
between prostitute use and acts of male violence against women, such as rape or wife 
beating, are blurred. Such analyses, it seems to me, display an almost staggering disregard 
for the details of men and women's interactions and the meanings that are attached to 
these details (Davidson 1998:121). 
The radical feminist arguments, then, tend towards universalising theories of female 
oppression under patriarchy. 10 Analyses of prostitution under such a theoretical 
framework typically become over-generalised accounts of exploitation and oppression, 
with a denial of any agency or control for the workers. Yet these arguments often run 
counter to what sex workers themselves have to say about prostitution, and this points to 
a serious flaw in the radical feminist argument - the refusal to listen to or accept the 
opinions and voices of sex workers that don't fit in with totalising theories of oppression. 
Jeffreys, for example, argues that associating female with male prostitution is 
problematic. She points out that some male prostitutes have come forward with positive 
9 Prostitution as equating to rape is a viewpoint put forward by various radical feminist theorists, like, for 
example, De Pasquale who insists that: "Prostitution itself is, inherently, rape" (De Pasquale 1997:2). 
10 Rubin (1993) criticises radical feminist analyses that use 'worst case scenarios' of pornography and 
prostitution and argue them to be representative of all forms of either. Rubin finds such arguments 
extremely flimsy, but notes they have become "coercive dogma and premature orthodoxy" (Rubin 
1993: 19). 
See also Michael Yeats, Dirty Minds (1990), for analysis of the New Zealand pornographic industry and an 
anti-essentialist critique of radical feminist models that denounce all pornography as necessarily 
exploitative and degrading to women. Also, Davies (1988) offers a discussion on various theoretical 
























accounts of their experiences and argues that for men it isn't a demeaning act. 11 Jeffreys 
is asserting that forms of empowerment can exist for some male prostitutes, though not 
for female sex workers, though this runs counter to many descriptions of sex work from 
both male and female Vv'orkers. 
Sheila Jeffreys is concerned about the way in which feminist discourse on prostitution 
has changed since the 1980s, with workers and prostitutes' rights groups beginning to 
voice their experiences of sex work, some being positive in contrast to the traditional 
negative constructions of prostitution. 12 Jeffreys is disturbed by positive descriptions as, 
in her mind, they are not true representations of prostitution, which she views as 
patriarchal male violence against women. Jeffreys therefore finds it problematic that in 
contemporary discussion and law-making, a differentiation has been made between 
forced and free prostitution. To Jeffreys, all prostitution is the same, and all prostitution 
should be brought to an end as it constitutes a 'violation of women's human rights. 
Jeffreys is frustrated that prostitutes' rights groups are fighting for legalisation and 
decriminalisation, complaining that "it has become increasingly difficult to express the 
view that prostitution must be brought to an end" (Jeffreys 1997:3). In her opinion, 
prostitution cannot and should not be construed as work, she therefore refuses to use the 
'new vocabulary' such as 'sex workers' an 'clients': 
I do not use the term sex work because I see it as normalising prostitution. The 
acceptance of the term makes it difficult to conceptualise prostitution as a form of 
violence, a crime against women (Jeffreys 1997:5). 
Instead, she asserts a preference for the terms 'batterer' or 'rapist' for clients. 
Jeffreys claims that in the 'pro-prostitution' literature there is a denial of damage and a 
celebration of prostitution, leading her to pose the question, which prostitute voices 
should be taken as 'truth': 
... feminists without such experience [ of prostitution] were going to have to decide which 
'truth' of prostitution they were prepared to accept (Jeffreys 1997:67). 
' Jeffreys herself accepts the validity of sex workers voicing negative experiences but 
disregards non-negative experiences as false consciousness, and subsequently condemns 
prostitutes' rights groups for promoting prostitution: 
COYOTE seeks to normalise prostitution by presenting the media with an image of 
prostitutes as 'ordinary, well adjusted individuals trying to make a legitimate living'. This 
is not a view from prostituted women and it is likely to be very partial (Jeffreys 1997:73). 
Such an approach is problematic as it consistently denies any authenticity to the sex 
workers that don't condemn prostitution, and castigates those that propound positive 
views. Like Dworkin, any women that disagree with her position are in the 'male' camp. 
This refusal to listen or accept certain accounts has come under heavy criticism, and as 
11 See Gaffney and Beverley for analysis of areas of subordination among male sex workers in the UK 
(Gaffney and Beverley 2001:133-141). 
12 Jeffreys is critical of forms of feminism, such as the ideas of Roiphe (1994) for example, that promote 






























the proliferation of sex workers' voices show, there is no single 'truth' of prostitution but a 
multitude of experiences. 
The serious problem with this perspective lies in the refusal to acknowledge any 
degree of control, agency and choice within the transaction, or to acknowledge that 
sexual-economic exchange takes many different forms, the diversity of which deny a 
simple reduction to a monolithic category. As Sullivan points out, sexual slavery is 
"hardly a flexible and nuanced term" (Sullivan 1997:241). 
causative effects 
Reasons for entering the trade is a common question and concern in the legal, 
feminist, and medical discourses on prostitution. Analyses that begin with the question 
why a woman would ever become a sex worker usually start with the assumption of 
prostitution as so vile that no women would willingly choose it. Some of the current 
research regurgitates old ideas of psycho-pathological causation, looking for patterns, or 
'types', and looking for themes of causation, usually some form of childhood trauma. 
Such approaches often assumes all sex work to be dire and detrimental, giving little space 
for workers describing positive situations. For example, Karen Sharpe's research into 
causative factors begins as follows: 
... given some of the disadvantages of the prostitute world, such as alcohol and drug 
addiction, violence, disease, the adoption of anti-social values caused by the rigours of 
the business and the adverse societal reaction and condemnation of them, and the 
association of the profession with the more dangerous aspects of the underworld - it begs 
the question why would any woman even entertain the idea of entering the profession 
(Sharpe 1983:3). 
Sharpe highlights several ill-informed stereotypes of sex work - prostitutes are druggies; 
are disease spreaders; live in a violent world; and arc linked with a criminal underworld. 
If these are taken as a priori 'facts' of the prostitute world, then the next step is to explain 
why anyone would want to be part of it. The conclusions often drawn are that the women 
( often ignoring males operating in the sex industry) don't want to be, rather they are 
forced into it by dire economic need leaving them little alternative, or that they are 
predisposed to prostitution from a history of childhood abuse. The need, in the latter case, 
is to explain involvement in the sex industry as beyond the woman's control, instead 
coming from a deeper psychological traumatisation. Sharpe writes that: 
Several studies have indicated a high incidence of unsatisfactory parental relationships in 
the background of prostitutes manifesting either as alienation from the parents and 
particularly hostility to the father or that the absence of at least one parent and the lack of 
strong emotional bonds to parents results in a woman turning to prostitution in order to 
punish a parent for inadequate love ... or they've been institutionalised and thus rejected by 
'normal' society before they become prostitutes (Sharpe 1998:29). 
Hoigard and Finstad argue that institutionalisation is a major causative factor in turning 
to prostitution. In institutions, they argue, children arc "rejected by normal society", 
hence these institutions become "important training grounds for prostitutes" (Hoigard and 





























sexologists, their logic being similar in looking for a thread running through all 
prostitutes' lives to elucidate a common causative factor. 
The contention that sexual abuse is a predisposing factor to prostitution is still often 
taken as a key factor by some theorists As Perkins writes: 
... the 1980s feminist scholars in the social sciences continue the trend of demarcating 
prostitutes from other women through a supposed history of sexual abuse and an ongoing 
victimisation within a scenario of male violence and exploitation (Perkins 1990:29). 
Davidson has also commented on this: 
Some studies suggest that the experience of rape and/or childhood sexual abuse can be a 
contributory factor in prostitution, and logic suggests that, when people have been 
brutally and unequivocally sexualized in the ways implied by sexual abuse and rape, they 
are likely to have a strong sense of themselves as nothing more than sexual beings for 
others, and so to view prostitution as one of the 'options' ... It is far fetched to attribute the 
complex set of choices people make within the constraints that operate on them to a 
single, determining event or psychological factor (Davidson 1998: 104). 
As Sharpe points out, the suggestion that family background could be a predisposing 
factor to prostitution was 'quickly dismissed' by several of the women. Jordan found that 
many of her participants had been emotionally or sexually abused at some point in their 
childhood, yet argues that this does not mean a necessary predisposition for commercial 
sex: 
Early childhood experiences of abuse and rape are, for example, common to many 
women in our society - even if one rejects the 1987 Telethon campaign figures suggesting 
that one girl in four is abused before the age of 18 as being too high, the most 
conservative estimates still suggest a figure of at least ten percent. The majority of these 
women, however, have never become involved in sex work. Conversely, some sex 
workers have no known history of childhood sexual abuse (Jordan 1991:258). 
Amongst the Dunedin participants, while some had experienced some form of childhood 
abuse, it was by no means a universal factor, and Dunedin NZPC reiterated Jordan's point 
that not all sex workers have been abused, and most women that have suffered abuse 
never end up working in the sex industry: 
There is clearly no automatic link between childhood abuse and participation in sex work, 
or otherwise sex work would be the largest occupational category for women. However, 
some of the learning associated with being as abuse survivor, such as the ability to engage 
a switch-off mechanism, is clearly useful when translated into the sex work context 
(Jordan 1992:193). 
Roberta Perkins (1990, 1991) carried out studies exammmg the separation of 
prostitute women from 'normal' women, looking at how prostitutes are demarcated 
through a supposed history of childhood traumatisation. She took childhood causative 
factors, such as parental relations, childhood sexual abuse, earliest sexual experiences, 
earliest coital experiences, and rape, as factors which are argued to predispose a woman 






























deviant' women - nurses and students - to see if there were any good reasons to legitimate 
the demarcation of prostitutes. Not surprisingly she concluded that there was no evidence 
that prostitutes had experienced any particular childhood experience that causes or 
predisposes them ta became sex workers Instead-She found these assumptions to be 
derived from cyclical logic originating from an a priori assumption that prostitution is 
wrong. The need to find a causative factor revealed how loaded social concepts of 
prostitution are, starting from assumptions that it is wrong, abusive, and horrific. These 
assumptions permeate through many analyses of prostitution. 
control and agency 
One of the central issues in the debates on prostitution is that of control and agency. 
Radical feminists assert that there is none, the woman being a victim of patriarchal 
exploitation, or at best, forced to degrade herself as a matter of pure economic survival. 
But such an overarching view categorises all forms of prostitution as a single, 
homogenous category, with no differentiation between varying forms of sex work or the 
subjective experiences of workers. In such a model, child prostitution and sexual slavery 
in Bangkok, for example, become conflated with voluntary sex work in Dunedin, or 
anywhere else for that matter. Such analysis completely ignores different forms of 
prostitution, the diversity of experiences, and levels of agency. As Davidson points out, 
not only is this kind of analysis over-simplistic, but these arguments infuriate feminists 
fighting for legal rights and better working conditions for sex workers. 
In New Zealand, as in other Western societies, many sex workers assert they have 
control and agency in the sexual contract. As Jordan notes, many of the women 
interviewed in her research were adamant that their participation in sex work was freely 
chosen: "Most maintained that exchanges with clients were usually negotiated around the 
sex workers terms, with the women determining the price, the rules, and the services 
available ... The men may think they can buy control, but it is primarily the women who 
establish the boundaries of the interaction" (Jordan 1992:186). 
Prostitution is of course made within limited choices. As Davidson puts it, at worst it 
is an alternative to abject poverty and starvation, at best an alternative to monotonous low 
paid work, but still a limited choice. Chapkis examines the nature of this 'choice', and 
while recognising there being a vast difference between those who are trafficked and 
those that choose sex work, questions whether 'free choice' is a misnomer in the sense 
that a lack of alternatives mean that not all consensual prostitution is necessarily a 'free 
choice', what Davidson describes as 'dull economic compulsion' (in Brewis and Linstead 
2000:12). As one of the sex workers from Jordan's research explains: 
If you go into prostitution because you're desperate for money, I don't really think that's 
much of a choice (Bridget quoted in Jordan 1992:189). 
Jordan feels, however, that in New Zealand the situation is generally not so coercive, the 
desire for money does not necessarily negate agency: 
I would argue that they still exercised a degree of choice in deciding to become sex 
workers. It is the context within which choice is exercised which is of paramount 
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particular time in her life, but this is no more true for prostitutes than it is for all women, 
or, indeed, men (Jordan 1992:189). 13 
Sharpe's study similarly found that for many workers it was a case of economic choice 
rather than economic coercion, and subsequently questions the definition of 'forced': 
... many of the prostitutes rationalised and justified their decision to work as prostitutes 
by claiming that 'poverty', unemployment and inadequate social security payments had 
'forced' them into a desperate economic situation and thus made prostitution a necessity. 
Yet for many of these women, their poverty was relative. None were making a clear 
choice between selling their bodies or starvation. Moreover, whilst the majority of the 
women were, because of inadequate qualifications or lack of skills, unable to secure 
regular employment, many of the women consciously wanted to avoid routine work and 
the rigidity that a 'proper' job would entail. In effect prostitution emerged as a virtual 
occupational choice - easy money for little effort (Sharpe 1998:55). 
Similarly, many Dunedin sex workers exercise economic choice rather than economic 
coercion, staying in sex work because of its flexibility and relatively high income 
compared to other possible work. For some though, it was one of the few ways of making 
extra money under the table so as not to lose the welfare benefit: 
... the thing is that where are you going to find a job nowadays that's better than the 
benefit, because I've got to find a job that pays $330 a week, but who's going to pay for 
my childcare? Out of that money, I'm broke enough as it is, if I've got a job and I'm 
earning $320 per week, that's the same as the benefit that I'm getting now, so I'm living 
off that, just, but if that work money is coming in, I'm living off it but how am I going to 
pay for childcare? I'm just getting into a rut so what's the fucking point in working? 
Excuse my French. I fucking hate the government, they just have no idea (Cindi). 
For other workers prostitution was not such a harsh economic situation. Among Dunedin 
workers degrees of choice existed depending on the different individuals circumstances, 
and the perception of their own situation. 
As well as many workers asserting that they have economic choice to choose 
prostitution amongst a range of limited choices, they often describe how they have 
control over the sexual contract in the room: 
... you're in charge totally, and what happens is exactly what the dominatrix decides will 
happen in that session, within the bounds of what the client was there for. They have very 
little control. Well actually they have a lot of control because they pay for sex, but within 
those limits that are predetermined the mistress takes control and that's what you're there 
for. So you end up having very much the attitude, "ok I've decided you're going to stay a 
half hour longer. Because it pleases me to leave you tied up like that, bloody 
uncomfortable, sitting here smoking my fag (Lucrisha). 
13 Over the past decade the Auckland sex industry has come under attention from reports of Asian sexual 
slavery. Superintendent Howard Broad of the Auckland police felt that sexual slavery was perhaps not 
quite the right term: "There are people who come from overseas to work [voluntarily] in our sex industry . 
They buy their way here, take out a loan from someone who funds their trip and seeks to get a return. It's 

































This is by no means limited to dominatrix services, but also with 'straight' heterosexual 
work: 
The clients, I know from working that the clients don't have very many rights at all, the .. ____ _ 
worker had complete say, I did, I told them what was going to happen, and that's the law 
laid down, so there (Tara). 
As one worker pointed out, the worker tries to give the client what they want, to provide 
a good service, but is still in control: 
The woman's got to be in control, but she's got to do, to her utmost, to please him, I 
guess. How do you explain it, it's a very hard one to explain ... yeah, you've got to be the 
dominating one, sort of, but you've got to think about that they're paying money for ... a 
service, so you've got to make that service the best you can or you're not going to get 
your clients back, and you're not going to get the money, so of course, you're there to 
please the man (Cindi). 
Davidson argues that "the unfreedoms experienced by prostitutes vary and ... this has 
implications for political and theoretical analysis" (Davidson 1998:110). One of the 
'unfreedoms' that exists is the economic desperation of the worker, carrying out acts 
they'd rather not do, this particularly involves anal sex or condomless sex, because of 
financial desperation. While this has been reported in some studies, the Dunedin workers 
maintained they would not carry out any acts they were not willing to provide; they 
remained in control over their work situation and were not forced into sex acts against 
their will. 
Probably the most common 'unfreedom' that exists comes in the form of having the 
choice to refuse or accept clients. While street work gives more independence, and is one 
of the reasons why it is chosen as a work venue, parlour work can mean less control over 
clients. For example, Plumridge and Abel (2001 :80), in their Christchurch research found 
that just over half the women in the study had felt pressured to accept a client when they 
did not want to, and that significantly more street workers would refuse clients than 
parlour workers. The degree of choice varies between work settings, and from parlour to 
parlour, with some giving the workers more freedom than others. At the worst end of the 
scale it brings disempowerrnent, if in a work setting that gives no choice to the workers: 
I think its also you feel like a piece of meat. They come in and 'you, you'll do', sort of 
thing, and I feel really inferior to them (Tania). 
Most of the workers, to varying degrees, are able to reject a client they don't want to take. 
This is, however, subject to variation. Different parlours give less or more freedom to 
workers to refuse clients. 14 As Sharpe found in her study, many women would tum down 
a number of clients. The reasons the workers gave for refusing were that the prospective 
clients - looked weird or funny, were asking silly prices/won't pay enough, were asking 
for kinky sex/anal sex, were black/ Asian, were too old/too young/too drunk. (Sharpe 
1998: 120). 




































It can be seen, then, that sex work is not reducible to a simple explanation of men 
buying power and control over women. As one worker put it, the clients have a power in 
the sense that they have made the choice to come to a sex worker for a sexual service, but 
price, the worker sets the limits of the transaction, of what she will or will not do. The 
workers typically assert that it is a sexual-economic service where a range of rules are 
laid down by the workers and according to parlour/escort protocol. 
redefining prostitution 
In contrast to the radical feminist portrayal of prostitution as coercion, exploitation and 
suffering, many sex workers and prostitutes' rights organisations argue that control and 
agency do exist. It is through the recent proliferation of voices that this latter perspective 
has emerged to counter the traditional ideas of prostitution as a coercive, detrimental act. 
But the perspective that sex workers are all damaged women is a pervasive one, as 
Hubbard writes: 
Given the overwhelming evidence presented by many academics about the negative 
psychological impacts of selling sex, it would be difficult to accept this [positive] view, 
and easy to dismiss it as reflecting the opinion of someone who thinks that Pretty Woman 
constitutes an accurate description of sex work, were it not the case that this is the 
interpretation of sex work also offered by many prostitutes themselves (Hubbard 
1999:18). 
Margo St James, founder of the American rights organisation COYOTE (Call Off Your 
Old Tired Ethics), argues that: "Any theory that comes out about prostitution should 
come from the inside out, not from the outside in" (Bell 1994: 119). This is a reaction 
against theorists, with no direct experience of selling sex, producing 'external' analyses of 
what prostitution means, which sometimes deny what the sex workers themselves have to 
say. Opinions that don't fit in with theories of oppression and subjugation are often 
disregarded as 'false consciousness'. Sheila Jeffreys, for example, argues that COYOTE 
"represents a particular ideological viewpoint that is in favour of the sex industry and 
opposes feminist perspectives" (Jeffreys 1997:73), and criticises COYOTE as an invalid 
and unrepresentative position. 15 From Jeffreys' radical feminist position, sex workers 
claiming agency and control disturb her construction of all prostitution as patriarchal 
violence against women. She therefore finds it difficult to accept experiential voices that 
do not denounce sex work. Other feminists, however, have taken a more of a positive 
view of the proliferation of voices: 
In postmodemity, the prostitute has emerged simultaneously as a new political subject 
and as a plural, rather than a unitary subject. The prostitute subject position, like any 
other, is inevitably nuanced. Specific experiences in prostitution have given rise to 
different and contested constructions of the prostitute body; a site of work, a site of abuse, 
power, sex, addiction, and even pleasure. The prostitute struggle is a pluralistic struggle 
with overlappings, antagonisms, distinctions, and ruptures (Bell 1994:99). 
15 Rather than simply opposing feminists, sex workers and the prostitutes' rights organisations usually 


























Bell welcomes the fact that prostitutes have politicised and are beginning to produce their 
own identity: 
[The] strategic positioning of sex workers as 'sex experts' moves prostitutes from being 
the objects of scientific discourse to being the owners and producers of sexual knowledge 
(Bell 1994:108). 
Bell points out that prostitutes' rights discourses are producing new meanings, sometimes 
positive characterisations to counter the traditional negative ones - the prostitute as healer 
rather than disease producer, as educator rather than degenerate, sex expert rather than 
deviant, as business woman rather than commercial object. Veronica Vera, ex-sex worker 
and spokeswoman for PONY (Prostitutes Of New York), similarly gives a positive 
construction of prostitution to counter old negative stereotypes: 
... sex is a nourishing, life-giving force and as a consequence sex work is of benefit to 
humanity ... sex workers are providing a very valuable service to be honored. Sex 
work .. .is a good service, it is the best service that one individual can do for another 
individual (quoted in Bell 1994:108) . 
The sex worker organisations are not all pro-prostitution. Most prostitute reform 
groups reject the ideas of absolute coercion, but a group in the USA, WHISPER (Women 
Hurt In Systems of Prostitution Engaged in Revolt), view prostitution as damaging and 
detrimental. WHISPER arose from a group of ex-workers that formed in Minneapolis 
1985, denouncing prostitution: 
... women in systems of prostitution ... whisper among themselves about the coercion, 
degradation, sexual abuse and battery that the sex industry is founded on, while the myths 
about prostitution are shouted out in pornography, the mainstream media, and by self-
appointed 'experts' (quoted in Bell 1994:123). 
WHISPER refuses to make any distinction between voluntary and forced prostitution, or 
accept prostitution as legitimate work. Kathleen Barry (WHISPER supporter) writes, "by 
refusing to make a distinction between forced and voluntary prostitution ... we refuse to 
recognize prostitution as a profession" (quoted in Bell 1994:125). WHISPER argues that 
prostitution is not work, it is not freely chosen, it does not take place between fully 
consenting adults and it is not a valid identity. Founder Sarah Wynter AKA Evelina 
Giobbe writes: 
Feminism is a collective movement whose expressed goals are to dismantle systematic 
patriarchal control of women and as such stands in direct conflict with the objectives of 
the sex industry. Does this mean that a woman used in prostitution cannot hold to and 
aspire to feminist ideals? No. It simply means that she cannot truly actualize them within 
a closed system designed to keep her in a subordinate social position ( quoted in Bell 
1994:128). 
Giobbe's definition of prostitution is "to be unconditionally sexually available to any 
male who buys the right to use your body in any way he chooses" (quoted in Bell 































"Giobbe equates those who don't admit it and claim to like their work with assaulted 
women who say 'Johnny didn't mean to hit me. He hit me because he loves me"' (Bell 
1994: 125). Hunter (1991) is critical of the assertion of false consciousness: 
In response to other sex worker groups in the US, WHISPER often states that 
working in the sex industry is so damaging that sex workers who say they aren't 
damaged are simply internalising their damage, or that they are brainwashed by the 
patriarchy into believing that sex work is good, because it suits men that way (in 
Boyle 1997:8). 
This view of false consciousness fails to deal with consent and portrays women purely as 
powerless victims. WHISPER's position is not new, it adopts the radical feminist position 
that views prostitution as institutionalised male violence directed at women, but it is new 
in that it comes from the subject position of ex-prostitutes. Bell is critical of WHISPER's 
approach however, arguing that, like its discourse origin, radical feminism, it leaves no 
space for conflicting perspectives: 
WHISPER discourse, unlike Prostitute's Rights discourse, however, does not allow for a 
number of equally valid prostitute subject positions. Rather, it produces the prostitute 
solely as a victim (Bell 1994:124). 
Giobbe claims prostitutes' rights groups are not telling the 'truth'. Bell, in response, argues 
that in claiming to be the one true voice of prostitution WHISPER is silencing other 
equally valid voices, and ignoring the plurality of experiences and plurality of 'truths'. For 
Sheila Jeffreys, WHISPER are telling the 'truth' of prostitution, while COYOTE produces 
false representations. According to Jeffreys, the COYOTE mythology is that prostitution 
can be a career choice, can be sexually liberatory, and that prostitutes 'set the sexual and 
economic conditions of their interactions with customers'. By contrast, Jeffreys' asserts 
that prostitution is a "crime committed against women by men in its most traditional 
form. It is nothing less than the commercialisation of the sexual abuse and inequality that 
women suffer in the traditional family and can be nothing more" (Jeffreys 1997:78). 
The antagonisms between the various ideological positions run deep. Radical 
feminism generalises all prostitution as one and the same phenomenon, and typically 
portrays the worst scenarios of abuse and exploitation, arguing it to be true for all 
prostitution. But universal theories on the essential wrongness of prostitution are not what 
many sex workers experience. Rubin is highly critical of these arguments: 
This discourse on sexuality is less a sexology than a demonology. It presents most sexual 
behaviour in the worst possible light. Its descriptions of erotic conduct always use the 
worst available example as if it were representative. It presents the most disgusting 
pornography, the most exploited forms of prostitution, and the least palatable or most 
shocking manifestations of sexual variation. This rhetorical tactic consistently 
misrepresents human sexuality in all its forms. The picture of human sexuality that 
emerges from this picture is unremittingly ugly (Rubin 1984:36). 
Prostitute rights groups, in contrast to radical feminist theory, typically argue that 
prostitution is a legitimate occupation; that sex workers have control of their bodies, they 
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can have power within the encounter, they are not unconscious victims, and that current 
prostitution laws are unfair and keep women under control. The differences in opinion 
have often led the prostitutes' rights movements to separate themselves from extreme 
feminists that seek to abolish prostitution. 16 Some sex worker groups-irave also attacked 
radical feminist views for reinforcing the negative stigma of prostitution. They argue that 
the portrayal of prostitutes as exploited victims, drug addicts, and damaged women, 
victims of rape and violence, merely serves to reinforce bad stereotypes of prostitution, 
and thus the stigma attached. 17 The negative portrayals annoy those workers wishing to 
see the end of ill-informed stigma surrounding prostitution, and those fighting to 
decriminalise prostitution to provide better work environments for women and men that 
choose to work in the industry. They find radical feminist theories to be contentious in 
insisting that prostitution "necessarily subordinates the prostitute to the client's will, that 
it necessarily involves inhuman and degrading treatment" (Davidson1998:15). Davidson 
notes the frustration of sex workers and feminists fighting for legal rights and better 
working conditions, criticising radical feminism opposition for not allowing for practical 
strategies to deal with urgent and particular problems facing prostitute women. 18 This 
issue was raised at the Second World Whore's Congress, reflecting the ambivalence sex 
workers from industrialised countries feel towards certain feminist theory: 
The International Committee for Prostitute's Rights (ICPR) realizes that up until now the 
woman's movement in most countries has not, or has only marginally, included 
prostitutes as spokeswomen and theorists. Historically, women's movements (like 
socialist and communist movements) have opposed the institution of prostitution while 
claiming to support prostitute women. However, prostitutes reject support that requires 
them to leave prostitution, they object to being treated as symbols of oppression and 
demand recognition as workers. Due to feminist hesitation or refusal to accept 
prostitution as legitimate work and to accept prostitutes as working women, the majority 
of prostitutes have not identified as feminists; nonetheless, many prostitutes identify with 
feminist values such as independence, financial autonomy, self determination, personal 
strength and female bonding (Sturdevant 1993:301). 
Jeffreys gives an account of Kate Millet's description of a 1971 conference of the 
woman's liberation movement, which some sex workers attended. The sex workers 
became angry when the feminists organised a panel to eliminate prostitution without the 
inclusion of sex workers. Millet describes how: "Things rapidly denigrated into chaos. 
Prostitutes had gathered their still-nebulous rage against their own lives and summarily 
16 As Weeks observes: "By a curious twist, radical feminism finds a common target with its ostensible 
ideological enemies in feeding the new puritanism of our time" (Weeks 1985: 19). 
17 Opponents of prostitution, in their denouncement of all prostitution, often draw on negative stereotypes 
as a means to discredit it as acceptable. De Pasquale, for example, regurgitates the familiar cliches -
childhood sexual abuse causes women to become prostitutes, they are drug addicts, are pimped, and usually 
begin in prostituting themselves while children. She goes on to assert the typical radical feminist claims of 
no control for the women, and false consciousness for those unaware of the abuse being done to them. De 
Pasquale introduces statistics, making claims such as - the average age of entry into prostitution is 13 or 14, 
or that a prostitute is raped approximately once a week, but offers no specific time or place that she is 
talking about. The radical feminist tendency to generalise without context is a serious flaw in their 
arguments on prostitution" (De Pasquale 1997). 
18 Rubin argues that such feminist arguments, which, she argues, are unhelpful in developing a progressive 


























redirected it towards movement women" (Jeffreys 1997:66-7). Millet concluded that 
action around prostitution had to come from prostitutes themselves. This highlights the 
problem of refusing to listen to sex workers opinions, and denial that many women 
choose to make money through selling sex without necessarily suffering through it. As 
Rickard notes 
Feminists 'talking over' sex workers voices has been justified by others, like Andrea 
Dworkin, on the grounds that those who speak up represent only a tiny minority of those 
with the choice to leave the work (Rickard 2001: 114 ). 
Rubin is highly critical of feminist theory that denies any acknowledgment of the 
women's own experiences: "The women's movement may have produced some of the 
most retrogressive sexual thinking this side of the Vatican" (Rubin 1984:37). Truong and 
Shrage suggest that feminist theory on prostitution should "proceed with great care and 
attention to historical and contextual specificities, and not reduce itself to the production 
of grand, universalizing notions about prostitution as the quintessence of women's 
oppression that rests upon the assumption of a unified category of 'woman"' (in 
Kempadoo 2001 :57), not in "a world characterized by heterogeneity, diversity, and 
multiple forms of domination" (Kempadoo 2001 :57). Kempadoo concludes that "feminist 
accounts that focus exclusively on the operations of masculine hegemony to explain 
prostitution and sex work may not be entirely appropriate" (Kempadoo 2001 :58). 
conclusion 
The rise of sex workers voicing their experiences can be seen to have altered 
theorisations on the nature of selling sex. In 'western' countries, many prostitutes look on 
what they do as a valid form of work, a way of generating income that they have freely 
chosen. The choice is made amongst a limited range of options, as for everyone else in 
society, part of what Davidson calls 'dull economic compulsion', or what Marxist 
interpretations would describe as the 'universal prostitution of the worker'. 
But society doesn't typically treat prostitution as just a job, instead condemning and 
criminalising the workers for what is perceived to be morally wrong. This is what 
infuriates sex workers who feel that that they should be able to use their bodies in 
whatever way they wish - if they choose to sell a sexual service it should not be subject to 
criminal law or stigmatisation. This is why prostitutes' rights groups organised, i.e. in 
order to challenge the prejudices against them from society, attempting to educate people 
into understanding prostitution from their perspective without imposing ill-informed 
stereotypes and moral condemnation. Whether or not their message has received a wider 
public is hard to tell. Sex worker discourse has certainly altered theoretical debate, 
problematising analyses that over-generalise or simply condemn all prostitution, but 
whether these ideas have filtered through to public conceptualisations is debatable, the 
old concepts and stereotypes seem pervasive. The prostitutes' rights voices have at least 
been loud enough to alter the government's stance. After many years of fighting, the 
NZPC has finally got a prostitute reform bill through parliament, which they hope will 
decriminalise the morally biased and outdated laws that currently govern them. But they 




























This chapter looks at the process of law reform that is currently being implemented in 
New Zealand, and in other countries, examining the contemporary status of prostitution 
in the eyes of government, and the police and judiciary. In recent years the prostitutes' 
rights organisations have brought about a shift in the concept of criminalising sex 
workers' activities, leading to legalisation of prostitution in several countries. This has 
involved addressing what is perceived by many as old and out-dated regulatory controls, 
and an effort to implement more practical strategies to deal with prostitution. 
The first section deals with problems caused by current laws, and at the proposed 
options for law reform. This is followed by analysis of the public reaction to 
decriminalisation, as seen through submissions made to the Select Committee on the 
Prostitute Reform Bill. Last, but not least, the workers give their views of the process. 
legalisation 
Decriminalised and regulated systems are already operating in several places, such as 
in Nevada, USA; the Netherlands; several states in Australia; and have been seen as a 






















notes, the liberalisation of the prostitution and pornography laws are part of "an overall 
strategy which aimed to eliminate the legal sanctions on all private, consensual sexual 
behaviour between adults" (Sullivan 1997:159). This has echoes ofthe Wolfenden Report 
(1957) mentioned in chapter one. The Wolfenden Report signalled a new approach to 
state intervention of prostitution and homosexuality, one that sought to make a separation 
of state law and morality: 
... that the law should protect and defend a public morality was increasingly displaced by 
the idea that individual consent should be a central consideration in determining the 
nature of laws which governed sexual behaviour. If two individuals freely consented to a 
particular sexual practice - and if that practice was conducted in private - then, 
increasingly, it was not deemed appropriate for the criminal law to intervene (Sullivan 
1997:101-2). 
Though the Wolfenden Report in reality might have suffered from moral bias, it was 
nonetheless an attempt to move away from legal moralisation on consensual sex acts that 
caused no harm to others. 
Although prostitution in New Zealand is technically not illegal, several laws 
surrounding commercial sex make it, for all intents and purposes, an illegal activity. The 
following is a summary list of New Zealand laws that criminalise prostitutes: 
• Section 26 of the Summary Offences Act 1991 (soliciting) 
It is an offence for a sex worker to offer sex for money in a public place, but it is not 
an offence to pay for sex. This means that a sex worker can be convicted of 
soliciting, but the client has committed no offence . 
• Section 147 of the Crimes Act 1961 (brothel keeping) 
It is an offence to keep or manage a brothel. Currently, sex industry workers are 
reluctant to promote safer sex products because these can be used to contribute to a 
pattern of evidence to achieve conviction against operators of venues and sex 
workers . 
• Section 148 of the Crimes Act 1961 (living on the earnings of prostitution) 
It is illegal to live on the earnings of the prostitution of another person, which means 
that partners of sex workers could be committing an offence by being supported by 
their spouse. 
• Section 149 of the Crimes Act 1961 (procuring sexual intercourse) 
This section makes it an offence for any person, for gain or reward, to procure any 
woman or girl to have sexual intercourse with any male who is not her husband. 
• The Massage Parlours Act 1978 and related regulations 
This act provides for the licensing of massage parlour operators, but does not refer to 
the provision of commercial services at all. This has caused great confusion within 
the health massage industry. 
(Prostitute Law Reform 2001 :2) 
The offences specified in the Crimes Act carry a maximum punishment of imprisonment 
























other Western countries, the Massage Parlours Act 1978 being particular to New 
Zealand. 1 
The police have these laws available to them but they are implemented at their own 
discretion, leading to uneven application of the law across different areas of the country. 
While it is unlikely in contemporary New Zealand that anyone would end up in prison for 
being a prostitute, the laws effect the workers in a number of ways.2 For example, sex 
law renders workers more vulnerable to exploitation and bad working conditions, given 
its illegal nature. If commercial sex was not illegal then workers could organise and 
agitate for better work conditions, greater control and less stigma. Also, many off-street 
workers operate in isolation to avoid being charged with brothel-keeping offences, which 
is usually not as safe as working with others. The laws also force some people to work on 
the street, outside of the parlours, as current laws make it impossible for a worker with a 
drug or prostitution conviction to qualify for a licence to work in a parlour for ten years: 
The [Massage Parlours] Act provides for the licensing (section 5) and regular 
investigation (section 35) of massage parlours. To be eligible for a licence (section 8) one 
must be over 18 years, have no criminal or drug convictions in the past 10 years, and have 
had no previous licence cancelled within five years. Employees must also be 18 years and 
over and be free from drug and criminal convictions as above (Cheney 1988:250) . 
As many workers pointed out, this means that a woman caught in the relatively harmless 
act of smoking marijuana, is barred from working for ten years. The workers question 
why sex workers should be problematised with marijuana in a way that other industries 
are not, and with individuals not suffering the same repercussions. Sex laws also infringe 
on sex workers supporting their partners as this could be taken as pimping, whereas in 
New Zealand it is more likely to be a woman supporting her partner by choice. This can 
lead to charges for the partner of 'living on the avails of. The current laws also effect 
landlords of rented properties that are used by sex workers. As well as laws hampering 
sex workers from operating in the way they choose, they also reinforce stigmatisation 
through labelling their activities as illegitimate, deviant and abnormal. Davis points out 
that other effects of criminalisation include psychological consequences: 
Prostitutes queried on the subject have said that being arrested and their subsequent 
treatment at the hands of the law did far more damage to their self-esteem than did the 
actual act of prostitution. The message given the prostitute by society and reinforced by 
criminalisation is that they are utterly worthless (Davis 1994:5). 
Davis is critical of current laws from the perspective that the financial cost of policing 
prostitution is an unnecessary waste of tax dollars, and beyond dollars and cents the 'cost' 
of prostitution is a lot higher, in that it brings a loss of civil rights (Davis 1994:3). Davis 
concludes that: 
1 The massage parlour licencee "must have a list of the full names, addresses and dates of birth of all the 
masseuses and masseurs (section 19). Under section 19 (2) this list must be made available to any police 
officer upon demand. Section 35 permits the police to enter any licensed massage parlour at any time to 
inspect it and section 37 gives the police the power to enter other premises if they suspect they are being 
used as massage parlours in contravention of the massage Parlours Act" (Lawson 1999:2). 





















The prostitute laws are ultimately harmful to both prostitutes and public because they 
reinforce and encourage negative double standards regarding what is or is not acceptable 
female behaviour (Davis 1994:8). 
These laws are seen by workers as unfair criminalisation of what they argue is 
legitimate labour, and are the reason why prostitutes' rights organisations developed to 
fight for legislative changes. The organisations that have emerged in various countries 
share the common targets of decriminalisation of enforced prostitution; granting of a 
union and work rights to prostitutes; regulation and punishment of exploitative third 
parties; and extension of taxation and benefit systems to cover all workers. Groups like 
COYOTE, for example, fight for occupational rights based on principles of sexual 
determination and argue that sex workers should be able to do what they want with their 
own bodies. · 
In New Zealand the NZPC has been fighting for legislative change for years, with a 
number of other groups, including the New Zealand Federation of Business and 
Professional Women, the Young Women's Christian Association, prostitutes' collectives 
from around the world, and the National Council of Women, amongst others (Lawson 
1999:6). They point out that current laws cause problems in several ways. Firstly, they 
promote a double standard of morality in that sex workers are convicted for soliciting a 
man whereas a client is protected from the law should he approach a worker. Secondly, it 
supports the potential exploitation of sex workers: 
Currently, sex workers are vulnerable to the whims of massage parlours and escort 
agencies. Arbitrary and unfair work rules and practices are commonplace, and sex 
workers have no accessible form of redress, as they fear prosecution for their own 
involvement in prostitution related activities (Prostitute Law Reform 2001 :3.). 
Thirdly, sex laws create a barrier to sexual health education: 
The current laws inhibit the dissemination of safer sex information and related products. 
Condoms and safer sex literature have been presented in courts by the police to contribute 
to a pattern of evidence to achieve prostitution-related convictions (Prostitute Law 
Reform 2001 2001:4). 
Fourthly, sex laws mean workers have little access to legal support: 
Under the present system, sex workers can be exploited and forced to provide services 
they do not wish to provide (by clients, and massage and escort agency operators). Sex 
workers are sometimes placed in dangerous situations and the current legislation provides 
them with little protection (Prostitute Law Reform 2001 :4). 
NZPC also point out that a conviction will affect workers throughout their lives. It effects 
a person's ability to obtain alternative employment, to travel, to get mortgage finance, and 
a criminal record can lead to loss of child custody. A prostitution conviction obviously 
carries a heavy moral stigma.3 
3 Jordan notes how difficult it can be for women to get jobs in 'legitimate' sectors after working in the sex 
industry: "Society stigmatises these women so they often find it very difficult to get out; once a sex worker 
always a sex worker" (in Rogers 1991:46). 
84 
After years of fighting by the NZPC, the government is currently putting a Bill 
through parliament to decriminalise prostitution by a repeal of provisions that label sex 
work a criminal activity. Thus, the laws outlined above would be removed, leaving 





















types of legalisation 
There are several options open to the government in re-evaluating its position in 
regard to sex work. These are decriminalisation, regulation, and abolition/prohibition. 
While the latter option seeks a complete end to prostitution, decriminalisation and 
regulation mean a legalisation of the sex industry. The differences between these two 
options are sometimes subtle but nonetheless important. 
decriminalisation 
This involves a repeal of all laws that criminalise prostitution. In New Zealand this 
would mean the removal of the five provisions outlined above - Section 26 of the 
Summary Offences Act 1981 (soliciting), Sections 147, 148, and 149 of the Crimes Act 
1961 (brothel keeping, living on the earnings of prostitution, and procuring sexual 
intercourse), and the Massage Parlours Act 1978 and related regulations. 
Decriminalisation means the women are recognised in law not as prostitutes but as 
workers and business owners. The negative stigma is, in theory at least, removed. In 
contrast to regulation, decriminalisation allows the State to be seen to be taking a neutral 
stance rather than condoning it. Benefits to decriminalisation are that it avoids criminal 
proceedings, means workers can organise openly, can claim rights, and that they can 
pursue avenues of redress against violent clients or oppressive employers. Other 
advantages include that: "Sex workers have the same status in law as their clients; health 
promotion work is able to take place openly throughout the sex industry; labour laws and 
health and safety regulations can be applied; and the implicit acknowledgment that the 
costs of keeping prostitution illegal largely outweigh the gains" (Prostitute Law Reform 
2001 :4). However, potential drawbacks to decriminalisation are that in other countries, 
which have already adopted the model, it has sometimes been accompanied with stricter 
penalties for street workers and forms of 'illegal' prostitution. It can also be combined 
with new registration requirements for workers, and oppressive health regulations. 
regulation 
Regulation means prostitution would be legalised, and recognised as legitimate work, 
which would be controlled by official State-regulated brothels. The advantages of this 
approach are that it "avoids the pretence involved with the current laws, for example, 
pretending that prostitution is not taking place in massage parlours; it provides a defined 
set of controls; and it allows for health promotion in licenced brothels" (Prostitute Law 
Reform 2001 :4-5). Supporters claim it will reduce the public nuisance of street 
prostitution and give increased protection to sex workers, and that the State would profit 
(Hubbard 1999:134). Several disadvantages exist for regulation however. Some oppose it 
on moral grounds, viewing it as giving official legitimacy to something that shouldn't be 
legitimised. Others oppose it from the viewpoint that it is pimping by the State. Hubbard 
























become segregated into particular 'red light' zones, thereby excluded from the rest of 
society. Boyle also finds regulation problematic: 
Regulated systems are those which, no matter what the legal framework, effectively -~-
tolerate and contain prostitution within limits usually defined by police or other 
regulatory bodies (Boyle 1997:12). 
NZPC take issue with several aspects of regulation: 
The difficulty with the licensing approach is that it leaves the power and control in the 
hands of the sex venue managers and operators, while reinforcing the vulnerability of sex 
workers. This is because licensing sets up a two-tier system. Those who work in legal 
brothels can always be exploited by clients or operators with the threat of dismissal, 
which forces them into the illegal sector. But the larger section of the people working in 
the industry tends to be those who work in the illegal sector. They have even less 
protection than the current law provides, because their work becomes completely illegal. 
This makes health promotion work very difficult. In some countries where a 
legalised/licensed system is in place, sex workers are required to have mandatory health 
checks for sexually transmitted diseases. This is not required of the clients, which makes 
the whole process unsafe. Requests for unsafe sex increase as many clients assume there 
is no longer any risk as the sex workers are disease-free. This approach undermines the 
ability of sex workers to negotiate safer-sex behaviour (Prostitute Law Reform 2001 :5). 
abolition/prohibition 
Abolition seeks the complete end to prostitution, and is a strategy promoted by anti-
prostitution groups, and popular amongst radical feminists. Abolitionism often begins by 
criminalising the clients while leaving prostitutes free from regulation.4 Under this 
strategy the prostitute is seen as victim rather than a criminal, the idea being to protect 
them. Abolitionists define prostitution as inherently exploitative. Most sex workers, 
however, don't want abolition, and the prostitutes' rights organisations argue that it is only 
necessary to remove particular exploitative practices in prostitution, not everyone 
associated with sex work. 
the status in other countries 
Systems of regulation and decriminalisation have been implemented an several places, 
for example in Turkey, Germany, Nevada, and Victoria and New South Wales in 
Australia, but with varying degrees of success. Regulation in Victoria has been 
problematic. The complicated procedures for brothels to obtain permits has led to small 
brothels going underground, leaving less choice about where to work for those women 
wanting to be in the legal sector (Hubbard 1999:137). It has been pointed out that 
regulatory schemes often result in a two tier system with underground prostitution 
coexisting with sex workers in the legal sector, defeating the object of the regulation. 
Also in Victoria the bidding wars for the limited number of licences available led to 
4 This was the system endorsed by the UN in its Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons 
and the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others. "The UN recommended this strategy be accompanied by 






























many illegal operators, and the exclusivity of legal brothels has given extra power to the 
owners, leading to worse working conditions - i.e., more rules and fines and fees for the 
workers. Another problem with regulation systems is that many women will not register. 
Given the weight of social morality viewmg prostitution as degradation, many women 
will choose not to be officially categorised as a 'Registered Prostitute' (Brewis and 
Linstead 2000:24 7). 
Legalisation can also bring restrictions. In Nevada, for example, in the rural counties 
with legalised systems a number of restrictions apply for the workers: "They are not 
allowed to be in a gambling casino or bar at all, or to be in the company of a man in the 
street or in a restaurant. They are also not allowed to reside in the same community in 
which they work ... They are tested weekly for venereal diseases and monthly for 
antibodies to the AIDS virus" (Delacoste and Alexander 1988:190). Hubbard adds that in 
Nevada, the workers do not get complete status and rights of workers. They are defined 
as 'independent contractors' and therefore have no claim to health benefits, holiday pay, 
retirement benefits, and have to register with police, and even have to live on the 
premises while working (Hubbard 1999:26). 
Legalisation through regulation has also been discussed in the UK. Many sex workers 
seem ambivalent to this however, some being hostile to the idea oflegalised brothels. The 
English Prostitutes' Collective is opposed, viewing regulated brothels as State pimping. 
(Hubbard 1999: 135). Many people have pointed out that not all sex workers want to work 
in a state brothel, but if this is the only legal option, then many are left to operate 
illegally. Critics of legalisation argue that it will widen the divide between legal and 
illegal forms, creating a two-tier system, with those in the illegal sector more vulnerable 
to exploitation and abuse. In Hamburg, for example, it is estimated that there are 3200 
clandestine street prostitutes compared with 450 registered sex workers (Hubbard 
1999:136). 
Prostitutes' rights organisations usually call for decriminalisation rather than 
legalisation and regulation, arguing that there is no reason for any aspect of their work to 
be criminalised. A system of decriminalisation is underway in New South Wales, 
Australia. With the removal of criminalising legislation, sex work is regulated by pre-
existing laws that govern all other 'legitimate' businesses, such as the Land and 
Environment Act and the Local Body Authorities Regulations (Prostitute Law Reform 
2001 :5). Sex workers can only be closed down if they cause sufficient disturbance. The 
local council has to make an application to stop premises from being used as a brothel. 
The council must demonstrate that it has received sufficient complaints to warrant an 
application, and the complaints must come from residents local to the brothel (Hubbard 
1999:39). 
The Netherlands recently introduced new legislation that decriminalises sex work. 
Kilvington (2001) argues that this has improved conditions, with health and safety 
regulations introduced, and sex workers granted full social, legal and employment rights: 
The new system of regulation in the Netherlands enables the normalization of some forms 
of sex work: sex workers can operate visibly and become part of public life ... abuses can 
be prosecuted (Kilvington 2001:84). 
Hubbard, however, argues that decriminalisation does not necessarily lead to a 































commercial sex than most other countries, this does not mean prostitution is without 
problems. The acceptance of prostitution as a largely consensual commercial transaction 
does not remove the stigma (Hubbard 1999:15). According to Hubbard, prostitutes in the 
Netherlands are "identified as a distinct group whose lifestyle is different from that of the 
'moral majority', and as an immoral group, they remain subject to forms ofregulation and 
constraint which limit how, when and where they work" (Hubbard 1999:15).5 
By contrast to the loosening of restrictions in some countries, Sweden has recently 
tightened up its laws, making the buying of sex illegal. Sweden considers prostitution to 
be a social problem, and has introduced new laws to criminalise the clients in an attempt 
to reduce demand, with penalties of fines or up to six months in prison (Kilvington 
2001 :83). This hasn't been particularly successful however. The legislation brought an 
immediate decrease in the number of street workers, but due to prostitutes working in less 
visible ways, rather than moving out of prostitution altogether. The policies have led to a 
reorganisation of the sex industry which, in some ways, have caused more problems. 
Project workers, for example, have found it increasingly difficult to contact workers. As 
Cambell and Storr note, some legislation aimed at removing prostitution merely makes it 
become more invisible to the state, thereby creating potential for increased exploitation 
and a more dangerous environment (Kilvington 2001 :89).6 
Some have argued that violence against prostitutes is worse in those countries with the 
most restrictive legal control mechanisms, whereas less repressive systems, such as those 
in the Netherlands and Denmark, have the least problems (Delacoste and Alexander 
1988: 195). Cambell and Storr conclude that legislating more criminality into prostitution 
is a step backwards: 
Legislation which aims to further criminalize men who pay for sex with adult sex workers 
and other interventions which aim to 'punish' male clients do not present as they might at 
first appear to do, a progressive way forward for feminists and others concerned about 
improving the rights if women involved in prostitution .. such policies leave untouched an 
unsatisfactory legislative framework that undermines the safety and welfare of street 
workers and serves to reinforce the criminal status and hence social stigma associated 
with sex work (Cambell and Storr 2001:103). 
In Queensland, the last few years have seen a tightening up of controls over prostitution, 
with the police being conferred more powers, and bringing detrimental effects: 
... there have been at least three deaths of sex workers that can be directly attributed to the 
prohibition of organised prostitution. These women have been murdered by their clients 
because standard systems of prostitution cannot be implemented. Many workers are now 
completely isolated from peer support and education. They cannot employ someone to 
screen calls or visitors as this could be construed in court as 'living off the earnings' and 
5 In 1999, prostitution also became fully legalised in Denmark, though pimping, procuring and buying sex 
from minors remains illegal (Skilbrei 2001:63-77). Gagnon and Simon note that in the 1970s in Denmark 
there was no statute against the act of making money from a sexual act, so long as the woman has another 
occupation. The Danish authorities were hoping that the woman would therefore have ties to the 
'conventional' community and have options to leave (Gagnon and Simon 1973:23). 
6 Harsher laws can be more problematic in that the prostitutes work more 'invisibly', meaning more 
vulnerability to attack. Street workers, for example, have less time to check out the client before deciding 





























thus evidence of organised prostitution. The number of robberies against prostitutes has 
increased dramatically, as has the number of assaults, many of which go unreported. Safe 
sex education has become harder to provide, increasing the risk of HIV infection for both 
worker and client. Sex workers in Queensland are discouraged from seeking medical 
treatment for fear of being incriminated (Matthews 1997:47). 
current progress of the Bill 
In late 2000, New Zealand MPs were split as to how they would vote on the Prostitute 
Reform Bill. About half declared themselves undecided, approximately half were in 
favour of the Bill, and only four declared they were definitely against. By 2001 the vote 
in parliament to the select committee was 87 to 21 in favour, from a possible 120. At the 
time of writing, the Bill was still going through parliament, at the oral submissions stage, 
but was likely to be passed before 2002, the final stages mostly involving fine tuning of 
the draft, and a look at legalised models overseas to see which would best suit New 
Zealand. Tim Barnett, MP putting the Bill through parliament, felt the decriminalisation 
in New South Wales has been relatively successful, but thought New Zealand might 
adopt a slightly revised model. The New South Wales authorities are looking to make 
revisions to their own model. 
Opposition is, of course, coming from opponents. Brian Neeson (MP) is set against 
decriminalising prostitution, believing it to signal that "the morals of the nation are on a 
downward slope" (Neeson on Spit the Dummy). Neeson views the modem liberalisation 
of sexual issues in general as problematic, for example, the rise in numbers of abortions, 
and the handing out of condoms for safe sex is, in his mind, part of the moral decay of 
society: 
... to legalise is to legitimise ... to even regulate the industry and make it respectable is 
something I don't believe too many people would want to see in this country. They don't 
want their children, or anyone else being attracted into the traps that are involved in 
this ... you're going to have a whole industry of pimps, you're going to have a whole 
background of criminal association that's going to follow you, you're going to have a 
situation where young people slip into it far too easily because its now respectable, you're 
going to .... as I said before, part of that slippery slope (Neeson on Spit the Dummy). 
Neeson's 'slippery slope' is representative of a general fear and loathing of prostitution, 
loaded with assumptions without much of a factual base. For example, pimping isn't 
particularly an issue in the New Zealand sex industry, and the change in law is unlikely to 
bring the flood of innocent girls into prostitution that Neeson predicts. Decriminalisation 
overseas hasn't meant any great changes to the operations of the sex industry, or shown 
signs of the social decay he fears. But the fears of the 'prostitute world' are often based on 
stereotypical images of degradation, violence, and criminality. As Matthews points out, 
"legislators still assume that women enter the sex industry due to the pressure of pimps or 
drugs. What they fail to realise is that the majority of sex workers make informed and 




























Many of the public submissions to parliament reflected Neeson's viewpoint. 7 The 
following quotes from the submissions opposing the Bill reveal the same fear of social 
decay perceived by Neeson. An extensive number of quotes are laid out in this section to 
show the various aspects highlighted by concerned citizens. 
It is against all that is right and pure (I. David, public submission to parliament on the 
Prostitute Reform Bill). 
Research as well as common sense point to stable marriage as the healthiest and safest 
context for sexual activity; this Bill encourages the opposite ... Prostitution is destructive 
in a number of ways. It. .. 
• Denigrates women, legitimising viewing them simply as flesh to be bought and 
penetrated as objects of men's lusts. 
• Deprives such women of the possibility of a loving, caring, faithful, fulfilling, and 
life-long relationship with a man, as our Creator intended them to have. 
• Entices men to be unfaithful in their relationship with their wives and children, thus 
tearing at the heart of the natural family, from which derives the stability of the 
whole society. 
• Has historically encouraged crime and the use of drugs. 
• Is a powerhouse for the spread of sexually transmitted diseases. 
(K. and M. Smith, public submission to parliament on the Prostitute Reform Bill) 
The perpetrator of the suggested legislation will bring our decadent society down even 
lower if he/she is allowed to get away with it (R.G., public submission to parliament on 
the Prostitute Reform Bill). 
Men should be ashamed of their lack of self discipline and their bondage to a lustful 
appetite (Mrs Hamilton, public submission to parliament on the Prostitute Reform Bill). 
It is placing a very great temptation before young minds, boys and girls alike, who are 
unfortunately being raised in an increasingly moral vacuum (S. McLachlan, public 
submission to parliament on the Prostitute Reform Bill). 
Might I ask how far down the track of immorality does the government of this country 
propose to drag New Zealanders (B. Bretherton, public submission to parliament on the 
Prostitute Reform Bill). 
We are also concerned that the legislation of adult prostitution will lead to a gradual 
acceptance of child prostitution (B. and C. Penberthy, public submission to parliament on 
the Prostitute Reform Bill). 
Realistically we all know that prostitution goes on in New Zealand but the prospect of it 
being normalised the same way abortion and homosexuality have been does not bear 
thinking about (A. Clarke, public submission to parliament on the Prostitute Reform Bill). 
7 The government received over 200 submissions on the Prostitute Reform Bill. At the time of writing oral 
submissions were still being heard, meaning not all were yet available to the public. 163 were received 
























The signals it will give to society in general and to men in particular is that it is quite 
normal and healthy to betray the trust you pledged to your wife. It destroys any sense of 
purity and faithfulness in the marriage bed (J. Norton, public submission to parliament on 
the Prostitute Reform Bill). 
New Zealand is supposedly a Christian country and, therefore, should not promote Bills 
which lead to the moral decline of our nation ... Stop it now before it becomes an even 
greater cancer in our society (J. Rammell, public submission to parliament on the 
Prostitute Reform Bill). 
Sexual pleasure was never meant to be gained in this form and I am disturbed that many 
young girls in our country are being used in this way (N. Norris, public submission to 
parliament on the Prostitute Reform Bill). 
[The Prostitute Reform Bill will] Encourage young people to enter the sex trade when 
those already involved regret their entry and desire to be freed from it. It destroys moral 
values and wrecks marriages and families and can spread sexual diseases (A. Telrie, 
public submission to parliament on the Prostitute Reform Bill). 
Do not allow the morality of your people to be degraded, do not permit that by legal 
means, practice contrary to the natural and divine law be introduced into the fundamental 
cell, the family (C and C Howard, public submission to parliament on the Prostitute 
Reform Bill). 
[The Prostitute Reform Bill] can only bring about increased street soliciting and child 
prostitution, not to mention other related breakdowns within our families and society 
which will inevitably occur as a result .... Such legislation would hasten New Zealand's 
downfall! ... Prostitution can never be regarded as normal, healthy acceptable 
behavior .... What possible good could come from legalising such an evil? Surely 
government time and consideration would be better spent rescuing the prostitutes 
themselves out from their desperate life patterns? (P. Andrew, public submission to 
parliament on the Prostitute Reform Bill). 
As I understand the position, many of the women involved have been sexually abused or 
maltreated/become addicted to chemical substances; and in the process have lost respect 
for themselves and their bodies. Rather than legislating to provide a fabric of 'decency' we 
should be seeking to rehabilitate these women and help families (D. Smith, public 
submission to parliament on the Prostitute Reform Bill). 
The Christian Heritage Party is opposed to the passing of this Bill into law. It is our 
submission that the context of the Bill is a significant departure from Christian morality 
and the prevailing morality of the Western world for the past 2000 years, and that this 
departure is not justified by the purposes or the argumentation in support of the Bill 
(Christian Heritage Party of New Zealand, public submission to parliament on the 
Prostitute Reform Bill) 
This Bill has nothing to do with 'human rights' as it purports, but everything to do with 
protecting sexual perversion/perverts from immunity in our community. Tim Barnett has 
been entrusted with the task of ensuring every type of perversion is protected and 
developed under UN human rights law (T. Corbett, public submission to parliament on 
























The opponents of the Reform Bill clearly feel prostitution to be an abhorrent 
phenomenon. Interestingly, many of the opponents to the Bill echoed the same 
sentiments, attitudes and fears - that it v,rill increase :prostitution in general; will increase 
violence against women and children; will effect marriage and family relationships; will 
increase STDs; drugs, alcohol abuse, crime and suicide would be rife, that it entices men 
to be unfaithful; will bring an increase in divorce - causing youth suicide and more DPB 
payments (more taxpayers money); will bring child prostitution; and that it would 
generally be part of a denigration of New Zealand in a general trend of social decay. But 
despite these common fears, it is unlikely that any of these scenarios would actually 
eventuate under decriminalisation. Many opposed the Bill on Christian grounds, citing 
scriptures from the bible, with one opponent warning that the politicians would ultimately 
have to answer to God for what they do. Several opponents felt that it shouldn't be 
viewed as a human rights issue, that the government shouldn't be pandering to vocal 
minority groups. Another argued that prostitution was against the Judeo-Christian beliefs 
of many New Zealanders, and that a person's religious inclination was protected under 
the Human Rights Act. As such, decriminalising prostitution was violating their Christian 
human rights. It is interesting to note how most of the opposition submissions 
regurgitated the usual ill-informed stereotypes of prostitution - that it is all about drugs 
and criminality, child prostitution, and that the women are trapped victims. 
The supporters of the Bill, rather than coming from concerned individuals as the 
opponents were, tended to be submissions written on the part of various organisations. 
This included, among others, the Drug and Health Development Project, the Public 
Health Association, the New Zealand Prostitutes Collective, Te Puawai Tapu (Maori 
health organisation), The National Council of Women, the National Collective of 
Independent women's Refuges, Auckland City Council, the Women's Lawyers 
Association, the Auckland Commercial Massage Operators and Adult Entertainment 
Owners. These groups tended to argue for the basic practicality of the Bill, raising points 
such as supporting its intent to bring equality for a marginalised group, remove gender 
bias in legislation, remove morality from state legislation, and safeguard the rights of 
workers. Several groups supported the aims of the Bill but questioned particular clauses, 
suggesting improvements. These were often minor changes, such as concerns about 
signage rules, advertising, etc. Others supported the Bill and its aims to improve 
conditions for sex workers, but did not condone prostitution as an institution. The YWCA 
(Young Women's Christian Association), for example, argued that its reasons for 
supporting the Bill include: 
• it promotes the human rights of women 
• it assists women to make free choices, including leaving the industry 
• it assists efforts against trafficking women 
• it bolsters safer sex education and practice 
• it is good for public health 
• it protects young people from exploitation 
• it reverses a previously inequitable and sexist piece of legislation 












They add, however, that they do not condone prostitution, as such, on moral grounds, and 
seek to help prostitutes out of the life: 8 
Ibe YWCA does not condone pro£titution and we believe this bill v.rill actually assist sex 
workers to leave the industry. There is evidence that significant numbers become trapped 
in the industry due to criminal convictions, stigma, shame, or coercion. The 
decriminalisation of the industry will assist women to enter alternative employment 
(YWCA submission on the Prostitute Reform Bill 2001:2). 
the workers' opinions 
The workers themselves were divided over the Bill. While many could see that it 
might bring benefits of a safer environment, with no laws to worry about, and less trouble 
from exploitative bosses or clients, some were opposed. Many were definitely against a 
legal brothel system, which was perceived to mean taxes to pay, less freedom to choose 
clients, and less flexibility in hours. Many workers would not work in a state brothel even 
if it was completely legalised (and therefore technically legitimate). As one worker 
commented, there was no way she was going to want to register with the IRD under the 
label 'PROSTITUTE', the idea of being publicly recognised and labelled as a prostitute 
not particularly welcomed in light of the stigma and condemnation it would bring . 
Despite NZPC's efforts to legitimise the work and provide a safer environment, many 
of the workers don't support the Bill, reflecting a gap between the agenda of NZPC and 
the interests of individual workers. Laura, for example, didn't really want 
decriminalisation from the viewpoint that she has got her own working set-up, and 
doesn't want any interference from the government. She was also worried that it could 
give more rights to employers, arguing that bosses could take more of the women's 
money, through charging inclusive prices at the door and paying the girls what they want, 
i.e., owners will solicit for the girl and get money first and 'sell' the girl: 
What a girl docs in the room is her business. If she wants to charge $20, if she wants 
$100, that's her business (Laura). 
In her view, controls should be tightened to remove criminality, not loosened which 
could potentially give more power to employers. The police should illegalise 'rap' 
parlours and escort agencies, and tum everything into massage parlours as a way of 
gaining more control and removing undesirable work practices. 
Many workers are generally not keen on decriminalisation, from the standpoint of not 
wanting any government or legal interference. In their view, they have got their own 
systems working and are happy with the status quo. Not expecting any changes in 
stigmatisation or their social status, the latest law reforms are seen as more rules and 
regulations without any significant effect beyond taking some of their money in taxes. 
Cindi was worried about the law reform, thinking it would bring more girls into an 
already overfull Dunedin. She felt that conditions could deteriorate, with door prices 
possibly going up, and money going down. Others also felt it could adversely affect 
them. Some view the legal reform as the government simply wanting a share of the tax 










dollars, without knowing the first thing about how the industry operates, thus 
implementing bad policies. 
Most are worried about having to pay tax. NZPC, argue however, that sex workers are 
-currently supposed to be paying tax. Tim Barnett also felt it that was not a valid argument 
against decriminalisation, as the workers had no defense for not paying tax.9 This is, 
however, a major concern of the workers. This is probably because losing money to tax is 
more tangible than the possible changes in social attitudes, which potentially might not 
unfold for many years, if at all. Many workers also take exception at the hypocritical state 
of laws at the moment, in that sex work is deemed legal enough by the government for 
workers to pay taxes, yet they receive fewer civil rights and labour protections than other 
workers in 'legitimate' sectors. 
Some workers, however, were in favour of the decriminalisation process, looking at it 
as a sensible piece of legislation and beneficial in that workers would no longer have to 
worry about the 'cat and mouse' games involved with avoiding prosecution; prostitutes 
could operate with the freedom of not having to fear solicitation charges, or worry about 
carrying condoms ( currently condoms can be used as evidence against workers to secure 
a prostitution conviction), and it would end variable enforcement of legal controls across 
the country. 
Most workers took issue with the registration process and wanted the ten-year ban for 
a drug conviction removed, arguing that they were unnecessary and intrusive controls 
over what they do: 
We personally all have to be registered now, which I really feel is a breach. I was taken 
aback that I had to be registered. What right have they got. They can stop our ad from 
going in the paper if we don't play the game, but I was very mad about it because what 
rights have they got (Jan). 
Many workers pointed out that limiting which women could operate legally through such 
a licensing system already means that a proportion of prostitutes operate outside of the 
current quasi-legal system, meaning less control for the police. If these aspects aren't 
addressed in the decriminalisation process then the situation will only be exacerbated, 
with a two-tier system of legal workers on the one hand, and an illegal sector made up of 
those that don't qualify for a licence, or don't want to work in licenced parlours. 
DIVO (Dunedin Intravenous Organisation) question what the purpose of police 
registration for workers is, as it doesn't seem to provide any real benefit. They point out 
that it in fact hinders any workers who have a drug conviction, prohibiting them from 
working in massage parlours, forcing them to work in less safe environments. DIVO also 
question the police control of sex workers' advertisements in the newspaper, there being 
no requirements in law. 
DIVO and some of the workers were concerned about confidentiality of the police list 
of workers. The list of registered workers is kept on the national police computer, and 
therefore available to anyone with access to the network, and as the NZPC point out, the 
9 NZPC encourages sex workers to pay tax, but few do. The IRD recently carried out special audits on 
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Otago Daily Times also has a list in order to adhere to the police control of adverts. They 
feel that this system gives no guarantees of confidentiality. 
conclusion 
Attitudes to decriminalisation come from several different angles. For prostitutes' 
rights groups this would be a welcome end to discriminatory laws; for the government it 
can be seen as part of trend of 'secularisation' of the law, a belief that the state shouldn't 
be seen to moralise and discriminate against the rights of sexual minorities; for radical 
feminism it is a step backwards in the aim of ending patriarchal abuse of women; for 
many of the public it is a sign of the moral decay of society; others reflect a not-in-my-
backyard syndrome, seemingly indifferent to the existence of prostitution, but unhappy if 
too visible; the workers are largely indifferent, with the attitude they will carry on 
working as normal, and they can't see that it will change their working life that 
significantly. As Davis notes, no matter what is done - criminalisation, decriminalisation, 
regulation, de-regulation - the main concern from the public is to keep prostitution 
invisible, out of sight and out of mind. It is seen as inappropriate, what Davis describes as 
disturbing our cultural images of ourselves (Davis 1994: 1 ). The workers' indifference 
reflects a gap between the various discourses surrounding prostitution and the lives of sex 
workers. Going about their daily routine, most aren't politicised in trying to change 
prostitution's legal status. 
It is unclear whether the decriminalisation process will make any great difference to 
sex workers. The process in New South Wales hasn't led to any major changes. The 
industry operates largely the same as before and the stigma still exists. Making it legal 
might be seen by some as a progressive move, but it does little to effect the deeply 
ingrained attitudes toward the prostitute. Regulated systems have zoning schemes 
ensuring prostitutes keep a certain distance from churches, schools, and hospitals (Davis 
1994:23). This need to hide prostitution from these sacred zones is a reflection of the 
level of anxiety that prostitution still provokes. The prostitute is still seen as immoral and 
stands outside of respectability. The workers themselves are generally against the 
changes, being somewhat indifferent to governmental interference. The biggest worry is 


































Whatever you or I think of prostitution, women have the right to make up their own 
minds about whether or not to work as prostitutes and under what terms (Delacoste and 
Alexander 1988:211). 
The intention of this thesis has been to reflect different aspects of the critique of 
prostitution. This has involved examining various social reactions to commodified sex. 
Concepts of prostitution are enmeshed within a highly elaborate framework of morality, 
which typically lead to a disapproval of prostitution and a demarcation of sex workers as 
'deviants'. The control of sexual deviants has been well documented by theorists 
exploring the ways in which dominant moral attitudes on sexuality are imposed on 
marginal groups (Foucault 1978, Walkowitz 1980, Weeks 1985). As Brewis and Linstead 
(2000: 190) note, our understandings of sex work are shaped by discourses, by the 
institutionalised legal reasoning, by theoretical discussions, and by literary and 
journalistic accounts. The dominant ideas express 'common sense' and deeply ingrained 
concepts of right and wrong. For many workers, however, such a demarcation seems 
unjust and hypocritical. As Rubin argues, the criminalisation of what, for all intents and 
purposes, is a consensual sex act between two adults, would not be tolerated in any other 
area of public life (Rubin 1984:23). Clearly there are widely divergent views as to what 
the prostitution contract means, for both sex workers themselves, and in broader terms of 
gender relations. 
Prostitution is currently going through a process of decriminalisation. Some sex 
workers have organised politically in an attempt to change the criminality surrounding 
their lives, and challenge the stereotypes that characterise the 'prostitute world. This by 
no means includes all workers. As was seen in chapter four, many workers are indifferent 
or against the passing of the Prostitute Reform Bill, for various reasons, and most aren't 
politicised in terms of trying to bring about a change in prostitution's status in law. For 
those that are, however, decriminalisation is a welcome end what is seen as 
discriminatory regulations that work off, and in tum reinforce, the negative stigma of 





















perceive as legitimate work, but are unconvinced this will happen, given the level of 
stigma and stereotypes attached to prostitution. The legal changes currently underway 
will not necessarily lead to a removal of the stigma surrounding it. As Hubbard notes, the 
situation in the Netherlands is such that although sex work has been decnmmahsed and 
the Dutch attitudes might be described as fairly liberal, prostitution is not regarded as 
unproblematic. Sex workers are "identified as a distinct group whose lifestyle is different 
from that of the 'moral majority', and as an immoral group, they remain subject to forms 
of regulation and constraint which limit how, when and where they work" (Hubbard 
1999:15). Whether the concept of prostitution as deviant will disappear is therefore 
questionable. 
Many workers, whether politicised or not, feel that their marginalisation is often 
unwarranted, and some feel that particular feminist arguments have added to the problem: 
Many prostitutes feel bitter that the feminists have contributed to their oppression by 
forcing moral judgements on them. Feminists accuse prostitutes of pandering to 
destructive male stereotypes and thereby prolonging inequality and abuses. Prostitutes 
accuse feminists of contributing to their marginalisation and isolation by being as bad as 
the rest of society, if not worse, in ostracizing and criticizing them (Taylor 1991: 13). 
While many workers identify themselves as feminist, the frustration with certain feminist 
discourse, particularly that of radical feminism, stems from the insistence that exchanging 
sex for money is "always and necessarily forced and irrational" (Davidson 1996:180): 
The logic of such arguments, combined with the liberal use of military metaphors, 
produces self-contradictory, but equally unpleasant and patronising, visions of the 
prostitute woman. One moment she is a tragic, front line casualty, the next she is a self-
serving collaborator betraying her sisters (Davidson 1996: 180). 
Prostitutes' rights groups typically feel that such characterisations do not help in breaking 
down negative and generalised constructions of prostitution. Sex worker discourse has 
done much to dispel many of the myths surrounding prostitution, the workers describing 
a far more complex world than the stereotypical images of prostitute as drug addict; 
diseased physical and moral body; suffering victim; urban blight indicative of social 
decay; etc. Experiential voices have disrupted generalised theories and commonly held 
assumptions. Rather than simply being victims trapped in systems of disempowerment, 
sex workers themselves have shown agency, and more subtle forms of empowerment and 
disempowerment within the transaction: 
... as a prostitute I did feel used and really treated like shit, really taken advantage of. 
There were times when I was in total power. There were times when I received a lot. 
There were times when it was wonderful. I got into it for the money. But I also got in 
because I needed to be touched. I wanted the attention. I wanted the status. There are so 
many reasons. The problem is that everyone is always trying to simplify it ... There were 
guys that ripped me off for the money I had earned. Many were disrespectful and 
unappreciative. Prostitution can also be a wonderful, satisfying job. I got pleasure in 
making people feel better. . .I was really giving to people and nurturing and teaching ... .I 
got off sexually ... I had orgasms when I worked, not with all the guys ... (Annie Sprinkle 



















The complexity of each individuals' experience of selling sex make generalisations of 
what prostitution means problematic. The growth of 'practitioners' discourses' has 
disrupted grand theories that render a universalistic portrayal of prostitution. Davidson 
highlights the problem of totalising theories in her study of Desiree, a high class English 
prostitute. In Davidson's analysis, Desiree is a successful, entrepreneurial sex worker, 
with a flourishing business selling dominatrix services at a high price, with most clients 
wanting non-penetrative submission. She exerts complete control over all aspects of the 
job, and after a few years of working Desiree was soon to retire on her savings and 
investments generated from selling sexual services . While Davidson acknowledges that 
Desiree's situation is at a more empowered end of the scale of prostitution compared to 
many workers, she uses Desiree as an example to disrupt theories arguing all prostitution 
to be inherently disempowering. Clearly a vast range of acts of sexual-economic 
exchange fall under the rubric prostitution, which offer varying degrees of control or 
disempowerment. 
The range of individuals who populate the sex industry complicates the diversity of 
experiences of sex work. As Janssen (1997) notes, women and men working in the 
Dunedin or New Zealand sex industry, or sex work in the 'west' in general, become 
homogenised into a singular 'other', belying the divergent collection of individuals that 
choose, for what ever reason, to sell sex. From the Dunedin participants, for one woman, 
getting into sex work began out of curiosity and for the novelty, going to Christchurch at 
the weekends to sell sex, after she had finished the week's work in her own 'legitimate' 
business. Economic necessity was not a major influence in making the choice to sell sex. 
Other Dunedin participants were single mothers doing a couple of shifts to top up the 
DPB, but with each individual in different circumstances. One woman, for example, 
found the DPB insufficient, and would move in and out of sex work periodically, 
sometimes wanting a break. Another single mother had been working set shifts for years, 
and was not struggling financially. Working a couple of days per week was more of a 
lifestyle choice, to be able to afford all the things she wanted to do. Many women move 
in and out of sex work, using it when they need more money, but not using it as a 
permanent set up, or being closely tied with the sex industry. Others again, had been 
working in Dunedin for nearly two decades, watching the changes to the industry over 
time, and treating it as a career job. 
Clearly a mixed group of people work in the Dunedin sex industry in massage parlours 
and as escorts. The diversity of this group in the relatively small town of Dunedin shows 
that there is obviously no 'type' of sex worker or single experience of prostitution, 
particularly considering all the other sectors of the sex industry operating in New Zealand 
as well as parlour and escort agencies, such as dominatrix services, phone sex operators, 
strip dancers, and so on. The women and men that sell sexual services aren't easily 
reduced to generalised theories of prostitution. As Brewis and Linstead (2000) point out, 
neither analyses of prostitution simply as disempowerment, or as fully empowered 
properly describe the dynamics: 
... to suggest that uni-dimensional interpretations of prostitution as always degrading or, 
on the other hand, always empowering (although less likely given the current modem 
climate) are unhelpful when seeking to explore and understand the labour process of the 
modem western prostitute (Brewis and Linstead 2000:239). 
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These women clearly have highly varied experiences of selling sex. Each person's 
1 
situation is unique and each individual has their own particular circumstances influencing 
-
1 
- how' often they need/or want to work, what aspects they do or do not hke about 1t, their 





























One of the Dunedin participants turned to prostitution at 69, trying it for a year with a 
'why not' attitude, before deciding that she couldn't be bothered. She still has one client 
who comes into town every month or so, but is fairly indifferent to seeing him or not. She 
found the stigma surrounding prostitution ridiculous, pointing out that that selling sex 
was merely one small aspect of her life, but one that stigmatised disproportionately 
compared to the importance it held in her mind: 
I'm still a bridge player, I'm still a writer, I'm still a gregarious person who goes out and 
meets people easily, I'm still a traveller, and I still give it away, and do other things ... I 
think it was just a nice interesting extra (Carol). 
She added that her experience of prostitution was one of control and sexual 
empowerment, in contrast to her years of legalised rape within her marriage (before DPB 
in the 1970s gave her the economic option ofleaving the marriage): 
There are several levels of enjoyment, people say 'oh you couldn't possibly enjoy that 
sort of thing', but there were several levels of enjoyment. One is the power and that you 
are in control and I was married to a guy who demanded his rights, and who was a 
hopeless lover - wham, barn, thanks ma'am, and so that position of being under 
somebody else's thumb was revolting, and to be in charge yourself has a certain degree 
of, well that power thing. But it's not a huge power trip, but it's just nice to be able to 
control. And then so you're in control and paid for it (Carol). 
This highlights one of the central aspects in the problematisation of prostitution; the 
opposition between the ideal of family life and marriage, versus its perceived antithesis, 
degraded prostitution. For some, family life is believed to be unquestionably superior, as 
seen in public submissions on the Prostitute Reform Bill: 
I write my disquiet regarding governmental threat to decriminalise and legalise prostitution as 
a 'protection' of those involved ... Prostitution and its related activities, sex shops, brothels, 
pornography, etc, strike at the very heart of humanity - marriages - family life - mutual respect 
and so on (M. and B. Smith, public submission to parliament on the Prostitute Reform Bill 
2001) 
• This practise wrecks marriages and families. 
• Spreads sexually transmitted diseases. 
• Increases crime and drug use. 
• Is extremely detrimental to Maori and Polynesian girls especially the very young, 
sometimes not even teenagers. 
• Involves somebody's daughter, niece, cousin, or other close kin or friend. 
• Encourage and help all women (girls) to escape from this physical and psychological 
pain. 













From this standpoint, prostitution is fundamentally wrong, and as the public submissions 
opposing the Bill show, it typically becomes characterised under the usual simplified 
stereotypical models of violence, child abuse and degradation. This dichotomy between 
- the vi:rtttes of idealised family life on the one hand, and degraded prostitution on the 
other, is a powerful one, deeply ingrained within public morality. Jeffrey Weeks argues 
that the "mythological 'family' serves as a strong metaphor of order and harmony" 
(Weeks 1985 :40), in contrast to the 'moral chaos' that exists outside of it. 
Gagnon and Simon (1973 :218) warn that prostitution is vulnerable to social and 
scientific simplification. This is true for analyses of prostitution which look for themes of 
degradation running through the workers' lives, to the neglect of the rest of their non-
prostitute lives. The actual selling of sex isn't a burning issue in these women's lives, 
other aspects of the daily routine taking on more importance. As a forty-something 
husband and wife team who both sell sexual services in Australia explained: 
... our work is only part of our life. The rest of the time we're a normal family, with 
shopping, gardening, and housework to do (Heritage 1999:72). 
Analyses of prostitution usually do little to reflect this, however, focussing purely on the 
acts of commercial sex as the all-encompassing defining element of the women's' lives. 
Hubbard notes this problem: 
Exhaustive ethnographic work has perhaps done most to highlight the variability which 
exists in contemporary sex work, with Scambler (1997) highlighting the mundane and 
ordinary nature of many prostitutes' lives. In his opinion, journalistic and media accounts 
salaciously focus on the exceptional encounters and transactions which punctuate 
prostitutes' lives rather than focussing on the more routine aspects of their existence, 






In analyses concentrating purely on the work aspect, not only are the rest of the workers' 
respective lives overlooked, but often the analyses look for problematic themes and 
patterns connecting the individual experiences of selling sex. For example, many studies 
focus around themes such as drug use,· childhood abuse, health risks, etc. These, it could 
be argued, are the modem themes in the problematisation of prostitution. As Bell argues, 
the dominant discourses on prostitution are "a negative construction and reproduction of 
the prostitute body that focuses on the undeniable suffering and oppression bound up 
with prostitution through the centuries" (Bell 1994:4). Bell therefore offers a positive 
construction in response as a means to try and redefine the prostitute body, producing 
new meanings such as - prostitute as healer rather than disease producer, educator rather 
than deviant, business woman rather than commercial object (Bell 1994:99). This is not a 
denial of exploitation or abuse that some workers experience, but rather an attempt to 
address the weight of negative stigma attached to prostitution over the centuries. 
Davidson, however, warns against analyses that give uni-dimensional portrayals of 






It is not hard to find 'sex-workers' who are prepared to 'voice' the view that they freely 









greater degree of control over their own sexuality than that enjoyed by non-prostitute 
women, and equally, there is no shortage of former prostitutes who are prepared to 'voice' 
the view that their experience of prostitution was akin to that of rape or sexual abuse. 
___ __sjnce prasti111tes do not speak with one voice on-the imbject, it is very easy for theorists to 
'cherry pick' in order to support their own preconceptions about prostitution (Davidson 
1998:113-114). 
But there is a vast difference between 'cherry picking' to advance one particular 
standpoint on the one hand, and challenging the negative stigma and detrimental 
constructions of the prostitute body on the other. Radical feminism, for example, 
typically denies validity to positive constructions of sex work. Pro-prostitution groups, by 
contrast, do not deny that exploitation can exist, but that it does not exist for all, and 
cannot be generalised as an inherent element of prostitution. Or for that matter, that it is 
an element specific to sex work. As Rickard notes of Roberta Perkins' life-story work 
with Sydney sex workers that showed they "exerted a significant amount of control over 
their working lives, felt empowered by their work and most were not arrested or 
subjected to violence" (Rickard 2001:114). Rickard notes that Perkins was "accused of 
glossing over the dangers that sex workers face by focussing only on articulate, high-
class call girls and brothel workers, and not including ex-workers" (Rickard 2001: 114). 
Bell welcomes the rise of sex workers' voices giving their own conceptualisations 
including both the positive and the negative, what Rickard describes as "the complex and 
contradictory meanings that women ascribe to their involvement in prostitution" (Rickard 
2001: 114 ), as they help redefine what prostitution means by voicing what prostitution 
means for those involved rather than having analyses imposed from outside and being 
told what it is supposedly about. Bell writes: 
... the prostitute has emerged simultaneously as a new political subject, and as a plural 
rather than a unitary, subject. The prostitute subject position, like any other is inevitably 
nuanced. Specific experiences of prostitution give rise to different and contested 
constructions of the prostitute body: a site of work, a site of abuse, power, sex, addiction, 
and even pleasure. The prostitute struggle is a pluralistic struggle with over-lappings, 
antagonisms, distinctions and ruptures (Bell 1994:99). 
It is essential, therefore, to move beyond simplifications that ignore the context of 
specific location and particular time. Moreover, a recognition of individuality and 
diversity is also essential, without which understandings of commercial sex become 
reduced to weakly generalised theories looking for patterns that supposedly run as 
common themes through all the women and men's lives. This does little to help break the 
stereotypical images of the prostitute. The growth of sex worker voices has been crucial 
in disrupting these simplifications. The problem, however, is that while sex worker 
discourse has entered the theoretical analysis of prostitution, it seems to have had little 
impact on public conceptualisations. Sex worker discourse has largely been confined to 
academic discussions and to the NZPC's political lobbying for legislative changes. Many 
of the public haven't heard worker discourses, and typically regurgitate the old 


















Dunedin Female Refuge 
Dunedin, May 1 si, 1881. (From Grant 1993: 109). 
I. Any woman desirous of becoming an inmate of the Refuge must apply to the 
Matron on the premises, who may receive her at once (unless intoxicated), till she 
have opportunity to refer her to the Members of Committee on duty at the time. 
II. No person shall be admitted unless she undertakes to conform to the rules of the 
Institution. While no inmate be compelled to remain any specific time, no 
clothing or character will be guaranteed to anyone who has remained for a less 
period than 12 months. 
III. No inmate of the Institution shall be permitted to go out under ordinary pretext, 
but should circumstances justify the desire of any inmate to have leave of absence 
for a few hours, such permission may be granted by the matron, with the sanction 
of the Lady Visitor or some Member of Committee. 
IV. Every inmate who leaves the Institution without the permission of the Matron, 
will not be allowed to return till her case be investigated by the Committee. 
V. Inmates will be required to rise at six o'clock in summer and seven in Winter, and 
retire to bed at half-past nine o'clock, at which hour lights shall be extinguished 
and doors locked. 
VI. All inmates are expected to work to the best of their ability, and show cheerful 
obedience to the commands of the Matron. 
VII. All the money derived from the work of the inmates shall be expended in 
supporting the Institution, and should there be surplus it will be applied for the 
benefit of special cases among the inmates. Any money derived from extra work 
done by an inmate in her spare hours shall be appropriated to her personal use. 
VIII. All immoral or bad language must be carefully avoided, as well as reference to 
the past. 
IX. Inmates will be allowed to see their friends once in two months, in presence of the 
Matron. They may also write to their friends once in three months; the letters to 
be read, directed and sealed by the Matron. 
X. Inmates are required to attend morning prayers, morning and evening, and each 
one will be required to repeat a verse of Scripture at evening prayers. 
XI. Any woman who conducts herself properly whilst at the institution shall, upon 
leaving for a situation, or for any other satisfactory reason, be provided with 
sufficient clothing. 
XII. Any woman leaving the Institution, or who is found outside the premises without 
leave from the Matron, wearing or having in her possession clothes, the property 
of the Institution, may be arrested on charge of larceny. 
XIII. On the reception of an inmate her clothes are to be removed, put carefully away, 



























Sex Workers Outreach Project (SWOP) have web pages offering information and advice, 
not only for workers, but also to educate clients. 
Client's Guide 
A visit to a prostitute will be evenmore pleasant if: 
1. You are polite and respectful 
2. Your body is fresh and clean. Don't be too offended if the worker checks you for 
infections, or asks you to shower. 
3. You are not too out of it on drugs or alcohol. 
4. You both agree about the service. Be clear about what you want, and find out what 
the price for that is. 
5. You recognise that each sex worker has their own limits. For example, kissing on the 
mouth may not be possible. 
6. You always use a condom or dam for vaginal and oral contact. For anal contact use 
an extra sturdy condom. Always use lots of lube too. Sex workers are experts in safe 
sex satisfaction, and afterwards it will be the sex, not the condom you remember! 
7. Be relaxed. Sex is the most normal thing in the world. Do not expect too much and 
keep your head. It is not a love affair and, however pleasant the contact is, remember 
it is a professional service. 
8. A visit may not be perfecxt. You may be unfamiliar with each other. Take this into 
account, and don't expect too much. Remember, you can alwaysshop around next 
time. 
9. If a disagreement does arise, remain reasonable and keep things in perspective. If you 
think you have a good reason to be dissatisfied, talk to the worker, or the 
management, if appropriate. 
10. Please be considerate when you leave. Neighbours appreciate their peace and quiet. 




... National Recorded and Resolved Prostitution Offences 1995 -1999 
Table 1. Recorded Offences 
, -,.., 
~ 
OFFENCE 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
~ 
Brothel Keeping/Managing etc 9 8 3 8 9 
Person Permits/Lets Premises for Brothel 2 0 1 2 2 
~ 
.. Living on Earnings of Prostitution 2 4 0 2 1 
Prostitute Soliciting 43 61 95 116 49 
Procuring for Sexual Intercourse 3 1 0 0 2 
:.. 
Other Brothel/Prostitution Offences 2 0 2 2 2 
... 61 74 101 130 65 
"' Table 2. Resolved Offences 
... 
OFFENCE 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
" Brothel Keeping/Managing etc 5 5 2 7 7 
.,_, 
Person Permits/Lets Premises for Brothel 2 0 1 1 2 
Living on Earnings of Prostitution 1 4 0 2 0 
Prostitute Soliciting 43 60 95 114 49 
.,_ 
Procuring for Sexual Intercourse 1 1 0 0 2 ,., 
Other Brothel/Prostitution Offences 2 0 2 1 0 .. 
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